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Abstract
The Effectiveness of Using Think- Pair - Share Strategy on Developing Eleventh
Graders' Writing Skills in Rafah Governmental Schools
The study aimed at investigating the effect of Think-Pair-Share strategy on
developing eleventh graders' writing skills in Rafah governmental schools. The target
skills were writing sub-skills (the ability to write a topic sentence, supporting
sentences, a concluding sentence and punctuation marks). The researcher adopted the
quasi-experimental approach, so the researcher chose a purposive sample of 68 female
students studying at Al-Qadesia Secondary Girls' school in Rafah government. The
participants were divided into two equivalent groups: a control group of 34 students,
and an experimental one of 34 students. The two groups were equivalent in terms of
their age, previous learning, and achievement in English, and achievement in English
writing.
The instrument was an achievement test. The achievement test was used as a
pre-test to prove groups' equivalence. Moreover, it was used as a post test to measure
any possible differences between the two groups.
The findings of the study revealed that there were statistically significant differences
between the mean scores attained by the experimental group and those by the control
group in the post writing achievement test in favor of the experimental group.
In addition, at implementing the effect size equation, the results revealed that
the experiment had an effect size in favor of the experimental group.
In light of these findings, the researcher recommended the necessity of using
the Think-Pair-Share in teaching English writing to attain better results in students'
English writing achievement.
The researcher suggested that further researches should be conducted to
explore the effect of the use of Think-Pair-Share on different English language skills
and other school subjects.
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Chapter One

Background to the Study

Chapter One
Introduction
In this chapter, the researcher of attempts to define the statement of the study
which seeks examining the effect of Think-Pair-Share strategy on developing eleventh
graders' writing skills in Rafah Governmental schools. This includes the objectives of
the study, significance of the study, definition of terms, and limitations of the study.
1.1 Background of the Study
It is a custom for everybody to learn English nowadays because English is an
international language and it is one of the most popular and most spoken in modern
life. If we do not speak English, we will be staggering behind others who master it. It
is of a vital importance as it is the means of communication through which we can
interact with other people from other nations and with native speakers. The demand
for learning English increased, however, the history of teaching and learning foreign
languages often appears to have been a history of failure (Kara, 1992:10).
English plays a big role in developing different aspects of life in a society as
understanding English makes anyone get access to different aspects of knowledge
from the studies which are written and published in English. In some languages, you
can look at most words and figure out their meanings from the meanings of their
morphemes- their meaningful parts. This is much rarer in English, where the jargons
and registers of fields and subfields are often meaningless even to the other native
speakers of English (Elgin, 2000:101).
Learning English is vital. We do need to be good at English if we seek a good
job. We also need it to communicate with anyone who cannot understand Arabic. We
need English to get information through online sources as well, which makes students
do better in their academic endeavors. Harmer (2001:14) argues that various countries
are placing more importance on learning English as a second language and it becomes
the "lingua Franca" for business transactions among different countries. Writing is
one of four important language skills. Good writing skills allow you to communicate
your massage with clarity and ease to a far larger audience than through face-to-face
or telephone conversation. As Anne Marrow Lindbrgh said:“I think best with a pencil
2

in my hand". Allah swears in three letters "noon" then the pen, which is the tool of
writing and finally in what the angels write in the records of me. This verse shows the
importance of writing in Islam. Writing helps you express yourself. Writing is how
much of the world communicates. If you do not write , you cut yourself off a large
community. Additionally, Axelrod and Cooper (1991, p.21) assert, that writing itself
is a powerful tool for thinking . By writing one can recall details or scenes or people,
remember facts and ideas, and find connections in new information one has collected.
Writing is the primary basis upon which ones work, ones learning, and one
intellects will be judged – in college, in the work place, and in the community.
Writing equips you with the communication and thinking skills you need to
participate effectively.
Additionally, Gebhardt and Rodrigues (1989, p.100) state that like painting or
golf or any other complex act of coordination, writing can only be learned by doing.
Learning to draft effectively demands that you start drafting. As one drafts, one needs
to remember that you will only be able to determine what writing strategies are best
for your assignments.
Cooperative Learning has been proven to be effective for all levels of students.
It helps to promote learning and foster respect and friendships among diverse groups
of students. The more diversified teams are, the more benefits they get. Peers learn to
depend on each other in a positive way for a variety of learning tasks. It is a wellresearched instructional strategy and it has reported to be highly successful in the
classroom. It is one way of providing students with a well-defined framework from
which to learn from each other. Many previous studies were conducted on effective
cooperative strategies in learning for students –at different ages- and one of these
strategies is Think-Pair-Share. That allows students to engage in individual and small
group thinking before they are asked to answer questions in front of the whole class. It
allows learners to develop thinking, formulate ideas and thoughts, share with peers in
classroom, and write their responses. It can promote and support higher level
thinking. Many researchers have sought to employ different teaching strategies to help
learners. Crass (2007) described the effects of Think-Pair-Share, used during Guided
Reading Lessons, on reading achievement and the results were positive.
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Hence, it is necessary to reconsider the teaching strategies used for writing a
paragraph in our school. When writing a paragraph activity is taught in a
methodological and practical way. It will help learners to overcome the difficulties
involved and thus use it effectively. It has been noticed that Palestinian students face
difficulties in writing composition, decline in their outcomes, and lack improvement
in their level. In the light of what was mentioned above, it is important to conduct this
study in order to support developing written composition skills and highlight the
importance of cooperative strategies such as Think-Pair-Share strategy. This study
aims to examine the effectiveness of Think-Pair-Share strategy on developing written
composition skills.

1.2 Rationale of the Study
The researcher believes that the problem of the present study springs from
students’ low achievement in English language tests. The problem is documented
through the teachers' observations in classroom teaching, marks, and consultation of
other teachers as well. The results of the Ministry of Education national exams of
English language for eleventh graders in latest years show the low level of the
student's achievement in writing a paragraph. This shows that students face many
difficulties in learning English, especially in writing skill. Hence, it is important to
carry out such a study in order to develop students' skills in writing a paragraph
through utilizing Think-Pair-Share strategy.
1.3 Statement of the Study
It has been observed that eleventh grade students show low achievement in
writing skills, especially in writing a paragraph skills. Therefore, it is important to
implement a study in order to develop students' written composition skills using
Think- Pair-Share. This study attempts to examine the effectiveness of Think-PairShare strategy on developing writing paragraph skills among eleventh graders at AlQadesia School.
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1.4 Questions of the Study
Statement of study can be formulated in the following major question:
What is the effectiveness of using Think- Pair-Share strategy in developing eleventh
graders' writing skills in Rafah Governmental schools?
The main question can be clarified by stating the following sub-questions:
1- Are there statistically significant differences between the students' mean scores
of the experimental group and the control group in pre-posttest in writing a topic
sentence skill due to implementing Think-Pair-Share strategy?
2- Are there statistically significant differences between the students' mean scores
of the experimental group and the control group in pre-posttest in writing
supporting sentences skills due to implementing Think-Pair-Share strategy?
3- Are there statistically significant differences between the students' mean scores
of the experimental group and the control group in pre-posttest in writing a
concluding sentence skill due to implementing Think-Pair-Share strategy?
4- Are there statistically significant differences between the students' mean scores
of the experimental group and the control group in pre-posttest in punctuation
skills due to implementing Think-Pair-Share strategy?
1.5 Hypotheses of the Study
The hypotheses of the study are as follows:
1-

There are no statistically significant differences at (α ≤ 0.05) between the
students' low scores of the experimental group and the control group in preposttest in writing a topic sentence skill due to implementing Think- PairShare strategy.

2- There are no statistically significant differences at (α ≤ 0.05) between the
students' low scores of the experimental group and the control group in preposttest in writing supporting sentences skills due to implementing ThinkPair-Share strategy.
3- There are no statistically significant differences at (α≤ 0.05) differences
between the students' low scores of the experimental group and the control
group in pre-posttest in writing a concluding sentence skill due to
implementing Think-Pair- Share strategy.
5

4- There are no statistically significant differences at (α≤ 0.05) between the
students' low scores of the experimental group and the control group in preposttest in punctuation skills due to implementing Think- Pair-Share strategy.
1.6 Objectives of the Study
The present study aims at achieving the following objectives:
1- Measuring the changes in eleventh graders' achievement in writing a
paragraph as a result of Think-Pair-Share strategy.
2- Familiarizing English language teachers with principles of designing
activities, and utilizing Think-Pair-Share strategy in teaching English
language for eleventh grade.
3- Identifying the effectiveness of Think-Pair-Share strategy on developing
writing skills among eleventh graders.
1.7 Significance of the Study
The importance of the study springs from the importance of Think-Pair - Share
and its impact on the learning process. It is an attempt to point out the effective
strategy in teaching English among 11th grade in Rafah Schools Directorate in
Palestine.
The researcher believes that this study may provide teachers as well as
curriculum designers with a fundamental background about the benefit of enhancing
educational strategies such as Think-Pair -Share strategy to develop writing paragraph
among eleventh graders. This study may contribute to help teachers of English
Language by adopting the innovative strategies such as Think- Pair-Share strategy in
teaching English language. It also can help teachers in solving some problems in
teaching writing a paragraph .It may improve the performance of the eleventh graders'
in their achievement in writing a paragraph.
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1.8 Definition of Terms
1.8.1 Effectiveness
Effectiveness is a noun which means power to be effective, the quality of
being able to bring about of an effect. It is the degree of improvement of the level of
achievement of the student in English language as a result of using Think-Pair-Share
strategy. It is measured by the achievement test designed by the researcher.
1.8.2 Think-Pair-Share strategy
The researcher adopts the following definition. In this strategy, developed by
Frank Lyman (1987), the instructor poses a question, preferably one demanding
analysis, evaluation, or synthesis, and gives students 30 seconds or more to think
through an appropriate response Think. The thinking time can also be spent writing
the response. After this 'wait time', students then turn to partners and share their
responses, thus allowing time for both rehearsal and immediate feedback on their
ideas Pair. During the third and last stage, student's responses can be shared within
learning teams, within larger groups, or within the entire class during a follow-up
discussion Share (Millis , 2012:4).
1.8.3 Developing
The researcher defines the term developing when the students can be better
aware of a paragraph writing, and improve their knowledge of how write them
correctly,

or promote an academic paragraph writing topic sentence, supporting

sentences and concluding sentence, and write punctuation marks correctly, that may
result from implementing Think-Pair-Share strategy.
1.8.4 Eleventh graders
They are the students who enrolled at the 11th grade at the secondary schools
in the Gaza Strip. They are at the age 16 and 17 years old.

1.8.5 Writing Skills:
The necessary skills for composing a paragraph in English. These include
writing the main topic sentence, the supporting sentences, which explain the main
idea, and writing the concluding sentence, and put punctuation marks correctly.
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1.9 Limitations of the Study
1- This study is limited to form a paragraph, using capital letters, punctuation
marks full stop, comma correctly, write an appropriate topic sentence to show
the purpose of the paragraph, write relevant supporting details correctly, and
write relevant closing sentence properly.
2- The study is applied in the second semester of the scholastic year (2014-2015).
3- The study is limited to teaching the English language textbook writing skills in
"English for Palestine 11" second term through implementing Think-PairShare strategy.
4- The population consists of all students at the age of 16-17 years in Rafah
Governorate. The sample of the study was chosen randomly to be of two
classes of eleventh graders. The sample was divided into two groups: one as a
quasi-experimental and other as a control one.

Summary
This chapter tackled main issues (1) the introduction, (2) rationale of the
study, (3) the statement of the study, (4) the questions and hypotheses of the study, (5)
the objectives of the study, (6) the significance of the study, (7) the definitions of
terms.
The next chapter will deal with the study theoretical framework focusing on
Think-Pair-Share strategy and writing skills.
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Chapter Two

Theoretical Framework

Chapter Two
Theoretical framework
Introduction
The purpose of the study aimed at investigating the effect of using ThinkPair-Share strategy on developing eleventh graders' writing skills in Rafah
Governmental schools. Accordingly, this chapter deals with some important points
related to writing skill and Think-Pair-Share strategy. Thus, the researcher divided
this chapter into two parts. This part is concerned with the issues related to writing
skills, other issues related to cooperative learning and Think-Pair-Share strategy.

The First Domain: Cooperative Learning
2.1

Cooperative Learning (CL)
Cooperative Learning as is of the means of active learning might serve as an

appropriate and promising strategy helping to increase learning effectiveness and
providing students with the skills of collaborative, cooperating, sharing and
socializing. CL may be defined as any classroom learning situation in which students
of all levels of performance work together in structural groups towards a shared or a
common goal. Many educators give the definitions of cooperative learning.
Cooperative Learning involves students working together in pairs or groups,
and they share information. They are a team whose players must work together in
order to achieve goals successfully (Brown, 1994, p.9).
In addition, Casey et al., (2012, p.1) proposes the definition of cooperative
learning as a dynamic instructional model that can teach diverse content to students at
different grade levels. Students may work together in small, structured, heterogeneous
groups to master subject matter content. Dyson et al., (2010, p.3) defined cooperative
Learning as a dynamic instructional model that can teach diverse content to students
at different grade levels. Students work together in small, structured, heterogeneous
groups to master subject matter content.
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Slavin (1990, p.11) supposed that teachers frequently use groups in their
teaching, and pupils have been formed into, formal and informal learning groups, yet
it was not until a set of principles and methods were developed for use over an
extended period of time that cooperative learning was defined and recognized as a
model of instruction.
Bilgin, et. al. (2006, Pp.31-46), and Chang, C-Y., and Mao, S-L. (1999,
Pp.374-397) in their contributions noted that cooperative learning activity engages the
student in the learning process and seeks to improve the critical thinking, reasoning,
and problem-solving skills of the learner. As well, Jacob (1999, p.1) defines
cooperative learning as a powerful instructional innovation, with an impressive body
of theory and experimental research to support it.
Stevens and Slavin, (1995, Pp.321-351) stated that peer interaction is a central
to the success of cooperative learning as it relates to cognitive understanding. They
further noted that comprehension is facilitated. They emphasized that as learners,
some of who might normally turn out or refuse to speak out in a traditional setting,
become actively involved in the learning process through group interaction.
Cooperative Learning is one of the three major learning patterns (Self-directed
learning, cooperative learning and inquisitive learning), which are recommended by
the present elementary educational reforms (Deutach, 2001, Pp.129-152).
The researcher in her experiment divided the students into heterogeneous
group with four students from different levels of ability, there was a leader to manage
the dialogue, and a document to write the ideas. The researcher divided the activities
for each pair, and then gets back together in group, so it was important to establish
classroom norms and protocols that guide students to help and encourage each other
to solve problems, and give feedback from peers.

2.1.1 Benefits of the Implementation of Cooperative Learning in the EFL
Classroom
Cooperative learning practices can empower students and encourage them to
take greater control over setting and achieving their own learning goals. Students are
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encouraged to actively collaborate with their peers in achieving their goals. When
using cooperative learning groups, the lessons become culture-fair in that all students
are actively engaged, expressing, sharing, and strengthening their learning
experiences in the classroom (Cummins, 1991).
A cooperative learning environment allows for and encourages the interaction
that Echevarria and Vogt (2010, Pp.9-15) state it is vitally important to a academic
success of language learning. The interaction that takes place during a cooperative
learning activity allows the student discussion and it also provides peer support and
opportunities to practice language. (Echevarria, et al., 2006). In order to work
cooperatively in a group, students must make themselves understood, so they will
make sure that they are using comprehensible input to communicate with ELL .This
works better in cooperative learning groups because the students can adjust their
communication to the small number of students in the group, rather than the teacher
trying to be sure they are providing comprehensible input for all students on all levels
( Kagan, 1995).
English language learners benefit from opportunities to practice using their
emerging English skills in numerous situations involving class content areas.
According to Echevrria, Vgot, and Short (2006), learning in more effective when
students have an opportunity to participate fully, actively discussing ideas and
information rather than teachers talking and students listening. A cooperative learning
environment should be constructed in a way that allows students to interact in their
examination of the content. In cooperative learning groups, students can practice
speaking and making themselves understood by posing and answering questions,
determining meaning, and clarifying ideas. This allows time for oral rehearsal of
English while learning other content (Echevrria et al., 2006).
Students learn collaboration skills and improve communication abilities during
cooperative learning opportunities (Palmer et al., 2003). Interaction with classmates
expose students to the thought processes of others and can help further develop
students' own thinking abilities (Cummins, 1991). According to Kagan (1995),
language acquisition is fostered if it occurs in a context that is supportive and
motivating, communicative and referential, developmentally appropriate, and
feedback rich. Since the collaborative group is going to be made up of peers, the
context of language will be developmentally appropriate. Being in a smaller group,
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ELLs are receiving more feedback. Cooperative learning groups or teams provide
English learners with varying language and learning style experiences within the
content classroom. ELL students can become active members of the content
classroom instead of silent observers (O'Loughlin and Haynes, 1999).
Working together with fellow students, solving problems together, and talking
through material together has other benefits as well ( MacKeachie, et al., 1986,
p.121):

− Students participation, teacher encouragement, and student-student interaction
− Positively relate to improved critical thinking.
− Research and theory stressing the importance of active practice, motivation, and
− Feedback in thinking skills as well as other skills.
− Superior to lectures in improving thinking and problem solving.
Through cooperative learning techniques, students can become real partners in
the learning enterprise, so Kral (1997, p.146) cited in Sharan (1980, Pp.73-241) and
Slavin (1980, Pp.87-381) the major conclusions for cooperative learning are briefly
summarized below:
-

Academic Achievement: Higher-order cognitive skills are best improved
by the more open-ended methods used in cooperative learning.

-

Self-esteem: Students in cooperative groups will feel more liked by their
classmates because of the increased opportunities to interact. When
students feel they are making significant contributions to the group process
and these contributions are valued by the group members, they are more
likely to feel successful academically.

The researcher believes that getting a successful process of learning, the
teacher should divide the students into heterogeneous groups , from different levels,
and each student has a role and responsibility, and they are discussing ideas with each
other, instead of receiving information from the teacher.
2.1.2 Advantages and Disadvantages of Cooperative Learning
Sego (1991) states some advantages and disadvantages to cooperative learning.
Advantages of Cooperative Learning:
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1. Improved Attendance: Because of their commitment to others in their group,
students in cooperative classrooms tend to have better attendance.
2. Higher Grades: Because of their active participation in class, students' selfesteem and understanding of the material are increased.
3. Increased Participation: Because they are contributing to the group and
participating in class, students become more active learners.
4. The teacher becomes a facilitator instead of a lecture.
Disadvantages of Cooperative Learning:
1. Not all students work well with others, and may cause conflict within a group.
2. Not all lessons are ideal for group work. Easy or straightforward concepts may
not be as interesting or successful in a cooperative learning assignment.
3. Cooperative learning groups create a level of noise within the classroom that
the teacher might not be comfortable with or know to manage well.
2.1.2 Types of Cooperative Learning
There are three commonly recognized types of cooperative learning groups.
There are purpose and application for each type.
1- Informal Cooperative Learning Groups
These ad-hoc groups may be organized on-the-fly as an aid in direct teaching.
Informal groups are particularly useful in breaking up a lecture into shorter segments
interspersed with group activity. While this method leads to less time for lecture, it
will increase the amount of material retained by students as well as their comfort
working with each other (Johnson, et al., 2006, Pp.3-10).
2- Formal Cooperative Learning groups
This type of group forms the basis for most routine uses of cooperative
learning. Groups are assembled for at least one class period and may stay together for
several weeks working on extended projects. These groups are where students learn
and become comfortable applying the different techniques of working together
cooperatively (Johnson, et al., 2006, p.2).
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3- Cooperative Base Groups
Cooperative base groups are long-term, stable groups that last for at least a
year made up of individuals with different aptitudes and perspectives. They provide a
context in which students can support each other in academics as well as in other
aspects of their lives. The group members make sure everyone is completing their
work and hold each other accountable for their contributions. Implementing
cooperative base groups in such a way that students meet regularly for the duration of
a course completing cooperative learning tasks can provide the permanent support and
caring that students need "to make academic progress and develop cognitively and
socially in healthy ways." (Johnson et al., 1998, Pp.7-10)
According to these types, the researcher in her experiment, used the first type
of cooperative learning, which showed the progress and improvement of students'
skills in writing, during certain period of time.

2.1.3 Elements of Cooperative Learning
Cooperative efforts are expected to be more productive under certain
conditions. The followings are the five basic elements of cooperative learning.
1- Positive Interdependence
The first requirement for an effectively structures-cooperative learning
environment is that students believe they " sink" or swim together. ( Johnson, Johnson
and Stanne, 2000). That is, cooperation occurs only when students perceive that the
success of one depends on the success of the other whatever task students are given to
perform, each group member must feel that his or her contribution is necessary for the
group's success. Students have to learn to work together in order to accomplish tasks.
This is why learning must be designed in a way that makes them believe, "they sink or
swim together." Through the assigned material, students learn to achieve the goal.
Therefore, a number of ways of structuring positive interdependence are carried out
such

as

reward.

Resources

or

task

responsibilities

to

supplement

goal

interdependence. There is a unique contribution to make to the joint effort because of
his or her resources or role or task responsibilities.
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2- Face-to-Face Interaction
The second element of cooperative learning requires face-to-face interaction
among

students

within

which

they

promote

each

other's

learning

and

success.(Johnson, Johnson and Smith, 1998, Pp.26-35 ) state that team members
promote each other's productivity by helping, sharing, and encouraging efforts to
produce what they are learned. Members explain, discuss and teach what they know
to teammates. Instructors structure teams so that members sit knee- to- knee and talk
through each aspect of the tasks they are working to complete.
3- Individual and Group Accountability
The third element leads to the belief that "what students can do together
today, they can do alone tomorrow." The purpose of cooperative learning groups is to
make each member a stronger individual. Individual accountability exists when the
performance of each individual student is assessed, and the results are given back to
the groups. Therefore, the group knows who needs more assistance, support, and
encouragement in completing the job. Johnson and Johnson (1991) suggest more
common ways to structure individual accountability. These include giving an
individual test to each student, randomly selecting one student to represent the entire
group, or having students teach what they have learned to someone else.
4- Interpersonal and Small – Group Skills
Students must be taught the social skills and be motivated to use them. Those
social skills needed for both teamwork and task work include leadership, decisionmaking, trust-building, communication, and conflict- management skills (Johnson ,
Johnson and Holubec, 1993).
5- Group Processing
Group members should think about how well they have cooperated as a team
and how to enhance their future cooperation. Some of the keys to successful
processing are allowing sufficient time for it to take place, emphasizing positive
feedback, maintaining student involvement in processing . To be cooperative, group
members must promote each other's learning and success face-to-face, hold each other
personally and individually accountable to do a fair share of the work. Use the
interpersonal and small group skills needed for cooperative efforts to be successful,
and process as a group how effectively members are working together.
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These five essential components must be presented for small group learning to
be truly cooperative. There needs to be an accepted common goal on which the group
will be rewarded for their efforts (Johnson and Johnson, 1991).
The elements that make learning cooperative are defined as follows by
Johnson and Johnson (1994, p.4):
1- Clearly perceived positive interdependence.
2- Considerable promotive (face-to-face) interaction.
3- Clearly perceived individual accountability and personal responsibility to
achieve the group's goals.
4- Frequent use of the relevant interpersonal and small-group skills.
5- Frequent and regular group processing of current functioning to improve the
group's future effectiveness.
The researcher believes that cooperative learning involves more than students
making, to work together to answer questions, or to think to write something. It
requires teachers to structure cooperative interdependence among the students. The
researcher advised teachers to do the following with students:
−

Develop and use critical thinking skills and teamwork.

−

Promote positive relations among different groups.

−

Establish academic environment.

2.1.4 Cooperative Learning and Writing
Writing is one of the skills that the students need to master. Students'
acquisitions of the writing skills are given much emphasis in the educational system.
However, Grabe and Kaplan (1996, p.27) state that writing process received relatively
little attention in research on foreign language teaching. Yet, it is a valuable
communicative skill to convey a person's thoughts and feelings. It is a mean of selfdiscovery and linguistic discipline.
Harmer (2006. p.18) believes that writing in groups is effective in genre-based
and process approach. Students found the activity motivating in terms of the writing
itself. They also found the activity to be motivating when they embark on the
research, discussed on the topics, had peer evaluation and achieved the group's goal.
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Data attained from ten Limited English Proficient (LEP) Community College
students who were taught largely using cooperative learning approaches showed
positive outcome (Jones and Carrasquillo, 1998, p.25). For four months, the students
worked together using brain storming techniques and collaborative reading and
writing tasks. Results indicated that the cooperative learning approach improved the
students writing skills.
Mariam and Napisah (2005) postulated that peer interaction was incorporated
in learning writing, the students generated ideas and constructed sentences together.
Thus this will lead to a better understanding of the topic that they are required to write
on. The students will also be able to write concrete, accurate and creative piece of
writing.
Cooperative work between learners is encouraged to increase motivation and
develop positive attitudes towards the writing activities (Nunan, 1991; Spencer,
1983). The students should be responsible in their writing and given the opportunity
to share their work with others, the immediate feedback and positive reinforcement
will boost their motivation to engage in writing activities.
The studies conducted on the incorporation of cooperative learning in learning
writing, showed that cooperative learning is an effective educational approach to
improve the students' achievement in writing.
The researcher can believes that the writing process received little attention in
Gaza. Therefore, students are weak and poor in writing, and they are unable to
transfer ideas into their notes. So, the researcher in her experiment used brain
storming and cooperative learning, that it is through groups work, which improve
students' writing skills (Write an appropriate topic sentence, supporting details, and
concluding sentence, and use punctuation marks correctly). The researcher
investigates that cooperative learning contain the advantages in stirring students'
motivation for achievement, taking into account individual differences and students'
unique needs, improving their achievement level, and saving effort and time.
2.1.5 Cooperative learning in the classroom
In every classroom, no matter what the subject area is, teachers can structure
and plan lessons so that students
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1- Engage in a win-lose struggle to see who is best competition.
2- Work independently on their own learning goals at their own pace and in their
own space to achieve a preset criterion of excellence individualism.
3- Work cooperatively in small groups, ensuring that all members master the
assigned material cooperative.
2.1.6 Components of a Cooperative Learning Activity
Borich (2004, Pp. 245-336) explains how to organize the classroom for cooperative
learning, and he clarifies it in four parts as follows:
1- Teacher-Student Interaction
One purpose of teacher-student interaction during cooperative learning is to
promote independent thinking. Much like student response-teacher reaction sequences
during self-directed inquiry, exchanges between you and your learners in the
cooperative classroom focus on getting learners to think for themselves,
independently of the text. In self-directed inquiry, the interaction usually is one on
one, with verbal messages directed to individuals one at a time. In contrast,
cooperative learning occurs in groups that share a common purpose and task, and your
goal is to help the group become more self-reflective and aware of its own
performance.
2- Student-Student Interaction
Interaction among students in cooperative learning groups is intense and
prolonged. During cooperative learning, the feedback, reinforcement, and support
come from students peers in the group. Student-student interaction constitutes the
majority of time and activity during cooperative learning. Groups of four or five,
working together in the physical closeness promoted by a common task, encourage
collaboration, support, and feedback from the closest, most immediate source- one's
peers. An essential ingredient of cooperative learning is each learner's desire to
facilitate the task performance of fellow group members.
3- Task Specialization and Materials
Cooperative learning tasks are pre-planned activities; they are timed,
completed in stages, and placed within the context of the work of others. This
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promotes the sharing of ideas and/or materials and the coordination of efforts among
individuals.
4- Role Expectations and Responsibilities
The success of a cooperative learning activity depends on your communication
of role expectations and responsibilities and, modeling them when necessary. This is
another reason why cooperative learning has little resemblance to loosely formed
discussion groups; not only must you divide labor among learners and specialized
tasks, but you also must designate roles that foster the orderly completion of a task.
The researcher thinks that cooperative learning occurs when small groups of
students work together to maximize learning. The researcher in her experiment,
concentrates on student-student interaction, whether in pairs or groups, the researcher
found from this interaction:
− Higher achievement, and greater productivity.
− More caring and supportive, and committed relationship.
− Free to talk with each other as they work.
− Within groups, from pairs that is responsible for looking over and actually
correcting each other's work.
2.1.7 Instructional Effects of Cooperative Learning
Arends (1991, p.324) says that the cooperative learning model has been
developed to achieve at least three important instructional objectives.
1- Academic Achievement
Cooperative learning aims at improving student performance on important
academic tasks. The belief is that the model's cooperative incentive structure raises
the value placed on academic learning and changes the norms associated with
achievement. Cooperative learning can benefit both low-achieving and high-achieving
students who work on academic materials together. High achievers tutor low
achievers. In the process, high achievers gain academically because serving as a tutor
requires thinking deeply about the relationships and meanings of a particular subject.
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2- Improved Race Relations
Cooperative learning gives opportunities to students of varying backgrounds
and conditions to work interdependently on common tasks and, through the use of
cooperative reward structures, learn to appreciate each other.
3- Social Skills
A final and very important effect of cooperative learning is that students learn
skills of cooperation. These are important skills in societies where much adult work is
carried out in large, interdependent organizations and where communities become
more global in their orientations.
The researcher observed that cooperative learning effects on achievement and
it increases motivation, classroom socialization, and the student's confidence in
learning. In short, it is anything that students do in a classroom than merely passively
listening to a teacher's lecture.

2.1.8 Steps in Teaching Cooperative Skills
There are four steps that teachers must follow in teaching cooperative skills.
Kral (1994, Pp. 143-145) introduces these steps cited in Johnson and Johnson (1975)
as follows:
− Step 1. Students must see value in group work. If teachers want students to
react positively to their first experiences cooperative learning, students must
understand at least some of the many rationales for this kind of classroom
experience. They need to understand why it is that they are doing things
differently and how it will help them reach their goals. Some teachers simply
explain why they are doing cooperative work, or place posters around the
room to remind learners of the benefits of cooperative group work.
− Step 2. Students must be aware of the necessary skills for successful group
work in order to know what they are supposed to do. Students need to know
before the activity begins that getting information and responding to questions
are the skills being practiced.
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− Step 3. Students must practice the skill. The major responsibilities teachers
have in cooperative learning are to design and set up practice situations.
− Step 4. Students need to process the skills they have practiced. Processing
means that students need to become aware of what exactly it is they have
practiced and to evaluate how successful they have been in the practice of the
skills.
The researcher of the current study noticed from these steps that they are basic
and comprehensive for teaching cooperative skills. The researcher believes that
students must know the value of group work, such as: they can interact with their
classmates, get more opportunity to talk, learn social skills for getting along with
others, learn to respect different ideas and opinions. In her experiment the researcher
focused on brainstorm sessions to stimulate creative thinking in "Think" step, and
contribute of ideas from all members of the group, whether in pairs or more.
2.1.9 Cooperative Learning for EFL
Colorín (2007) says that Cooperative Learning is particularly beneficial for
any student learning a second language. Cooperative Learning activities promote peer
interaction, which helps the development the language and the learning of concepts
and content. It is important to assign ELLs to different teams so that they can benefit
from English language role models. ELLs learn to express themselves with greater
confidence when working in small team. In addition to picking up vocabulary, ELLs
benefit from observing how their peers learn and solve problems. If you design to
assign each student in a team a role such as reporter, recorder, time keeper, and
material manager, you might want to rotate roles each week or by activity. This
prevents what typically happens if students select their own roles- the same students
wind up performing the same tasks. By rotating, students develop the skills they most
need to practice.
Cooperative structures have been developed by different scholars including
Johnson, Johnson and Holubec, 1994 ; Kagan, 1997 ; Slavin, 1995. Kagan (1997) has
compiled the largest single collection of cooperative structures. All structures
strategies upon to divide the students into groups, positive interdependence between
them, acquire social skills and individual and group responsibility, and among these
strategies.
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1- Roundtable and its variations
2- Corners
3- Jigsaw and expert Jigsaw
4- Numbered heads together
5- Mix and match
6- Continuum
7- Think-Pair-Share (TPS)
In this strategy, developed by Frank Lyman (1981), the instructor poses a
question, preferably one demanding analysis, evaluation, or synthesis, and gives
students 30 seconds or more to think through an appropriate response Think. The
thinking time can also spent writing the response. After this wait time, students then
turn to partners and share their responses, thus allowing time for both rehearsal and
immediate feedback on their ideas Pair. During the third and last stage, student's
responses can be shared within learning teams, within larger groups, or within the
entire class during a follow-up discussion Share (Millis, 2012, p.4)
Think-Pair-Share Instructional Strategy is a cooperative learning strategy that
belongs to the group of strategies called inquiry based learning strategies. It derived
its name from the three stages of learners' actions while implementing the strategy,
with emphasis on what learners are expected to do at each of the stages (Johnson and
Johnson, 1999 ).
The strategy incorporates wait time, verbal rehearsal, discussion, and
cooperative learning. In its original from Lyman defined two wait periods, the initial
time after the question was asked or wait-time І of three to five seconds and then
another wait period or wait-time ІІ of at least three seconds after each pair shared
back to the group (Lyman, 1989, cited in Baumeister, 1992, p. 19 ).
2.2 Think-Pair-Share strategy (TPS)
Each child is an individual with individual learning needs. However, most
human learning is a social process. Students can benefit from learning in groups and
pairs. Students can learn better when they are engaged in working together. One of the
forms of the collaborative learning is think, pair, share strategy. Think, pair, share is
considered as one of the strategies used to activate learner's background about the
instructional situation. It is a strategy designed to get many students activity involved
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in classes of any size. It is a learning strategy developed by Frank Lyman and
associates to encourage student classroom participation. Rather than using a basic
recitation method in which teacher poses a question and one student offers a response,
Think-Pair-Share is a multi-response strategy, applicable to all learners (Fisher, 2005,
p.96).
2.2.1 Definitions of Think-Pair-Share strategy
It is a classroom learning activity that provides students with an opportunity to
think about a key question, idea, issue, or notion and share their thoughts with a
partner before discussion in a small or large group. The focus is on brief, purposeful
discussion (Lyman, 1992, p.1). Elsewhere, it is one collaborative learning strategy
found useful in all kinds of learning situations, and applicable to all ages and abilities
(Fisher, 2005, p.96 ). It is also that Nasr Allah (2004, p.113) affirms that this strategy
is used to create a reaction towards a certain topic. After thinking and manipulating
question or a problem individually of a certain topic, pairs of students discuss their
ideas to get a correct answer or solution. Then, they share their ideas and declare them
as one idea.
Lutfullah (2004) cited the definition from (Jaber Abd Hamid, 1999, Pp. 21-91;
Gregory and Parry, 1995, p.11, Jones, 2002) for Think-Pair-Share strategy: It is one of
the cooperative learning strategies. It consists of three steps:
1- Think: Students think about the problem or the question that posed to him/her.
2- Pair: Each student discuses with his/her colleague in their thoughts.
3- Share: Students share with the whole class in groups what they have reached
of ideas.
In this strategy, developed by Frank Lyman (1981), the instructor poses a
question, preferably one demanding analysis, evaluation, or synthesis, and gives
students 30 seconds or more to think through an appropriate response Think. The
thinking time can also spend writing the response. After this " wait time", students
then turn to partners and share their responses, thus allowing time for both
rehearsal and immediate feedback on their ideas Pair. During the third and last
stage, student's responses can be shared within learning teams, within larger
groups, or within the entire class during a follow-up discussion Share (Millis,
2012, p.4)
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Think-Pair-Share Instructional Strategy is a cooperative learning strategy that also
belongs to the group of strategies called inquiry based learning strategies. It
derived its name from the three stages of learners' actions while implementing the
strategy, with emphasis on what learners are expected to do at each of the stages (
Johnson and Johnson, 1999).
The strategy incorporates wait time, verbal rehearsal, discussion, and cooperative
learning. In its original from Lyman defined two wait periods; the initial time after
the question was asked wait-time І of three to five seconds and then another wait
period wait-time ІІ of at least three seconds after each pair shared back to the
group ( Lyman, 1989, cited in Baumeister, 1992, p. 19).
The researcher defines Think- Pair- Share strategy as a cooperative learning
technique which students work together to write a paragraph, which contains a topic
sentence, supporting details and concluding sentence,

and used an appropriate

punctuation marks comma, full stop and capitalization. This technique requires
students to (1) Think individually about the answer or a paragraph to form ideas of
their own. (2) Pair where students have to discuss their ideas. (3) Share where the
students share the ideas with a group contains four students; here students are more
comfortable presenting ideas to group with the support of a partner's views .
2.2.2 Theoretical Background of Think-Pair-Share (TPS)
Jones ( 2006:online) states that " TPS is a cooperative discussion strategy
developed by Frank Lyman and his colleagues in Marylund in 1981. It gets it name
from the three stages of student action, with emphasis on what students are to be
doing at each of those stages".
Mills and Cottel (1998:online) describe TPS as a relatively low-risk and short
cooperative learning technique that is ideally appropriate for instructors and students
who are new to cooperative learning in one way or another. Saskatoon Public School
(2009:online ) declares that TPS is a learning strategy used to increase students'
participations rather than using a basic recitation method in which an instructor asks a
question and one student offers a response.
Office of Human Resources (2010: online ) shows that in the implementation
of TPS, students have to turn to someone near them to summarize what they learned,
to answer a question raised during the discussion, or to understand how, why and
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when they might apply a concept to their own situations the objectives of TPS are to
engage students with the material on an individual level, in pairs, and finally as a
large group.
Jones (2006: online ) regards TPS as a helpful technique because it raises a
discussion among students in the class. He adds that " students follow a prescribed
process that limits off-task thinking and off-task behavior, and accountability is built
in because each must report to a partner, and then the partner must report to the class".

2.2.3 The Procedures of Think-Pair-Share Strategy
The procedures of how to teach writing by using Think-Pair-Share (TPS)
extracted from Barkley, et al., (2005, p.104) are as follows:
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Figure 2.1- The Procedures of Think-Pair-Share Strategy

From the procedures of TPS above, I hope that TPS covers all the skills of
writing a paragraph. In the pair step the students will conduct the discussion between
their partner, exchange their ideas and together to find out the answer/ solution.
Example: Write a topic sentence, supporting details and a concluding sentence, and
use an appropriate punctuation). Besides, the power of share stage can force/ motivate
the students to be more accurate to write a paragraph, because it is important for the
students to share correct answer to whole class.

2.2.4 Characteristics of Think-Pair-Share strategy
Hendy (2002, p.183) and Hamada (2002, p.241) mention some of these
characteristics:
1-

Think-Pair-Share strategy gives the students the opportunity to ask, discuss
and exchange ideas.

2-

It provides opportunities for learning.

3-

This strategy provides students opportunities to learn from their errors in an
atmosphere qualified with understanding, interaction and communication.

4-

Think-Pair-Share strategy provides students with opportunities to record their
ideas on paper or cards which can be collected and examined by the teacher.
Thus, the teacher can see and discover their exploration of the topic.

The researcher of the current study adds other characteristics as follows:
1-

The student generates an idea him/herself then is able to extend that idea by
collaborating with a peer.

2-

The learning is enhanced via the dialogue between individuals.
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3-

When students are sharing ideas with their partner ,teacher reminds them to
listen to their partner's ideas. When groups are asked to share, students share
the ideas of their partner, not their own, that it increases social skills, and
respects each other.

4-

Sharing the student's answer in a public venue forces the student to organize
the new information gathered from the dialogue with peer in a comprehensible
manner.

5-

It allows the teacher to check his/her students' level of understanding before
moving deeper into the subject matter.

2.2.5 The role of Teacher and student in Think-Pair-Share strategy:
Fisher (2005, p.96) and Preszler (2006 , p.12) present the stages of think-pairshare as follows:
1-

Students listen while the teacher poses the question or a problem.

2-

Students take a few moments just to think about the question, forming ideas of
their own.

3-

Using designed partners, nearby neighbors, or a desk mate, students pair up to
talk about the answer each came up with.

4-

The instructor calls for pairs to share their thinking with the rest of the class.
The teacher can do this by calling randomly on a few students to summarize
their discussion or give their answer.

The researcher of the current study summarizes what the teacher can do.
1-

Forming groups: the teacher divides the students into heterogeneous group,
each group includes 4 students of different levels.

2-

Preparation the teaching aids for each lesson.

3-

Preparation of the learning environment.

4-

Distributing worksheets for each group.

A. The role of the teacher during the lesson:
1-

Explaining the new lesson and giving students examples.

2-

Monitoring the work of groups, and listening to the dialogue and the
discussion between the members of the group.
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3-

Monitoring and providing feedback to encourage the students and to identify
areas of weakness that you need to review.

4-

Following up the progress made by the members of each group.

5-

Evaluating each activity, that the group implemented during the lesson.

B. The role of the teacher after the lesson:
1-

The teacher summarizes the main points of the lesson.

2-

Declares the score of each group, determines the winner of the group and
provides appropriate reinforcement for them.

C. The role of student in this strategy
Al-Issawi and Jaafar (2012, Pp. 343-344) state the role of students as follows:
1-

The student thinks alone individually at a specific time, for the problem posed
by the teacher, and it requires from the student to select the information and
ideas which related to the problem, and activates the previous experiences, and
linked to the new positions.

2-

He/ she pairs with his/ her colleague to discuss and exchange ideas and views,
and tries to persuade his/ her colleague with his/ her idea, and listens for his/
her opinion to solve the problem and they have an evidence and proof on the
validity of their solution.

3-

Interaction with other colleagues and building a

positive relationships

between him/ her colleagues.
4-

Do the effort and help other colleagues, and contribute a different point of
views, in order to get perfect solutions.

5-

Keep quiet, and discipline in the classroom and with groups, so that he can
hear the instructions and the questions that posed.

6-

The teacher is not a transmitter of information, and the student is not only a
negative recipient, and this strategy is the biggest burden lien on the student
for seeking the information, with the help of the teacher as a guide and
advisor, and this strategy is the most strategies based on the student.

The researcher of the current study adds other roles of the student in this strategy:
1-

The students think alone to write a topic sentence, supporting details,
concluding sentence, and add an appropriate punctuation marks and
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capitalization on their worksheets at a specific time, which students need to
work on their own to reach the information.
2-

The student pairs up with a partner, to discuss and share their ideas or to
contrast opinions, and this step gives the opportunity to give voice to quieter
students who might have difficulty sharing in a larger group.

3-

The partners share their thoughts and writings with the rest of group, which
consists of 4 students. Students are more comfortable in presenting answers to
a group with the support of a partner.

4-

The teacher allows each group to choose a student to present their ideas to the
rest of the class.

5-

The student who chosen by the teacher from each group leader, should say the
answer or the sentence her/ his group agreed on. This is important. However, it
should be considered.

6-

A student writes a paragraph on his/her own, then every student in the group
contributes to the paragraph written by all. The teacher gives marks to each
group.

7-

Students should be ready to speak , when it's his/ her turn, and this helps to
build a positive, social skills.

8-

Students should have learnt through cooperative learning and not directly.

2.2.6 Advantages of Think-Pair-Share:
There are many advantages to Lyman's technique. Personal interaction
motivates students and engages the entire class. Quiet students are also able to
answer the question or complete the task with a partner instead of having to stand in
front of the entire class. The instructor can easily asses student's understanding by
listening to several groups during the activity, and by collecting responses at the end (
Karger, 2011, p.368 ).
Fisher affirms that working with a partner should also give a child confidence
to work in bigger groups. For the child helped by another, the benefits can be
considerable. Tutors can gain intellectual benefits in different ways. Putting their
skills and knowledge to some purpose will help to consolidate their knowledge, fill in
gaps, find new meanings and extend their conceptual framework (Fisher, 2005, p.93).
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Putting students in pairs provides many of the advantages of group work. An
analysis of the studies conducted upon learning in science, math, English, and
technology classes showed that small-group learning promotes greater student
achievement, increases retention in courses, and promotes favorable attitudes toward
the course material. Students have the opportunity to state their own views, to hear
from others, to hone their argumentative skills, and so forth, without the
administrative requirements of group work. Social benefits arise from creating a
cooperative learning environmental in promoting a sense of common purpose and in
social bonds (Fisher, 2005 , p.93).
In facts, TPS is a co-operation learning strategy therefore it has many benefits
and advantages. McDonough and Shaw (2000, p. 203 ) believe that in the cooperative
learning.
"Different tasks can be assigned to different groups or pairs. This May lead to
a cohesive –whole- class environment if these tasks Can be fitted together, perhaps in
a final discussion. Alternatively a teacher working with a mixed proficiency group
may have the flexibility to allocate activities according to learners' level."
Using TPS strategy reduces the teachers' dominance in the classroom and
makes students and teachers work together and this is very important. In addition, it
can enhance student motivation, reduce student stress and create a positive effective
classroom climate; id est. it can result in a more dynamic classroom interaction that
promotes and enhances more learning. It reduces the competition among students and
ensures more participation from the students in the class (See Richards and Renandya,
2002, p.49; Richards and Schmidt, 2002, p.124; Richards and Rodgers, 2001, p.193).

The researcher of the current study investigates how far TPS can achieve of the
following advantages:
1-

It provides an opportunity for students to be active, effective and participant in
the learning process.

2-

The first step, think there is a "wait time", which they have time to think of
their answers, until they can reach to the right answer.

3-

It gives an opportunity for all students, to discuss the ideas together, because
the cognitive structure begin through discussions.
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4-

It increases the academic achievement, and develops a high level of thinking,
and building knowledge through pair and group discussion.

5-

It provides an opportunity to train on some social skills.

6-

It gives an opportunity for each student to express his/her ideas individually on
their worksheets, and it gives the opportunity for the teacher to recognize the
thinking and understanding of the students and evaluates him/her.

7-

It helps students to develop writing skills and writing a paragraph through the
discussions with each other.

8-

It acquits a vital atmosphere in the classroom, and meets the needs of students
of social communication.

9-

TPS strategy break and reduce the formality between the teacher and students.
The researcher of the current study adds the following disadvantages of ThinkPair-Share strategy:
1- It can be noisy.
2- Hard to assist all students, during the discussion, because they have so
many groups.
3- Selfishness of some students, which they keep some information for
themselves.

2.2.7 Other variations of Think-Pair-Share
There are many variations of this active learning technique. A favorite of
many educators is Think-Write-Pair-Share. In this scenario, students listen while the
teacher poses a question, problem, concept or a task. As indicated above, the students
are given quiet time to respond to the question in writing. Students are then cued to
pair with a neighbor and discuss their responses, noting similarities and differences. It
is important to give students enough time to share their answers and discuss how they
arrived at the answers with their classmates. After rehearsing responses with a partner,
students are invited to share publicly using language for reported speech (Karge et.
Al, 2011, p.368).
Fisher (2005) offers another variation, the Read-Write-Pair-Share. He
indicates that the strategy provides students with a scaffold experience. The student
reads a passage independently, and then composes his/her reactions in writing. These
ideas are shared with a partner. The scaffold is enhanced by the discussion and
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expansion of the thoughts with another classmate and they indicate that some may
feel confident once they have rehearsed it by sharing with a peer and may volunteer to
share with the entire class.
Tell-Help-Check is an excellent strategy that provides students with
opportunities to review and confirm their understanding of critical information.
Through interaction with partners, students are able to participate, either orally or in
writing, in an activity that will assist in filling in knowledge gaps of information.
First, the instructor numbers the students as 1's and 2's. the instructor poses a question
to which the 1's respond to. This may be done either in writing or orally. The amount
of time allotted to answer the question depends on the depth of the question.
Generally, one or two minutes are sufficient. Once the question has been answered,
2's provides help with the answer by adding information or editing existing
information. Once both team members have given input on the answer, they check the
text to determine accuracy ( Karger, 2011, p.386 ).
2.2.9 The importance of Think-Pair-Share strategy
Think-Pair-Share provides young students with the opportunity to carefully
think and talk about what they have learned. The strategy requires a minimal effort on
the part of the teacher yet encourages a great deal of participation from students, even
reluctant students. In addition, the strategy incorporates various learning styles, which
results in a greater amount of involvement and interaction from more students (
Prezler, 2002, p.12 ).
Group work during class time aims primarily at associating good outcomes
with certain student behaviors (Leamnson , 2000, p.80).

In addition, students often

find out that their answer, which they assumed to be stupid, was actually not stupid at
all; perhaps their partner thought of the same thing. Students also discover that they
rethink their answer in order to express it to same one else, and they also often
elaborate on their answer or think of new ideas as the partners share (Leamnson,
2000, p.81).
The interactive nature of this strategy helps students maintain interest in the
topics covered. It also offers an avenue for students to tap into related background
knowledge. This strategy provides an excellent opportunity for the instructor to assess
student knowledge of the given topic. While the teams are working on the questions,
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the instructor can circulate the room to determine the level of understanding of
individuals and the group as a whole. This time also provides an opportunity for the
instructor to provide feedback to individual students (Karger et al, 2011, p.368).
On implementing this strategy, the researcher of the current study found that
Think-Pair- Share is very valuable, since it gives the teacher the opportunity to
observe all the students as they interact in pairs or groups. Students who would never
speak up in class are at least giving an answer to someone this way. It helps teachers
to ensure that students listen to each other is to tell students that you will be calling on
individuals to explain their partners thinking, as opposed to telling their own thoughts,
so a powerful reason to use Think- Pair- Share in order to structure students' thinking
and their discussion.

The Third Domain: Writing
2.3 Writing
First, we must remember that language arts components are four. They are listening,
speaking, reading and writing. None of these components stand alone, when we teaching
writing, it is important to remember that it is a means of communication, as is listening,
reading and speaking. Writing is also a fundamentally creative process. It is also not a
naturally acquired skill, a fact that makes writing different from speaking.
Poor writing ability not only affects school performance, it also impacts performance
in the work place, where the ability to write is a valued skill. Writing is a developed skill,
many students see writing as something they have to do, not as something meaningful.
Schools have to create a climate to encourage it. Unfortunately, the results of exams, and
previous studies carried out that many high school students lack of proficiency in writing,
leading to decreased academic performance in school. High school specifically, should focus
on improving writing because students are in transitional years, getting ready either to go to
college or enter the workforce. High school should investigate and implement strategies for
helping their students to improve their writing skills. Especially, that writing should have
much training and practice in order to get developed.
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2.3.1 Definitions of Writing
There are many definitions of writing.

Gebhardt and Rodrigues (1989 , p.11)

describe writing as both process and result. It is a way to explore material, a way to discover
insights into subjects. Graham and Harris (1993) defines writing is a fundamental importance
to learning, to development of the person in each learner, and to success in the educational
system. As teachers, we read to work continually to aid our students in their search for
fulfillment as writers. Zen (2005, p.2) defines writing as one of the four skills , commonly
accepted goals of learning a foreign language, but often a skill that "falls through". Archibald
(2001, Pp.153-160) defines writing as a skill that needs knowledge and proficiency in many
areas. It is a multidimensional skill. It is a complex skill that results from the interaction of the
writer's knowledge, experience, skills and the cognitive demands of the task.
Bello (1997, p.1) says that writing is the continuous process of discovering how to
find the most effective language for communicating one's feelings and thoughts. He maintains
that writing is challenging, whether it is in a native language or in a second language. Bryne
(1996,p.1) defines writing as the act of forming symbols, making marks on a flat surface of
some kind. But writing is clearly much more than the production of graphic symbol, just as
speech is more than the production of sounds. The symbols have to be arranged to form
sentences, although again we can say 'writing' if we are merely making lists of words, as in
inventories of items such as shopping lists. Orwig (1999 ,p. 2) defines writing as a skill saying
that: It is a productive skill that is more complicated than it seems at first, and often seems to
be the most difficult of the skills since it has a number of micro skills such as: using
orthography correctly, spelling and punctuation conventions, using vocabulary in a correct
way and using the appropriate style.
So, the researcher lets students in the eleventh grade in her experiment to write a
paragraph to express their feeling and ideas, by using punctuation correctly, writing the main
topic sentence, writing supporting sentences which explain the main idea, and writing a
concluding sentence, and the researcher evaluates their writing.
2.3.2 The Nature of Writing
Writing is a skill that needs knowledge and proficiency in many areas. It is a
multidimensional skill that results from interaction of the writer's knowledge, experience,
skills and the cognitive demands of the task (Archibald, 2001, Pp.153-160). Bello (1997,
p.1) says that writing is a continuous process of discovering how to find the most effective
language for communicating one's feelings and thoughts. He maintains that writing is
challenging, whether it is in a native language or in a second one.
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Many researchers like Celce-Murcia (2001, p.207) and Olshtain (2001) agree that
writing is essential but it is a difficult skill for EFL students to accomplish. Unlike speaking
skill, writing imposes greater demands on the text as written interaction lacks immediate
feedback from the writer who has to try to write a clear, relevant, and interesting text.
Writing is not merely putting down word to form a sentence or writing one sentence
beside the other to form a paragraph. The difficulty lies in generating and organizing ideas as
well as in utilizing these ideas in writing in English language (EFL Writing) into coherent,
accurate, informative and readable text (Richards and Renandya, 2002, p.306). Langan
(2007, Pp10-12) summarizes the difference between writing and speaking. In writing, any
idea that ones advance must be supported with specific reasons or details.
Writing is not always spoken words put onto paper. Brookes and Grundy (1998,
p.112) list a number of differences between speaking and writing:

1- Writing is text-type different from those of speech, e.g. letters and e-mails.
2- In writing one can use devices that are not used in speech. These are visual
devices different from stress and intonation patterns used in speech.
3- Spelling sometimes differs from spoken sounds.
4- Writing and speaking are used for different life activities.
5- The writer does not get immediate feedback from the reader (Mohammed,
2003) .In writing, students frequently have more time to think than they do in
oral activities (Harmer, 2004, p.31).
The researcher of the current study believes that individuals can speak quicker than
writing, when we write, we can take the time to find the words that accurately reflect our
thoughts. The researcher found this problem with her experiment, that the students transfer
difficulty their thoughts into paper.
2.3.3 The Significance of Writing
Writing has an essential component of everyday life ever since it was invented. If
someone possess some knowledge to pass on to others, one of the best ways to make sure that
everyone receives the same message for generations to come is to write down, so it can later
be read and understood. For example, Ancient Egyptian kings and queens wanted future
generations to be aware of their accomplishments, their greatness, and their divine heritage.
To accomplish this goal, they lined their temples, palaces, and burial chambers with
hieroglyphs that described what they did, how well they did it, and how they had descended
from the gods. These writings were considered so important, and so influential that rival
pharaohs would scratch out important parts of the writings of their predecessors after they had
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passed away so that their own stories and accomplishments would be told and remembered
instead (Brown, 2009, Pp. 88-111).
Once we developed the ability to read and write, we instantly expanded our capacity
for knowledge, and our ability to innovate by building upon previous knowledge. As such, the
ability to write is as important now as it has been historically. Education depends on the
written word (Act, 2011; Patterson and Duer, 2006, Pp. 81-87). Employment depends on the
written word. The acquirement and expansion of knowledge depends on the written word.
Unfortunately, research in the field of education has focused much more on the ability to read
the written word than the ability to write (National Commission on Writing, 2004). Within
schools, students generally learn to read and write at the same time, but the primary focus of
education and research has been on reading. Like reading, proficient writing performance is
an important life skill for high school students as they prepare to enter college and/or the
working world. Unfortunately, many adolescent do not attain proficiency in writing (Graham
and Perin, 2007a, Pp.445-476 ; National Center for education Statistics, 2012).
Needels and Knapp (1994, Pp. 339-349) assure the importance of writing as the skill
that draws on sub-skills and processes such as hand-writing and spelling; a rich knowledge of
vocabulary; mastery of the conventions of punctuation, capitalization, word usage, and
grammar; and the use of strategies, such as planning, evaluating, and revising text.
Students' writing can provide useful evidence of success and failure, of confusion and
errors, and the teacher can diagnose individual as well as general problems on the basis of
such written work (Long and Richards, 1987, Pp.7-16).
Writing is important for EFL learners for the following reasons:

1- It can help students to communicate, learn and express creatively. Moreover,
helping students to become more skillful writers remain a vital educational
task because writing plays a key role in the student's conceptual and linguistic
development.
2- It is also important because writing skills are being assessed more often in
standardized assessment for purposes of educational accountability (White and
Brunning, 2005, Pp.166-169).
3- Writing helps non-English native students to learn as writing firstly enhances
the grammar, structure idioms and vocabulary that instructors have taught
their students. Secondly, when the students write, they have also the
opportunity to be adventurous with the language, to go beyond what they have
just to say, and to take risks. Thirdly, when they write, they necessarily
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become involved with the new language (Mohammed, 2003, Pp.3-4). In this
regard, Cross (1992, p.268) maintains that "Whatever our own teaching
preferences, it is possible that many students can and do internalize vocabulary
and structure through writing."
4- The close relationship between writing and thinking makes writing an
invaluable part of any language course (O'Donnell and Piava, 1989 cited in
Mohammed, 2003, p.4).
5- Writing is a vital part of thinking and learning in school context, particularly
in the light of twenty-first century demands, and writing tasks are a critical
tool for intellectual and social development (Brunning and Horn, 2000, p.30).
6- Academic writing has a variety of educational goals such as assessing
knowledge, promoting critical thinking, stimulating creativity, encouraging
discourse as part of a professional community and supporting cognition
(Massi, 2007, p.15).
7- Students' ability to present information and ideas through writing has a
significant role in the academic and the professional success (Martion, 1996,
p.85).
The researcher of the current study thinks that writing is a skill that is grounded in the
cognitive domain. It involves knowledge, comprehension, application and synthesis of new
knowledge. Writing also encompasses creative inspiration, problem-solving, reflection and
revision that results in a completed manuscript. Writing begins when teachers give their
students silence and paper, then sit down to write themselves.
2.3.4 The Purposes of Teaching Writing:
The writing skill is a mean of communication between the contemporaries and future
generation throughout the authorities texts. In pedagogical aspect. Teacher selects lesson from
their textbook, that relate to their real life. Draw tasks and activities that enable students to
use writing skill in real situation.
Khailani and Maqattash (1996, Pp.125-128) mentioned four pedagogical purposes for
teaching writing. They are reinforcement, training, imitation and communication.
1- Writing for Reinforcement
Once of the pedagogical purposes is reinforce understanding on the part of the
students that their purpose as authors is to demonstrate accuracy to the teacher. So, teachers
ask their students to write in order to reinforce something that they have learned or so as to
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reinforce a grammatical concept that has been introduced. They ask students, for instance, to
copy sentence or short passage, or they assign sentence to drill grammatical concepts.

2- Writing for Training
Writing for training is another purpose for teaching writing. Writing used for the
purpose of training initially presents students with patterns of linguistic and rhetorical forms
that might be new to them. Students are given practice in using and manipulating these new
patterns. When students do this kind of writing, they work with units of discourse longer than
sentence. The aim of the training is manipulating of rhetorical and grammatical structures,
especially through use or transformations. For example, students may be asked to change a
general statement like Thermometers measure temperature into a definition such as
Thermometer are instruments which measure temperature. Or students can be given groups of
sentences in random order and asked to put them into the best correct order in an English
paragraph.
3- Writing for Imitation
Teachers would love their students to become familiar with rhetorical and syntactic
forms by following carefully chosen models. For example:

− Students write a composition to given guidelines about content and
organization.
− Students study a passage that is outlined or analyzed and then they write a
piece with parallel organization.
− Students read an essay, such as one classifying attitudes towards money,
analyze its organizational pattern and write a similarly organized essay on a
related topic such as a classification of attitudes towards work or travel.
4- Writing for Communication
In writing for communication, the emphasis is placed on meeting students' needs both
in gaining control over the conversations of written English and in obtaining opportunities for
self-expression.
Accuracy is necessary condition for fluency and both need to be emphasized by the
language teacher, At the early stages of writing skill, the teacher needs to design writing
activities. For example, sentence completion, sentence joining, dictation and writing a
paragraph based on a model to reinforce work on structure and vocabulary. That is accuracy
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in writing. On the other hand, as students' progress, the teacher should design tasks to develop
the students' ability to write continuous texts (e.g. a report, a dialogue, a letter and a
composition). The teacher should assign tasks that generate fluency that enable students to
become more confident in writing.
Harmer (2001, Pp.79-84) added three purposes for teaching writing to students of
English as a foreign language: language development, learning style, and writing as a skill.

•

Language development: the process of writing is different from the process
of speaking; the former helps us to learn as we go along. The mental activity
of constructing proper written texts is part of the ongoing learning
experiences.

•

Learning style: some students are quick at acquiring language just by looking
and listening. Others may take longer time in producing language, so writing
is more appropriate for those learners.

•

Writing as a skill: the most essential reason for teaching writing is that, it is a
basic language skill like speaking, listening and reading. Students need to
know how to write letters, compositions, essays and reports and how to use
writing conventions.

It is also that Foong (1999, Pp.30-47) points out four purposes for teaching writing:

1- Writing for Language Practice
Writing can be taught for practicing language form for develop accuracy and correctness.
It is basically for reinforcement, training and imitation of language forms. In language-based
writing tasks, students would be given writing exercises that would reinforce language
structures that have been taught through the manipulation of grammatical patterns. For
example, students would be given a paragraph and asked to perform substitutions,
transformations, expansions or completion exercises.

2- Writing for Rhetorical Practice
In writing tasks that teach rhetorical forms, teachers would provide the content and use
model essays as stimuli for writing. Students will imitate the rhetorical and syntactic forms by
following the chosen model passage. Examples of such tasks are: writing guided
compositions in which the content and organization are given by the teacher, reading a
passage and writing a composition with parallel organization, reading an essay and analyzing
its organizational pattern, and writing a similar essay on related topic.
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3- Writing for Communication
Teaching writing began to shit its emphasis on accuracy and patterns to the ability to
understand and convey information content. Completing communicative writing tasks would
require greater awareness of writer's purpose, audience and the context of writing. Here,
writing has a social function. Such a communicative writing tasks stimulate real life situations
where a writer will write to convey some information to the reader.

4- Writing as a Discovery and Cognitive Process
Writing tasks in the classroom have begun to shift their focus to the process of writing
which has been influenced by the humanistic and cognitive approaches. The process approach
has two main schools of thought: the expressive and the cognitive. The expressive school of
thought stresses the importance of self-development. Writing is viewed as an expressive mode
through which student writers use writing as a means to explore and discover meaning by
themselves and develop their own voice, according to the cognitive school, writing
researchers begin to study the mental process during the act of composing. They find that
good writers do not only have a large repertoire of strategies, but also they have sufficient
self-awareness of their own process.
In addition to the previous purposes of writing, Foong recommends some classroom
practices for teaching writing to the teachers to follow in their schools:

− Allow students to generate their ideas through pre-writing strategies and by
writing the topics that are related to the students' world experiences for writing
to be meaningful.
− Create opportunities for students to select their own topics.
− Provide feedback on drafts to stimulate and encourage students to rethink and
revise ideas instead of focusing form and accuracy.
− Conference with students to help them gain insights and understanding of their
writing process and to provide them with support.
− Promote collaborative rather than competitive learning in the classroom.
The researcher of the current study considers that these purposes are very important
to teach writing for students. In order to communicate successfully to your readers,
understanding your purpose for writing will make you a better writer. The researcher thinks
writing for communication is the most important, because it helps students to think, write
his/her ideas, cooperate with colleagues in pairs or in groups, and help to cooperation,
interaction, participation, and to exchange views and to convey their messages to the readers.
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2.3.5 The Principles of Teaching Writing for ESL or EFL Student:
Tang (2006, Pp.52-54) applied in teaching writing proposes some principles for
developing writing skills and how they can be applied in a Chinese ESL classroom are:

−

Raising students' awareness: Students should be helped to see the role of
writing in language learning.

−

Students have ideas: student is not only the exposition of ideas, but also the
working out of ideas. It is teachers' responsibility to help students analyze their
own ideas through teaching.

−

Reading to write: Writing does not exist alone. Before a learner starts to
write, he/she needs to read so as to learn the language, and get familiar with
certain patterns or rhetorical structures.

−

Teaching process writing: Process writing is characterized by the awareness
of the writer of the writing process and the intervention of a teacher, or peers
at any time during the process of writing to improve writing skills instead of
fixing mistakes. This approach aims at enabling students to share information,
make personal choices about reading and writing, take the responsibility of
their own learning task, take writing as process, and develop cooperation.

−

Creating a learner-centered classroom in active communication:
Basically, writing is a verbal communication, the view that writing is a verbal
communication finds strongest support in Bakhtin's dialogic theory of
language. It implies the interactive nature of writing.
The researcher of the current study believes that writing provides many opportunities

for students to write individually or in groups, and get students to express themselves
effectively, to learn a discipline's habits of mind, and to help the students to generate ideas
according to their abilities, and to a certain purpose. Especially in Gaza, Teaching English is
only limited in English lessons. There is a little use of Arabic language in the English
lessons, and the teachers follow or use the teaching of the language and they do not allow
the students to practice the language in real life situation. So they talk about the language
rather than use it.
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2.3.6 Types of Writing
Britton cited in Hudelson, (1989) and Mahmoud, (1997) divide writing into three types:

1- Expressive Writing
This type of writing reveals the person as an individual and focuses on his feelings, emotions,
and ideas. Examples of expressive writing are diaries, journalism and personal narrative.

2- Poetic Writing
This refers to writing that uses artistic or literary aspects of language to produce certain
genres, e.g. stories, poems, jokes and songs.

3- Transactional/ Expository (informative/ persuasive) writing
This type focuses on writing to get things done. The writer writes clearly for an
audience and needs to describe, explain, argue, address, summarize or answer questions.
Examples of this type of writing are reports and summaries.
Millrood (2001, Pp. 134-142) agrees with Britton that in expressive writing, the
emphasis is made on the writer him/her expressing one's own thoughts as in a dairy. While ,in
poetic writing, the emphasis is made on the language, as the choice of language creates the
necessary poetic effect. He also assures that the emphasis, in informative writing, is on the
subject matter. While in persuasive writing, the emphasis is on the reader who is in the focus
of the writer's attention and whose train of thought is intending the change.
Hedge (2001, p.224) classifies writing into six domains as shown in Table (2-1)
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Table 2.1- Hedge (2001): Functional Writing
Institutional Writing

Study Writing

Social Writing

Posters

Agendas

Making notes while reading

Letters

Instructions

Manuals

Taking notes from lectures

Invitations

Speeches

Memoranda

Making a card index

Notes of thanks

Applications

Reports

Summaries

Condolence or

Specifications

Reviews

Synopses

Congratulations

Note-making

Contracts

Reviews

Cablegrams

(doctors and other
professionals)
Creative Writing

Public Writing

Personal Writing

Diaries

Letters of enquiry

Poems

Journals

Complaint

Stories

Shopping lists

Request

Rhymes

Reminders for oneself

Form filling

Drama

In light of above mentioned information, the researcher of the current study sees that
in selecting a type of writing should suit the age, level, and ability of students. The researcher
believes that diversifying the activities of writing should be fit to the goals of the eleventh
grade curriculum.
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2.3.7 Techniques of teaching writing:
Aboderin (1984, Pp. 37-38) specifies three main techniques for teaching writing:
Controlled Writing:
Controlled writing includes six subordinate techniques which can be as follows:
1.Copying
Copying is the type of writing practice that makes the smallest demand on students.
But it is important and useful as means of introducing students to writing, teachers should
take great care in selecting suitable passages for students to copy. After students have done
the copying, teachers should go through the passage with students, and have them correct
errors of omission, punctuation, capitalization, and spelling. Such practice will train the
students to be careful when they write, and also to endeavor to read through the finished work
before training such work in for the teacher's assessment.
2.Gap Filling
Gap filling is a more demanding composition assignment than copying. In gap filling,
teachers can begin by following students to see and read through the passage once or twice.
The passage (which should be on a portable chalkboard) should then be replaced by a passage
with gaps to be filled in by the students. For each gap filling exercise, emphasis should be on
a grammatical element such as subject, verb, object, objective, etc. the gap filling exercise can
be corrected by the students when the original passage is displayed once again. The practice,
like the copying exercise, will train the students to take note of acceptable sentence structure,
spelling, punctuation, and capitalization. A more advanced stage is the assignment of a
passage which students have had no prior contact- an example of the cloze procedure.
3.Controlled-Composition Frame
The controlled- composition frame is an exercise designed to give students practice in
putting various segments together to form complete sentence. A number of sentences can be
put together from the given frames to form paragraphs.
4.Writing Down
Writing down is a controlled composition method that requires the teacher to read a
short story or passage (i.e. the composition) to the students. The students may first listen to
the story without writing anything down. They are expected to write down the story during
the second reading. A third reading might also be provided, so that students may correct
possible errors of omission, spelling or punctuation. The teacher can prerecord the passage in
order to ensure good reading. Such a recording can be played back many times and there will
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be no variation in stress and articulation. The practice of having the students write down a
story from dictation provides opportunity for listening to good sentence structures, and
matching letters with sounds. The method thus provides the students with practice in
anticipating syntactic elements as well as in spelling correctly. Students will be required to
make their corrections when the written from of the story or passage is mounted.
5.Picture Reading
Picture reading requires original sentence construction by the students. The subject
matter of the composition is provided by the pictures mounted by the teacher. To be able to
interpret the scene in a coherent manner, students will have to fall back on their visual
perception, their power of imagination. Newspapers and magazines provide good material for
picture reading exercises. The teacher will have to hunt for suitable pictures and cartoons.
Such pictures can be cut out and stored for use when required. Picture reading is a way for
gradually removing the control thus for exercised by the teacher on student composing. It
challenges students to construct their own sentences and so prepares them for independent
composition assignments.
6.Sentence Combining
Is a technique for training students to improve on their sentence construction. The
teacher should help the students see the relationship between sentences so that they may avoid
expressing in two sentences ideas that can be coherently expressed in one.
A-Guided Composition
Guided composition involves discussion of the topic, with outline points written on
the blackboard, before the pupils are asked to write. The discussion provides the relevant
experience that students will express in their composition, opportunity is also given for the
pupils to learn the appropriate words, expressions and arrangement for the assignment.
B-Free Composition
Free composition should not be taken to mean that students are free to write on any
topic of their choice. Rather, the students are free to express whatever ideas they have about a
given topic. Many school situations impose control through the assignment of a specific topic
or topics. Students have freedom of choice only when many topics are provided. But even at
this free-writing stage, it is still important to provide students with relevant experience
through discussion, excursion and sensory and memory cues.
The researcher thinks that controlled writing helps students become comfortable with
writing words and sentences, so it is appropriate for low intermediate students who need to
develop confidence in their writing skills. But free writing is very affective for intermediate to
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advanced students

to help them overcome fears of making mistakes, and to express

themselves fluently, and brainstorm their ideas and thoughts.
2.3.8 Writing Process Stages
Millrood (2001, p.147) discussed a three phase framework of teaching to write:

1- Pre-Writing: schemata- the previous knowledge of the person

already has

activation, motivation for writing, preparation for the writing and familiarization
with the format of the text.
2- While-Writing: thesis development, writing from notes, proceeding from a
given beginning phrase and following a plan.
3- Post-Writing: reflection on spelling and grammar errors, sharing the writing
with other students-redrafting, peer editing.
Lindsay and Knight (2006, Pp.94-95) suggested that teachers should divide writing
activities into three stages:

− Pre-writing stage: teachers set the task and learners prepare for what they will
write.
− While-writing stage: the learners do the task. For example, writing a report, a
story, a letter.
− Post-writing stage: feedback and follow-up work.
Clifford (1991, p.41) depicts three main stages of writing in the following diagram:
Generating
the Massage

Organizing
the Ideas

Finding the
Language
and Writing
Conversatio
ns
Figure (2.2): Writing main stages (Clifford, 1991, p.41)

The circle on the left to the initial stage in starting to write; which is to
generate a message, the ideas and the content. The second circle, on the right, refers to
organizing these ideas to suit the writer's purpose. The final circle, at the bottom,
refers to the tools used to convey this desired message: e.g. the vocabulary, syntax,
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morphology, punctuation… etc. these circles or stages overlap to give a sense of the
interactive, dynamic nature of the writing process.
White and Arndt (1991,p.5) assert that writing serves as cyclical process. This
means that when students are revising their wiring, they might return to the prewriting
phase so as to expand their ideas.
Additionally, Hale (2006, p.7) shares the same point of view as well. He
advocates that when learners are asked to write an essay or a composition they go
through difficult stages. These stages are divided by most researchers into three
(prewriting, writing and revision). In prewriting, a learner thinks about the topic and
organizes his/ her ideas on paper. It is the stage of generating ideas for writing the
subject. In the writing stage, a learner writes down his/her thoughts. He/ she writes
down a brief introduction, the body and the conclusion. After finishing writing, a
learner should revise what has been written. Revising is the most important and
difficult part of the writing process. To revise means to evaluate and make changes in
order to improve writing. In revising, a learner checks these points: the main idea,
organizing the paragraphs, transitions, introduction, conclusion and sentences.
According to Hale, mechanical and topic, the body and the conclusion errors
should be avoided in this stage. Writing can't be done without going through certain
stages, and these stages help students to reach a perfect, good, connected piece of
writing, which have a topic, supporting and conclusion and suitable punctuation.
2.3.9 Benefits of Process Writing Approach:
Yousef (2012, p.32) adds the following benefits of process writing:
1- It provides students with a chance to write from their own experiences and
knowledge.
2- It assists to expand positive relationships between student/teacher and
student/student.
3- It offers support with writing and editing because students get thoughts from
students/teacher or other resources.
4- It provides immediate feedback in many of the stages of the process Writing,
and students become familiar that they are progressing in the right direction for
a provided writing task.
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5- It lets students think about the message first then work on correcting mistakes in
their writing.
6- The editing process aids students improve a consciousness of corrections.
7- It provides students with the chance to feel, see, and experience success with
writing.
Moreover, Tangpermpoon (2008, Pp.1-9) suggests three positive aspects of this
approach:
1- Learners can learn how to create writing in L2 when process-based writing is
constructed to other writing approaches.
2- Students can improve their writing step by step by providing them with
feedback and enough time to write the topic.
3- Teacher's feedback allows students to reflect upon their previous writing and to
consider the possible existence of other viewpoints.
2.3.10 Writing as a process
Min (2007, p.42) in her study writes down, "Process writing is learning how
to write by writing." This current study emphasis in writing instruction focuses on the
process of creating writing rather than the end product. The basic premise of process
writing is that all learners can write and the focus here is on creating quality content
and learning the genres of writing.
Lynch (1996, p.155) says that teaching writing has been shifted since 1970s. it
was concerned with the product, with the learner's answer. The focus was on accuracy
of mechanics of writing spelling, grammar, vocabulary and punctuation marks. Since
1970s, there has been a great interest in the process of writing. This approach is more
concerned with giving about it the right way.
Harmer (2004, Pp.4-6) tells us something about the process of writing and the
stages a writer goes through so as to produce a piece of writing. He suggests four
main elements: Planning, the writer has to think about three issues (purpose, audience
and the content structure.) Drafting, is the first version of a piece of writing. Editing
(reflecting and revision) and finally the final version.
Harris, at el al, (2003, p.26) explain how to provide opportunities for children
to experiences writing as a process. This challenge changed the pedagogy for writing
in many ways. These included:
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• Time was allocated daily for writers' workshop in order to provide
opportunities for children to draft and revise their writing.

• Children were encouraged to develop their own topics for writing from their
own individual and differing experiences and knowledge.

• Children were encouraged to write for meaning in the first instance and not
worry about spelling or grammatical structure- a first draft.

• Children were encouraged to ' invent ' the spellings of words they did not
know. These spellings were often referred to as ' temporary spelling'.

• Teachers tried to work with children in small group or individual conferences
to assist them in revising their writing, extending the writing and generally
improving the quality of the draft. These conferences were seen as
opportunities to teach children that which they needed to learn at a time when
they were ready to learn it.

• Teachers aimed to find ' authentic audiences ' and real purposes' for their
children writing.
The researcher of the current study in the line with (Harris, el al, 2003) that the
teacher asked students to write a piece of writing, they should write from own
individually, then they work in small group to exchange idea so they don't worry
about spelling or grammatical mistakes.
2.3.11 Writing Activities
Scrivener (1994) presents a continuum showing how written work in the class
develops from copying to free writing Figure (2.3) . accuracy and fluency are related
to the types of exercises given.

Figure2.3-Scrivener (1994): Developing Writing Work
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Dowen and Marks (1994) discuss different writing activities in detail:
1- Copying: Vocabulary, structures, dialogues, narratives.
2- Written structure- based exercises:
For example:

− Writing sentences from prompts.
− Answering questions using a particular structure.
− Sentence completion.
− Matching halves of sentences.
− Gap-filling.
3- Guided writing exercises:
Examples of these are:

−

Reassembling jumbled sentences to form paragraphs.

−

Shadow paragraphs writing with accord to a model.

4- Dictations:
Dictation is felt to be a valid test of all language proficiency grammar, syntaxlexis- phonology- listening- writing, it also motivates pupils.
5- Dialogues:
These are criticized sine they are not authentic activities.
6- Summaries
These are useful for consolidating language (structure and lexis in particular).
7- Authentic writing tasks
These are carried out by native speakers, e.g:

−

letters and e-mails.

−

Filling in forms.

−

Leaving messages or taking them down.

−

Writing messages.

8- Essays
9- Other writing activities
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− Story-telling.
− Dairy writing.
− Poetry writing.
− Pupil magazines
Pupils should not be passive during lessons. It is important to engage them
with school work so that they may learn. The active involvement of pupils in learning
leads to more successful learning (Marks, 2000, Pp.153-187 ; Roa, 2007, Pp.100-106)
Accordingly , students should be mindful, engaging, more effective, and share
their ideas from individual to a group. This can make the task more effective. And
students can rely on each other for a good task, and the teacher should diversify in
writing activities , and provide feedback in a cooperative learning.
2.3.12 Five Steps to Successful Writing:
Successful writing on the job is not the product of inspiration, nor is it merely
the spoken word converted to print; it is the result of knowing how to structure
information using both next and design to achieve an intended purpose for a clearly
defined audience. The best way to ensure that your writing will succeed whether it is
in the form of memo, a resume, a proposal, or a Web page – is to approach writing
using the following steps Alred, et al., (2003, Pp.1-7):
1- Preparation
2- Research
3- Organization
4- Writing
5- Revision
1- Preparation
Writing, like most professional tasks, requires solid preparation. In fact,
adequate preparation is as important as writing the draft. In preparation for writing,
your goal is to accomplish the following four major tasks:
A. Establish your primary purpose.
B. Assess your audience or readers.
C. Determine the scope of your coverage.
D. Select the appropriate medium.
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A. Establish your Primary Purpose.
To establish your primary purpose simply ask yourself what you want your readers to
know, believe, or be able to do after they have finished reading what you have
written. Be precise. Often a writer states a purpose so broadly that it is almost useless. A purpose such as to report on possible locations for a new facility is too general.
However, to compare the relative advantages of Paris, Singapore, and San Francisco
as possible locations for a new engineering facility so top management can choose the
best location, is a purpose statement that can guide you throughout the writing
process. In addition to your primary purpose, consider possible secondary purpose for
your document.
B. Assess your Audience or Readers.
The next task is to assess your audience. Again, be precise and ask key questions.
Who exactly is your reader? Do you have multiple readers? Who needs to see or
use the document? What are your reader's needs to your subject? What are your
readers' attitudes about the subject? What do your readers already know about the
subject? Should you define basic terminology or will such definitions merely bore,
or even impede, your readers?
In addition to knowing the needs and interests of your readers, learn as much
as you can about their background knowledge.
C. Determining the Scope.
Determining your purpose and assessing your readers will help you decide what
to include and what not to include in your writing. Those decisions establish the
scope of your writing project. If you do not clearly define the scope, you will
spend needless hours on research because you will not be sure what kind of
information you need or even how much. Given the purpose and readers
established for the report on facility locations, the scope would include such
information as land and building costs, available labor force, cultural issues,
transportation options, and proximity to suppliers.
D. Selecting the Medium.
The most important considerations in selecting the appropriate medium are
the audience and the purpose of communication. For example, if you need to
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collaborate with someone to solve a problem or if you need to establish
rapport with someone, written exchanges, even by e-mail, could be far less
efficient than a phone call or face-to-face meeting. However, if you need
precise wording or you need to provide a record of a complex massage,
communicate in writing. If reviewers need to make handwritten comments on
a proposal, you may need to provide paper copies that can be faxed. The
comparative advantages and primary characteristics of the most typical means
of communication are discussed in selecting the medium.
2-

Research.
The only way to be sure that you can write about a complex subject is to
thoroughly understand it. To do that, you must conduct adequate research,
whether that means conducting an extensive investigating for a major
proposal – through interviewing, library and Internet research, and careful
note-taking or simply checking a company Web site and jotting down
points before you send an e-mail to a colleague.

3- Organization
Without organization, the material gathered during your research will be
incoherent to your readers. To organize information effectively, you need to
determine the best way to structure your ideas; that is, you must choose a primary
method of development.
Methods of Development. An appropriate of development is the writer's tool
for keeping information under control and the readers' means of following the writer's
presentation. As you analyze the information you have gathered, choose the method
that best suits your subject, your readers' needs, and your purpose.
4- Writing
When you have established your purpose, your readers' needs, and your scope
and have be completed your research and your outline, you will be well prepared to
write a first draft. Expand your outline into paragraphs, without worrying about
grammar, refinements of language, or punctuation. Writing and revising are different
activities; refinements come with revision.
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Write the rough draft, concentrating entirely on converting your outline into
sentences and paragraphs. You might try writing as though you were explaining your
subject to a reader sitting across from you.
5- Revision
The clearer is finished piece of writing seems to the reader, the more of effort
the writer has likely put into its revision. If you have followed the steps of the writing
process to this point, you will have a rough draft that needs to be revised. Revising,
however, requires a different frame of mind than does writing the draft. During
revision, be eager to find and correct faults and be honest. Be hard on yourself for the
benefit of your readers. Read and evaluate the draft as if you were a reader seeing it
for the first time.
Check your draft for accuracy, completeness, and effectiveness in achieving
your purpose and meeting your readers' needs and expectations. Trim extraneous
information: Your writing should give readers exactly what they need, but it should
not burden them with unnecessary information or sidetrack them into loosely related
subjects.
Do not try to revise everything at once. Read your rough draft several times,
each time looking for and correcting a different set of problems or errors. Concentrate
first on larger issues, such as unity and coherence; save mechanical corrections, like
spelling and punctuation, for later reviews. See also ethics in writing.
The researcher noticed from the previous five steps for writing, is considered a
basic steps to writing success, and help students to improve their skills in writing.
Therefore, the teacher should be cared about giving sufficient lessons to practice and
improve their writing, and create a vibrant, active classrooms, by using pairs or
groups system.
2.3.13 Key Factors in Writing
Langan (1984, Pp.89-106) stated the importance of key factors in writing as the
following:
−
−
−
−
−

Having the right attitude about writing.
Knowing your subject.
Prewriting.
Outlining.
Rewriting and proofreading.
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A. Having the Right Attitude
A realistic attitude about writing, rather than the mistaken "natural gift"
attitude, should build on the following two ideas.
1-Writing is hard work for almost everyone.
It is painful to do the intense and active thinking that clear writing demands. Perhaps
television has made us all so passive that the active thinking necessary in both writing
and reading now seems doubly hard. It is scary to sit down before a blank sheet of
paper and know that an hour later, nothing on it may be worth keeping. It is
frustrating to discover how difficult it is to transfer thoughts and feelings from one's
head onto a sheet of paper. It is upsetting to find how an apparently simple writing
subject often turns out to be complicated. But writing is not an automatic process; we
will not get something for nothing; and we cannot expect something for nothing.
Competent writing results only through plain hard work-through determination, and
head-on battle.
2-Writing is a skill.
Writing is a skill like driving, typing, or even preparing a good meal. Like any skill, it
can be learned-if you decide that you are going to learn and then really work at it.
B. Knowing Your Subject
Try to write on a subject which interests you. You will find it easier to put
more time into your work. Even more important, try to write on a subject that you
know about. If you do not have a direct experience with the subject, you should at
least have indirect experience-knowledge gained through thinking, reading, or talking
about the subject. Without direct or indirect experience, or both, you will not be able
to provide the specific evidence needed to support whatever points you make.
C. Pre-Writing
If you are like many people, you may have trouble at times getting started with
your writing. A mental block may develop when you sit down before a blank sheet of
paper. Or after you have started a paper, you may hit snags or moments of "Where to
go next?". There are four techniques that help you think about your topic. The
techniques are often called prewriting techniques because they come before the actual
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writing of a paper. They are(1) Brainstorming, (2) Free writing, (3) Making a list, and
(4) Making a scratch outline.
Technique 1: Brainstorming
In brainstorming you generate ideas and details by asking as many questions
as you can think of about your subject. Such questions include What? When? Why?
How? Where? And Who?
Technique2: Free Writing
In free writing you write as fast as you can for ten minutes. You do not worry
about spelling, punctuation, erasing mistakes, or finding exact words. You just write
without stopping.
Free writing will limber up your writing muscles and make you familiar with
the act of writing. It is a way to break through mental blocks about writing and the
fear of making errors. As you do not have to worry about making mistakes, you can
concentrate on discovering what you want to say about a subject. Your initial ideas
and impressions will often become clearer after you have gotten them down on paper.
Technique3: Making a List
Write out a list of as many different items as you can think of concerning your
topic. Do not worry about repeating yourself, about sorting out major details from
minor ones, or about spelling or punctuating correctly. Simply make a list of
everything about your subject that occurs to you. Your aim is to generate details and
to accumulate as much raw material for writing as possible.
Technique4: Preparing a Scratch Outline
A scratch outline can often be the most helpful single technique for writing a
good paper. It is an excellent follow-up to the prewriting technique already
mentioned: brainstorming, free writing, and making a list. In a scratch outline, you
think carefully about the exact point you are making, about the exact items that you
want to support that point, and about the exact order in which you want to arrange
those items. The scratch outline is, then, a plan or blueprint that will help you achieve
a unified, supported, and organized composition.
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D. Outlining
An effective piece of writing rests on a strong foundation: logical thinking.
Any paper that you write must be completely thought out and planned. The goal of
planning is to produce an essay with a thesis idea that is fully and logically supported
by the three body paragraphs.
In planning an essay, you should make an outline. Outlining is an
organizational skill that will develop your ability to think in a clear and logical
manner. An outline lets you work on, and see, the bare bones of your paper, without
the distraction of a clutter of words and sentences. A sound outline guarantees a paper
that is. At the very least, well-organized.

E. Re-Writing and Proof Reading
Writing an effective paper is almost never done all at once. Rather, it is a stepby-step process in which you take your paper through a series of stages prewriting,
first draft, added drafts, and final draft.
In the first stage, you go over, change, improve, add to, and perhaps subtract
from your material as you take your paper through several rough drafts. Many people,
especially those who feel uneasy or insecure about writing, dread the rewriting stage.
The act of writing a first draft is often so painful that the writer has no desire to revise
the work. However, simply writing a first draft, in order to be done with a paper, is a
great mistake-rather like thinking you've made a stew if all you've done is throw raw
vegetables into a pot. It takes work to create a paper with a clear thesis and strong
supporting details. With each draft, you can tighten the organization of your paper and
make the writing flow more smoothly. For example, in the second draft you may spot
some details that do not clearly relate to the main point of a paragraph. You may also
spot areas where more details are needed. In the next draft, you may work on inserting
transitional devices to bridge the gaps between ideas.
In the last stage, you proofread the next-to-final draft. Proofreading is another
essential step that some people avoid, often because they have worked so hard on the
previous stages. It may be better to set your paper aside for a while and then proofread
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with a fresh, rested mind. Proofreading for sentence-skills mistakes can turn an
average paper into a better one and a good paper into an excellent one. Proofreading
to strengthen your sentence skills is a basic part of clear and effective writing.
The researcher in her experiment benefits from brainstorming technique,
which the researcher gave keywords for each subject of a paragraph, and through the
keywords, it help students to generate ideas whether in topic sentence, supporting
details and concluding sentence.
2.3.14 Six Features of Academic Writing: A Guide For Students
Wolfe (2007) clarifies six features of academic writing, that it is a guide for
students to help guide the students' writing.

1- Content
Use the introduction to sketch out a context for your paper or speech. Usually
that means quickly sketching the issue, summarizing the argument, and/or sketching
the "mistaken position".
2- Thesis
Make a bold claim that you will go on to support with evidence. Every thesis
is a promise; you are saying: "I promise you that I will convince you that X is true."
−

If something is self-evidence, you can't convince someone.

−

If everyone agrees with something, you can't convince them.
3- Navigation
You use navigational techniques to guide your reader through your texts. The

main navigation techniques are:
− Occasional summaries of your argument.
− Logical transitions.
− Keyword/ key concept transitions.
4- Evidence
You have got do at least three things with evidence
− Cite it_ tell us what the evidence is
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− Interpret it_ tell us what it means
− Tell us how it relates back to your argument _your thesis
− Evidence does not speak for itself.
5- Counter-argument
This is called the "conversational turn." It means that you bring an opponent's
argument into your essay. Here are some examples of how to do that:
− "This solution, however, won't appeal to everyone. Some people might argue
that".
− "At this point there's a natural objection."

6- Conclusion
Extend then summarize at the end of the paper. Go wide then come home. It
sounds kind of like this:
− "There are something we can not yet know. We can't know A or B or C.
Something like that_ find some way to go wide and then some way to get back
to your summary.
According to Wolfe, the writer needs to learn how to meet the demands of the
academy by attention to form, format, accuracy, and correctness.

2.3.15 The Role of the Teacher in Writing Lessons
To help students become better writers, teachers have a number of tasks to
perform. Harmer (2004, Pp. 41-42) discussed five tasks a teacher can do before,
during and after student writing. They are:
1- Demonstration:
Students should be aware of writing conventions and genre constraints in
specific kinds of writing. So, teachers have to be able to put these features into
their consideration.
2- Motivating and provoking:
Teachers should motivate, help and provoke students to get ideas, enthuse them
with the value of the task and persuade them what fun it can be.
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3- Supporting:
Teachers need to be supportive in writing lessons and help students to overcome
difficulties that students face in writing.
4- Responding:
Teachers should react to the content and the construction of a piece of writing
supportively and make suggestions for its improvement.
5- Evaluating:
When evaluating students' writing, teachers can indicate the positive points, the
mistakes that students made and may award grades.
The researcher of the current study believes that teacher develops the habits of
thinking for students, and helps students focus on the many qualities of good writing,
supports students as they grow in their abilities in writing. Teachers establish trust,
encourage risk taking, and treat mistakes as learning opportunities, and foster
cooperation among students to work together, and enhance students' understanding of
the topic, supporting, concluding and punctuation of good writing.

2.3.16 Writing Problems Encountering EFL Learners:
Being an EFL teacher checking students' writing answers, the researcher
believes that there are many problems that encountered EFL learners in writing a
paragraph.
For instance, Khan and Khan (2012, p.158) state that problems encounter EFL
learners in writing a paragraph are related to sentence structures, spelling,
capitalization and punctuation and language use. These problems take place as a result
aof n original weakness in the mastery of Arabic writing skills, students' lack of
proficiency and insufficient motivation to write. In addition, Mourtaga (2010, p.1)
states that problems encounter EFL learners in writing are problems related to
misunderstanding of the writing processes as well as the lack of linguistic
competence, and practice of writing in particular. Bennui (2008, p.91) states that the
problems encounter EFL learners in writing are problems related to vocabulary
choice and use phrases, clauses and sentence structures, as well as language style due
to the Language 1 interference as well as the direct translation from Language 1 and
the Language 2.
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2.3.17 Solutions of Problems Encountering EFL Learners in Writing:
Khan and Khan (2012, p.165) suggest that the curriculum developers should
improve the current curriculum of the college and design English courses that could
meet learners' needs and desires. Course designers can design valuable and efficient
exercises which would be helpful in solving the writing problems of the Arab
learners. The teaching methodologies used by teachers of English language should be
improved. It is also that teachers of English language should use communicative
techniques as computer-assisted language learning (CALL), and computer-assisted
instruction (CAL). Furthermore, Mourtaga (2010, p.1) offers that teachers of writing
need to modernize their knowledge by familiarizing themselves with the current
trends in the field. EFL writing instructors should not forget that learners should be
treated with sensitivity and consideration as in a human fashion when they correct
learners' written texts.
In the same vein, Bennui (2008, p.91) indicates that teachers of English should
teach the correct use of bilingual and English-English dictionaries in order to help
students understand word choices and their meaning for appropriate contexts as well
as employ the process approach to teach writing that consists of pre, actual, and post
writing stages that help students to discover errors by themselves and improve their
writing. In addition, the communicative approach by intensive use of English as the
instructional medium in the writing classroom can be an alternative to lesson
Language 1 interference.
The researcher of the current study thinks that students when they write in
Arabic mentality, i.e. they translate from Arabic to English. Students when write,
should write in English mentality without using the translation from L1 (mother
tongue).

2.3.18 Traditional Approach for Teaching Writing:
Teaching English is a serious responsibility for diverse non native English
teachers. This does not occur only because of the language proficiency of the teacher,
but also because of the implementation of the successful teaching approach proper for
the applicable students (Gen, 2005, p.63).
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It is noteworthy that the teaching of writing skill is one of the most significant
skills that foreign or second language learners need to build up to reinforce their
ability to write and communicate ideas effectively in target language. Nevertheless,
as (Mahon, 1992 cited in Ho 2006, p.2) states that there are traditional approaches of
teaching writing that focus on the outcome. In other words, they are interested only in
the final outcome written by students. This final outcome is characterized by being
neat and grammatically correct,
A. The Controlled-to-Free Approach or Product-Based Writing Approach:
Raimes (1983, pp.6-7) states that this approach aims to allow all learners to
utilize English in daily oral communication. In other words, speaking is put before
and above writing. This means that writing is described as a supportive way to the
oral communication. In addition, it focuses on the proper application of grammar and
structure. In this approach, teacher provides students with sentences to tackle and
manipulate with them in accordance with certain rules. If students experience this
way, they stay at a distance from making mistakes as they are not free to trial. If
students attain an intermediate and advanced level of writing, they are allowed to put
forward their own suggestions and ideas. Thus, the ultimate concentration of this
approach is on accuracy rather than fluency.
In addition, Tangpermpoon (2008, pp.1-9) expresses that there is different
names as product-based writing approach, the text-based approach and the guided
composition. Khansir (2012, p.8) indicates that in this approach, there are a number of
writing activities such as copying, gap filling, the controlled composition frame,
writing down, and picture reading.
B. Criticism of Controlled-Free Approach or Product-Based Writing
Approach:
Although the controlled-free approach or product-based writing approach is
famous as familiar and accessible approach to writing, with disadvantages. Badger
and White (2000, p.157) state that the drawbacks of product approach are that process
skills, such as planning a text, are paid a reasonably little role as well as the
information and skills that learners bring to the classroom are underestimated.
However, the advantages of this approach are that it is familiar with the need for
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learners to be provided with linguistic knowledge about texts, and it realize that
imitation is one way in which people learn.
The researcher of the current study can see that the product approach focus on
writing tasks in which the learner imitates, copies and transforms teacher supplied
models. This disable students to express themselves better as individuals, and do not
have a complete knowledge and writing development, so this may make them feel
anxious and discouraged when they get started writing their own texts. The researcher
used the traditional approach in her experiment to teach the control group. The
researcher has used the members of control group with model of writing without
using the TPS strategy.

2.3.19 Writing: Assessment and Evaluation
Davison and Dowson (2010, Pp.140-144) discuss three types of writing
evaluation which are self-evaluation, peer evaluation and teacher assessment.
1-Peer evaluation:
This kind of evaluation can be guided by prompt questions written by the
teacher or by negotiating: Which draw attention to matters such the total impression a
piece of writing is intended to make on readers and the effect it has, specific strengths
in relation to matters such as its use of genre, it selection of content, its
appropriateness for its audience and its technical accuracy, general points which the
writer could address in redrafting or revising the text. It is useful if the teacher can
intervenes in peer evaluation process respond to self- evaluations before the writer
takes action, both to provide further advice and to monitor the reponses which are
being made to writing. Students' comments can be important and informative about
the development of their writing.
2-Self-evaluation:
It is particularly valuable when students produce especially sensitive or
personal writing or when they write genres such as poetry. Writers who are asked to
discuss what they were trying to achieve and to indicate the source of their ideas, can
provide a teacher with very important guidance as to what kind of response is
appropriate. The self-evaluation forms are kind of objectification of the personal, and
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the teachers need to pay attention not only to the quality of the work, but also to the
extent to which the writer is able to distance them from the content in deciding how to
respond.
In addition, Abdalla (2009, p.308) expresses different criteria for effective
piece of writing as follows:
− Clear objective, in other words the purpose of the piece of writing is clear.
− Good organization, which means a writer should consider the logical sequence
of the paragraphs according to their importance and relevance to the subject
he/she is writing about.
− Clear, brief and concise writing.
− Appropriate language so that the choice of words and complexity of writing
language.
− Correct spelling and punctuation.
3-Teacher's assessment:
Teacher assessment of writing should also draw attention to the issues
indicated for peer and self-evaluation. Many teachers begin their responses to writing
with comments which indicate their reaction to the way in which the piece has made
meaning and may include emotional responses as well as analytical ones. Positive
achievements should always be identified and teachers should then target a limited
and manageable number of areas for further development.
The formative assessment and evaluation of writing should take the form of a
developmental dialogue between teacher and students and among groups of students.
Hayland (2003, Pp. 212-225) emphasized that the assessment refers to the variety of
ways used to collect information on a learner's language ability or achievement. It is
therefore an umbrella term which includes such diverse practices as once-only class
tests, short essays, report writing portfolios or large scale standardized examinations.
In the classroom, any assessment can be formative or summative. Formative
assessment designed to identify a learners strengths and weakness to affect remedial
action. Summative is concerned with summing up how much a student has learned at
the end of the course.
The researcher thinks that teachers should provide objective assessment of
students' writing. It must be based on clear criteria known to all. Evaluation focuses
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on making a judgment the quality of a performance and work product, and the
assessment is before the evaluation.

2.3.20 Writing a Paragraph
Null (1999, p.8) stated that a paragraph should tell the reader about one idea.
If have many ideas, you will need to write lots of paragraphs. Each paragraph needs
just one main idea. And he said that a paragraph is a short piece of writing with a
beginning, a middle, and an end.
Gadd (2000, p.4) denotes that paragraph is a group of sentences which all are
about one topic or subject or idea. Sometimes a paragraph can stand alone. In this
case, all the sentences will be about only one thing. If a paragraph contains sentences
which all discuss one idea, the paragraph is said to possess unity.
Robinson (1997, p.3) stresses that a paragraph is a group of sentences all
related to its main idea, the topic sentence. If you were to draw its logic, the drawing
might look like this:

Figure 2.4- Ronbinson (1997): Topic sentence
It should be clear to you that the topic line would represent the topic sentence,
and the other three lines would represent the supporting sentences. That is, the topic
sentence would be the "umbrella sentence" and all of the other sentence in the
paragraph would be its spokes or supports. Usually the topic sentence comes at the
beginning of the paragraph, in order to introduce what it is about.
Rollins (2009, p.8) defines paragraph is how to express yourself in writing is
a skill you will need for the rest of your life.
Stern, (1976, Pp.253-257) and Smalley et al. (2000, p.13-17) argue that the
paragraph is a unit of thought, writing that includes several sentences focusing on one
single idea or topic. A well-written paragraph is with a controlling idea, supporting
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points, and a conclusion related to the idea. Maclin (1996,227) affirms with them and
states that the length of a paragraph varies according to the purpose of writing.
Academic writing, business writing, journalism, scientific and technical writing have
different purposes. In academic writing, the body of paragraph is often 75 to 125
words long. Sometimes it is much longer. The organization of a paragraph depends on
the purpose of the writing. In a short paper, each major point in an outline may be
developed into a paragraph. In a very long paper, several paragraphs may be
necessary to develop one point. The topic sentence of a paragraph tells what the
paragraph is about and how the ideas are developed.
Smalley et al. support Maclin that the topic is the subject of the paragraph
which also states an idea or an attitude about the topic. In describing what a topic
sentence is, Stern (1976) states that a topic sentence makes a statement about the
controlling idea. However, not all paragraphs have topic sentences. The purpose,
content, organization, and length of a paragraph can vary widely according to student
needs and interests and the level of detail needed to support the controlling idea.
Choices about paragraph length and structure should reflect the proficiency levels of
the students in the class.
The researcher of the current study noticed from the results of exams in
writing paragraph, that students cannot tell what the paragraph will cover, and they
are unable to define the main idea. Neither do they have a strong enough concept of
"main idea" to produce a topic sentence, and the lack the expertise to define the
supporting details and concluding sentence. In this experiment, the researcher
concentrates on writing skills through Think-Pair-Share strategy. The students have to
think alone to write a paragraph individual, next in pairs, then in groups, where they
can negotiate and develop a good paragraph. The researcher defines it's the student's
ability to write a part of a piece of writing that usually deals with one idea, or thing
and explain what it is. It contains a topic sentence, it is the first sentence in a
paragraph. Supporting details come after the topic sentence They give details to
develop and support the main idea, and well-paraphrased concluding sentence can
emphasize the central idea of the paragraph, and used a mechanically correctpunctuation and capitalization.
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2.3.21 Planning and organization of a paragraph
Hajjaj (1999, p.262) illustrates that when you write a paragraph or a complete
essay you need to express your ideas clearly and effectively in sentences in sequence.
In order to do that, bear in mind the following points:
− Purpose: Why you are writing?
− Subject- matter or content of writing.
− The reader or to whom you are writing.
− Choice of words, phrases, idioms and expressions.
− Grammar: Sentence structure, verbs, nouns, pronouns, articles, agreement and
sequence of tenses.
− Stylistic variations such as formal and informal, narrative, descriptive,
comparative or argumentative writing.
− Mechanics of writing: Handwriting, spelling, capitalization and punctuation.
− Organizations into paragraphs: Their internal structure and the relation
between them.
Hajjaj elicits when planning a paragraph, learners should know that every
paragraph consists of a sequence of more than one sentence. One sentence, but is the
topic sentence and the remaining sentences support that topic sentence. Whether the
paragraph is intended for its own, for example an answer to a question, a summary or
a short report or as the beginning of an essay, a part of the body or the conclusion of
an essay, it often maintains the above mentioned structure.
To have a successful paragraph planning, the researcher thinks that each group
will work cooperatively to discuss the ideas, help, and share with each other's. The
researcher agrees with Hajjaj, that learners should know that every paragraph consists
of a sequence of sentence. Therefore, the teachers have to give sufficient lessons for
writing a paragraph.
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2.3.22 Forms and Purposes of Paragraphs
Rollins (2009, p.11) analyzes forms and purposes of paragraphs as follows:
1- Narrative Paragraphs
People write their thoughts on paper for many reasons. One important reason is to
tell a story or speak about something that happened to you.
2- Persuasive Paragraphs
Persuading or encouraging someone to agree with you about a subject is the
goal of a persuasive paragraph. In a persuasive paragraph, you write about what you
think or believe. When you write a persuasive paragraph your purpose is to convince
people to agree with you about a specific issue, you should tell about what you think
or believe.
3- Informative Paragraph
The purpose of on information paragraph is to give information to the reader.
This can be done by explaining, describing, or informing. Book reports, research
reports, science lab notes, and biographies are all informative or expository
paragraphs.
Zemach and Rumisek (2003, Pp. 25-54) add the following:

− Descriptive paragraph: It explains how someone or something looks or feels.
− Process paragraph: It explains how something is done.
− An opinion paragraph: It explains an idea or belief about a particular subject.
− Comparison or contrast paragraph: Comparison paragraph explains how two
people, places, or things are similar while contrast paragraph explains how
two people, places, or things are different.

− Problem and solution paragraph: It explains a problem and then proposes one
or more solutions to that problem. Often this type of writing requires more
than a paragraph.
The researcher of the current study can see that students need to know some
forms of paragraphs that included in the eleventh grade curriculum such as persuasive
paragraph, descriptive, and problem and solution paragraph.
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2.3.23 Qualities of a Good Paragraph
Kailani and Muqattash (1996, p.164) state that a good paragraph includes the
following qualities:
1- It is unified. This means that all its sentences are connected in meaning and
connected one main idea.
2- It is clear. This means that the central idea in the paragraph is developed
clearly and logically. One sentence leads naturally to the next sentence within
the paragraph.
3- It is part of a whole. This means that, while each paragraph is unified in itself,
it is nevertheless a part of a larger composition, and as of a larger whole, each
paragraph must be clearly, naturally, and smoothly develop from the previous
paragraph it and lead to the following paragraph.
From the researcher point of view, a good paragraph is like a miniature essay.
Its beginning, middle, and end are clear. Strong paragraphs combine focus and
attention to detail to develop a single idea thoroughly, and help the reader transition
from one idea to the next.

2.3.24 Topic Sentence
To write a good paragraph, writer must begin with the first essential step in
writing to be a successful paragraph is a topic sentence. The second basic step is to
support the topic sentence with specific reasons or details. The effective paragraph
describes the details in a specific and lively way. The third step in writing, end with
effective concluding paragraph. There are hundreds of definitions of topic sentence,
supporting details, and concluding sentence. For example, Rollins (2009,p.8) states
that a good paragraph needs a good topic. The topic sentence tells the main idea of the
paragraph, it is usually the first sentence in the paragraph. The topic sentence will
give your readers short idea of what the paragraph will be about.
Kelly, and et al (2002, p.12) and Null (1999, p.8) say that topic sentence is the
first sentence of a paragraph, and tells the reader what the paragraph will be about.
While Housel (2014 ,p.64) clarifies that topic sentence is one that sums what the
paragraph is about. It is often the first sentence in a paragraph. It can even be a
sentence within the paragraph. Sandra (2001, p.134) says that topic sentence is one
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which expresses the main or central idea of the paragraph in a sentence. It is
something like a promise of the writer. It can be either in the beginning and end or
may not be stated at all but implied. Hogan (2011, p.27) indicates that topic sentence
includes the focused topic or the writer's specific opinion about a topic how the writer
is treating the topic or looking at it. Gadd (2000, p.4) defines it that the main idea of
the paragraph, is usually the first sentence in the paragraph, but it does not have to be.
Zemach and Rumisek (2003, p.12) state that topic sentence is the main idea of the
paragraph. It is usually the first sentence of the paragraph, and it is the most general
sentence of the paragraph.
1- Functions of the topic sentence:
Langan 2000, p.87) applies functions of the topic sentence as follows:
1- It attracts the reader's interest, encouraging him / her to continue reading the
essay.
2- It supplies any background information that may be needed to understand.
3- It presents clear, direct statement of the main idea.
4- It indicates a plan of development. In this "preview," the major supporting
points are listed in order in which they will be presented.
In light of the above. The researcher of the current study can see that a good topic
sentence:
1- Informs the reader of the paragraph that what will be about,
2- Asserts the writer's point of view or attitude,
3- Intrigues the reader to continue reading,
4- Creates a sense of action,
5- Is not vague, rambling, too narrow or too broad.
So, the researcher believes that the most important thing in a paragraph is the
topic sentence; therefore, the students have to write it clearly and carefully.

2.3.25 Supporting details
The supporting sentences come after the topic sentence help to develop the
main idea with details, and specific examples as proof of your point, so there are some
definitions of supporting details, as follows:
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Rollins (2009, p.8) clarifies that supporting sentence is a well-developed
paragraph has a topic sentence that states its main idea. In addition, it include have
three or four supporting sentences that support or explain the main idea introduces by
the topic sentence. Supporting sentences may also be called details.
Kelly, and others (2002, p.14) assert that supporting details add more
information about the topic. They come in the middle of a paragraph.
Null (1999, p.15) indicates that each paragraph needs a body. The sentences
that come after the topic sentence the beginning, and before the closing sentence (the
end) are the body, and they are in the body of the paragraph the middle.
Hogan (2011, p.162) defines supporting details that these are informational
sentences that come after the topic sentence, and provide details about the topic.
Zemach and Rumisek (2003, p.12) state that supporting sentences that could be about
a topic or it may explain the topic. They are more detailed ideas that follow the topic
sentence.
2- The importance of supporting details
Langan (2000, Pp.59-60) clarifies the importance of supporting details:
In the strong paragraph, then, sharp details capture our interest and enable us
to share the writer's experience. They provide pictures that make each of us feel, "I am
there." The particulars also enable us to understand clearly the writer's point that
patrons are a problem. Aim to make your own writing equally convincing by
providing detailed support.
You must provide enough specific details to fully support the point in a body
paragraph. Without such additional support your paragraph would be underdeveloped.
Based on the above explanation, the researcher summarizes that supporting details
used:

− To express a topic, support the topic with the information.
− To give examples, which help the readers understand a vague topic.
− To describe, expand on the main idea in your topic sentence, so that a reader
can picture the topic.
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− To give reasons and explanations to support your opinions and clarify the idea
for readers, who are unfamiliar with the topic.
So, in this experiment, the researcher teach students how to think individually,
then to work in pairs, groups, to prepare students to work together and to learn from
each other how to write supporting details.

2.3.26 Concluding sentence
It is important to student to know how to write a conclusion. Writing a
concluding sentence clinches everything mentioned in a paragraph. A conclusion may
restate the claim in the topic sentence. So, a paragraph's concluding sentence plays an
important role. The researcher presents some definitions of concluding sentence:
Rollins (2009, p.8) says that closing sentence is the last sentence in your
paragraph is called concluding or summary sentence. While Kelly, and others (2002,
p.14) defines it restates the main idea of the paragraph. It comes at the end of a
paragraph.
Gadd (2000, p.4) states that concluding sentence is not only the last sentence
in the paragraph, but it has another job: It sums up the main idea of the paragraph.
Hogan (2011, p.106) defines concluding sentence that is restating, observing,
remarking or summarizing. The writer uses to conclude the paragraph. While Langan
(2000, p.10) clarifies that the concluding paragraph often summarizes it by briefly
restating the thesis and, at times, the main supporting points. In addition, the writer
often presents a concluding thought about the subject of the paper. Zamach and
Rumisek (2003, p.12) state that concluding sentence may be found as the last sentence
of the paragraph. The paragraph can be finished by repeating the main idea or just
giving a final comment about the topic.
Common Methods of Conclusion
Langan (2000, Pp.90-92) illustrates that a concluding paragraph is your chance
to remind the reader of your idea and bring the paper to a natural and graceful end.
He asserts some common methods of conclusion:
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1- End with a summary and final thought, and do not use the exact wording you
used before.
2- Include a thought-provoking question or short series of question. A question
grabs the reader's attention. It is a direct appeal to your reader to think further
about what you have written. A question should follow logically from the
points you have already made in the paper. A question must deal with one of
these areas:
a- Why the subject of your paper is important?
b- What might happen in what in the future?
c- What should be done with this subject?
3- End with a prediction or recommendation. Like questions, predictions and
recommendation also involve your readers. A predication states what may
happen in the future. A recommendation suggests what should be done about a
situation or problem.
The researcher sees that concluding sentence provides a definite ending point
for the paragraph. The student must supply a strong concluding sentence. This
sentence should not be just another example, it should restate the topic sentence(
controlling idea), and summarizes all the examples the student has included in the
paragraph. In this experiment, the researcher allows students to work in pairs and
groups which students have the opportunity to state their own views, to learn that
without a good concluding sentence, the writer cannot end a paragraph effectively.

2.3.27 Mechanics of Writing
Writing has a multitude of mechanical rules. Kane (1994, p.12) clarifies it in
composition mechanics refers to the appearance of words, to how they are spelled or
arranged on paper. Conventions of writing require that a sentence begin with a capital
letter and end with full-stop punctuation (period, question mark, or exclamation
point). Olshtain (2001, p.3) also states that mechanics–letter recognition, letter
discrimination, word recognition, basic rules of spelling, punctuation, capitalization,
recognition of whole sentences and paragraphs. Smith (2003, p.2) states that "The
term 'mechanics' refers to the process involved in getting words into print-handwriting
or typing, spelling, grammar and formatting.
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The current study focuses on developing all the above mentioned components
of mechanics of writing especially: punctuation marks (comma and full-stop), and
capitalization.

2.3.27.1 Punctuation:
Punctuation is one of the most important aspects of written English. Yet, it is
one that is taken the most lightly. It is, in fact, punctuation that gives meaning to the
written word. Much like pauses and changes in tones of the voice when speaking. An
error in punctuation can convey a completely different meaning to the one that is
intended.
Douglas (2008, p.149) defines punctuation as a system of marks used in
writing to help the writer communicate to the reader where one unit of thought ends,
where another begins, and what the relationship between them is. Rude (2006, p. 173)
points out that punctuation helps people read sentences accurately. Internal marks/
commas, semicolons, dashes- as well as end punctuation reveal sentence patterns and
relationships of clauses and phrases. Incorrect punctuation may create document
confusion. Knowing where to punctuate and why contributes to accurate editing.
Angelillo (2002, p.5) indicates that punctuation is what links ideas together, what
writers use to enfold and, in turn, express layered thoughts with clarity and grace. The
Angelillo also recommends in p.53 that students should regard punctuation as a
primary act of composition and not only a step in editing, and that they should use
punctuation as they compose to help them shape meaning.
Gibaldi, et al. (1988) argue that the primary purpose of punctuation is to
ensure the clarity and readability of one's writing. They add that although punctuation
is, to some extent, a matter of personal preference, there are many required uses; and
while certain practices are optional, consistency is mandatory. In the classroom,
students have to use punctuation correctly in all types of sentences. Students have to
know the use of full stop, comma, apostrophe, question marks, and so on.
Pagel (2010, p.166) comments that if punctuation marks are used incorrectly
or omitted, the meaning of the text maybe unclear to the reader.
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Throughout the experiment, the researcher explained how and where to use
punctuation marks in writing a paragraph. Students use them correctly that appears in
their posttest findings.
2.3.27.1.1Punctuation: Chronological Interest
King (2003, p.12) traces the chronological interest in using punctuation marks :
1- Two centuries ago, most punctuation took its cues from speech .this was a
period when the predominant of reading aloud was translated into written
punctuation.
2- A hundred years on, with increased literacy, the spoken word gave way to the
written. The emphasis now was on meaning, and punctuation bowed to a more
logical system.
3- Punctuation probably reached its top in the late 19th century, helping to make
sense of them fashionably interminable sentences.
4- Nowadays sentences, due to the brevity of newspaper style, are shorter. Thus,
the punctuation today is a blend of both: a system capable of conveying force,
intonation, urgency, rhythm, tension and passion, and another system whose
duty is to achieve consistency and clarity in meaning. Harmer (2004, Pp. 4952) points out punctuation marks are very important as people judge the
product of writing not only on the content but also on the use of punctuation.
Incorrect punctuation marks negative impression and make the text difficult to
understand as well.
2.3.27.1.2 Functional Concept of Punctuation
Punctuation is placed in the text to make meaning clear and to make writing
easier. McCaskill (1990, p.47) says there are various punctuation marks perform four
functions:
1- Separate (a period separates sentences),
2- Group or enclose (Parentheses enclose extraneous information),
3- Connect (a hyphen connects a unit modifier), and
4- Impart meaning a question mark may make a declarative sentence
interrogative.
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2.3.27.1.3 Features of Punctuation
Halliday (1989, p.33) provides a fascinating account of the development of
punctuation as a feature of writing systems. He lists the following features in their
order of occurrence:
1- Line direction.
2- Spaces between words.
3- The full stop to mark sentence boundaries.
4- Symbols to distinguish between lower case and capital letter uses.
5- Special symbols such as hyphens, brackets and apostrophes to mark linkages,
interpolations and omissions
6- Commas. colons, semicolons and dashes.
7- Quotation marks (single and double inverted commas), question marks and
exclamation marks.
The researcher of the current study chose three skills of punctuation such as full stop,
comma and capitalization:
2.3.27.1.4 Full Stop or Period
Is used at the end of a complete declarative sentence, a moderately imperative
sentence, and a sentence containing an indirect question.
A period denoting an abbreviation and coming at the end of a sentence may
serve also as the closing period of the sentence (Turabian,2007, p.48)
A period is used at the end of most sentences. It is also used after parts of
abbreviations (Al-Jayyousi and et al, 2002, p.53)
2.3.27.1.5 Comma
Although the comma indicates the smallest interruption in continuity of
thought or sentence, when it is correctly used it does more for ease of reading and
ready understanding than any other mark of punctuation.
In sentences containing two or more independent clauses joined by a coordinating
conjunction and, but, or, nor, for, a comma is placed before the conjunction.
A series of three or more words, phrases, or clauses takes a comma between each of
the elements and before a conjunction separating the last two.
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When commas occur within one or more of the elements of a series, semicolons
instead of commas should be used to separate the elements.
Commas are used to set a nonrestrictive dependent clause off from an independent
clause (Turabian, 2007, Pp.50-51)
Main Uses of the Comma
Al-Jayyousi and et al (2002, p.54) say commas are used mainly as follows:
− After words in a series.
− Before the words and, but, or, or yet when they join two parts of a sentence.
− To separate an introductory word of group of words from the rest of the
sentence.
− To set off a word or group of words that interrupt the thought flow in a
sentence.
− In letter writing..addresses, dates and places.
Young ( 2009, p.39) says that your goal now is to use a comma only if you
know the valid rule that applies to using it. Here is an overview of basic comma rules:
1- The sentence core rules: do not separate the subject and the verb of a sentence
with only one comma.
2- Conjunction: Put a comma before a coordinating conjunction, such as and or
but, when it connects two independent clauses.
3- Series: Put a comma between items in a series.
4- Introductory: Put a comma after a word, phrase, or depend clause that
introduces an independent clause.
5- Nonrestrictive: Use commas to set off words and phrases nonessential to the
meaning of the sentence.
6- Parenthetical Expression: Use commas to set off a word or expression that
interrupts the flow of a sentence.
7- Direct Address: Use commas to set off the name of a person addressed
directly.
8- Appositive: Use commas to set off the restatement of a noun or pronoun.
9- Addresses and Dates: Use commas to set off the parts of addresses and dates.
10- Words Omitted: Use a comma to indicate a word is omitted.
11- Direct Quotation: Use commas to set off a direct quotation within a sentence.
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12- Contrasting Expression or Afterthought: use commas to separate a contrasting
expression or afterthought from the main clause.
The researcher of the current study sees punctuation is the system of signs, or
symbols given to a reader to how a sentence is constructed, and how it should be read.
In this experiment, the students learnt how to use punctuation by using think-pairshare strategy, which students work together to answer the questions on their
worksheets.
2.3.27.2 Capitalization
2.3.27.2.1 Identity and Usage
The negligence of applying capitalization standard rules is formerly observed
by Warriner (1982, Pp.424-425) as he refers to the fact that one may very well find
examples of capitalization or cases of a lack of capitalization that do not agree with
the standard rules in one's reading of books, magazines and newspapers. This fact is
attributed to the change of capitalization practices.
G.P.O (1984, p.27) states that" It is impossible to give rules that will cover
every conceivable problem in capitalization." Actually, capitalization is mostly a
matter of editorial style and preference rather than a matter of generally accepted
rules. In addition, although there is a clearly recognized rule requiring capitalization
of proper nouns and adjectives, opinion differ concerning what a proper noun is.
As well as, King (2003) regards capital letters as a form of punctuation in that
they help guide the eye and mind through a text. He adds that the common usages of
capital letters to start sentences and surnames are clear enough; however, a good deal
of mystery surrounds the use of capitals in some other areas of writing.
2.3.27.2.2 Function of Capital Letters:
Capital letters do at least three useful jobs in written English:
1- Capital letters indicate the beginnings of sentences as readers do not have the
rise and fall of the speaker's voice to show them when one sentence ends and
another begins.
2- They distinguish proper nouns and titles from the other words of a sentence so
that readers can grasp the meaning quickly.
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3- Capital letters show respect in such sentences as "The Lord is my shepherd."
or "The President is speaking on television." (Warriner,1982, Pp. 425-426)
In our schools, especially eleventh graders, students are taught to use
capitalization in some positions. They capitalize the personal pronoun I, to begin a
sentence, for many abbreviations and acronyms, for days of the week, months of the
year, holidays, and for countries, languages, nationalities, and religions, for people's
name and titles of books, poems, songs, ...etc. So, the students have to know these
rules. In this experiment, the researcher gave various sentences to capitalize and
punctuate them, and demands from them to be attention to put punctuation, when they
write a paragraph on their worksheet. See appendix (4). The researcher told students
to work independently about the question, that has been posed to punctuate and
capitalize the sentences, then students are grouped in pairs to discuss about their
answers, then the students share their answers, ideas with a larger group.
Nearly, all the students were able to punctuate, and capitalize them appropriately.
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Chapter Three

Previous Studies

Chapter Three
Previous Studies
Introduction
This part discusses previous study conducted concerning use of Think-PairShare strategy in teaching. It introduced studies related to developing writing skills.

3.1 First domain: Studies Related to Think-Pair-Share Strategy:
Ifamuyiwa and Onakoya(2013): The objective of this study is to investigate the
impact of Think-Pair-Share Instructional strategy on students' achievement in
Mathematics. The research sample consisted of one hundred and twenty Junior
secondary (JSS3) students drawn from four co-educational schools in Odogbolu Local
Government Area of Ogun State, using purposive and simple random sampling
technique. The research instrument using the analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) at
the .05 confidence level showed that there was significant main impact of treatment
(Think-Pair-Share) on the students' achievement in Mathematics in favor of the
students exposed to Think-Pair-Share instructional strategy. This study employed a
quasi-experimental design. The result of this study revealed that there was significant
main impact of Think-Pair-Share strategy on the students' achievement scores in
Mathematics. There were no significant differential effect treatment on the male and
female students' achievement scores in mathematics. There were no significance
interaction between methods and gender on the students' achievement scores in
Mathematics. The recommended that think-pair-share instructional strategy should be
used by teachers in teaching and learning of secondary.
The current study goes in harmony with that of Ifamuyiwa and Onakoya
(2013) in that, both studies stress the need to train students to use Think-Pair-Share
strategy in the learning setting. The current study agrees with Ifamuyiwa and
Onakoya (2013) in using the quasi-experimental method. This study is dissimilar with
Ifamuyiwa and Onakoya (2013) as they applied their experiment on both sexes on
female/ male, but in the current study the researcher applied her experiment only on
females. The researcher of the current study also benefited from Ifanuyiwa and
Onakoya (2013) study through getting some insights that helped in writing the
theoretical framework and recommendation.
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Jebur, et al. (2013) study aimed to investigate the effect of Think-Pair-Share on EFL
students' achievement in the course of General English. The researcher adopted quasiexperimental design. The population of the study is limited to First year students at
the Department of English, college of Basic Education, Al-Mustansiryah University
for the academic year 2011-2012. The sample of the study consisted of ( 40 ) students
randomly selected from the population which is 50. Both experimental and control
groups consisted of ( 20 ) students. The instrument of the study is an achievement test.
The results proved that TPS is a successful technique in TEFL and confirmed that
TPS is an effective technique in teaching as it has a positive effect on the students'
achievement rather than those who did not practice it. The use of TPS integrated the
cognitive and social aspects of learning as well as promotes thinking and the
construction of knowledge. Thus, students showed enthusiasm towards TPS as it
increased the personal communications which were important for them to understand,
organize and retain ideas as well as students learn from each other. Students showed
good progress in achievement as TPS provided them in with opportunities to answer
questions, discuss their thoughts, and did tasks and interested them in the learning
process. The researchers suggested the following as projects for future research:
1- The use of TPS in teaching grammar.
2- The effect of TPS on reading comprehension.
3- The use of other cooperative learning techniques in teaching different subjects.
Both studies differ in their direct purpose. Jebur, et al. (2013) conducted their
study on the course of general English, whereas the current study focused on the
effectiveness of Think-Pair-Share strategy on writing skill only. The results of Jebur,
et al. study inspired the researcher to choose the Think-Pair-Share strategy as an
intervention tool to improve her students writing skills. This study is parallel to Jebur,
et al. (2013) in investigating the effect of the implementation of Think-Pair-Share
strategy on student's achievement, however, Jebur, et al. (2013) added the effect of the
learners' feedback in an advanced English as a foreign language class.
Utama ( 2013 ) study aimed to investigate the effect of Think-Pair-Share teaching
strategy to students' self-confidence and students' speaking competency. This study
was conducted towards students of the second grade in SMPN 6 Singaraja, in the
academic year 2012/2013, there were ( 121 ) students selected as sample put in
experimental and control group. ( 59 ) students for experimental group treated by
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Think-Pair-Share teaching strategy and 62 students for control group treated by
conventional teaching strategy. The study used a post-test only control group design.
The analysis was made by using Manova facilitated by SPSS version 16.0 for
windows. The results indicated that (1)there was a significance effect of Think-PairShare on students' self-confidence ( F=754.104 and sig=0.000; p<0.05). (2)there was a
significance effect of Think-Pair-Share on students' speaking competency (F=60.325
and sig=0.000; p< 0.05). (3) simultaneously, there was significance effect of ThinkPair-Share on students' self-confidence and students' speaking competency.
Despite the difference between the two studies as to their main objectives,
when Utama (2013) uses Think-Pair-Share on speaking competence, the current study
focuses on using Think-Pair-Share strategy on enhancing writing skills. However,
both studies found out a statistically significant positive influence of Think-Pair-Share
skills on speaking competence and writing skills, respectively.
Narzoles (2012) study delved on the effect of Think-Pair-Share, a cooperative
learning approach in enhancing the academic performance of the English as Second
Language (ESL) students. 46 Students enrolled in the English Communication Skills
course in the Second Semester of the Academic year 2009-2010, were used as
subjects of the study. The Quasi-Experimental Design was utilized in the study. A
pre-test was conducted, in which the pre-test mean scores are the bases in identifying
the initial learning frame work of the participants, after the conduct of the selected
lessons employing the Think-Pair-Share approach, the students were given a post-test.
Results showed the students who were subjected to the Think-Pair-Share approach
had enhanced performance in the English Communication Skills course. Apparently,
ANCOVA results on the post-test mean scores of the participants reported that there
is a significant effect on the academic performance of the experimental group in
which the Think-Pair-Share approach had been used. Findings also revealed that there
was a significant relationship between the motivational orientations in learning
English and students' academic performance in English.
This current study is similar to Narzoles's (2012) as they examine the effect of
utilizing Think-Pair-Share strategy. On the other hand, this study is dissimilar with the
previous study in the dependent variable (writing skill/ communication skills). The
results of the studies on strategy description and categories have their implications in
language classrooms in helping teachers accelerate the language learning of their
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students. If learners are to be in a position to be made aware of different strategies that
can assist them in the process of learning, they should be familiar with the strategies
that are available.
Ofodu, et al. (2011) study aimed to investigate the comparative effects of these two
methods on students' performance levels. Using the Think-Pair-Share Method (
TOSM) as cooperative methods. The quasi-experimental design of non-equivalent and
non-randomized pre-test, post-test control group was employed in the study. Ninetysix 96 students were sampled for the experimental groups and forty-eight 48 students
were sampled for the control group. Two main researcher-designed instruments were
used for the study. Reliability coefficient of 0.88 and 0.90 were obtained using
Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficient and Guttmann's Split-half statistics
respectively. Data was analyzed using Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) for the
null hypotheses generated at 0.05 level of significance level. The findings indicated
that the Reciprocal Teaching Method (RTM) of cooperative instruction was the most
effective method of teaching reading. This was closely followed by the Think-PairShare Method TPSM ( Fcol= 3.29 significant at 0.05) while the Conventional
Instruction Method CIM was the least. There was a significant effect of the TPSM
and the RTM methods on reading comprehension of students of high, average and low
performance levels. It was concluded that these methods were superior to the
conventional method and therefore should be used in schools.
Both studies differ in their independents' variables; the previous study
focusing on two independent variable from cooperative learning TPS and TOSM, but
the current study focusing on TPS. However, both studies utilized the literature
review which confirms the researchers' view that Think-Pair-Share strategy is
effective for language learners. Both studies used similar research methodology and
utilized similar statistical procedures to get the results that positively confirm the
effectiveness of the designated strategy.
Baleghizadeh (2010) This study was carried out to investigate the effect of pair-work
on a word-building task in two EFL classes, forty Iranian adult students participated
in this study. The participants in the experimental group complete the word-building
task in pairs following the Think- Pair- share technique, whereas the participants in
the control group did the same task individually. Results of the data analysis showed
out the participants in the experimental group achieved significantly higher scores on
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the given task than the participants in the control group. This indicates that the
students' joint efforts while the collaborating with each other are likely to result in coconstruction of morphological knowledge.
Despite the difference in the scope of the two studies, the researcher of the
current study has gained some useful insights from Baleghizadeh's, which helped her
in selecting the appropriate research design and using the suitable statistical package.
Ngozi (2009) This study aimed at examining the effects of met cognitive strategies on
classroom participation and student achievement in Senior Secondary School Science
classrooms. The design of this study was a quasi-experimental. It involved 3 intact
groups namely two treatment groups:-Think- Pair- Share (TPS) strategy, and the Meta
cognitive Questions (MQ), and a control group. The sample comprised of 2 for the
first group, and 22 in the second group, and 21 or control. The study lasted for 11
weeks in Nigeria. The researcher made achievement test in the topic-density was
used to measure achievement in the 3 groups. The research question was answered
using descriptive statistics as in mean and standard deviation while the hypothesis was
tasted using analysis of covariance (ANCOVA). Results revealed that the Meta
cognitive strategies were most effective in enhancing academic achievement followed
by TPS. The researcher recommended that Meta cognitive strategies and questions be
infused in the classroom so as to help students learn material more efficiently, retain
information longer and generalize skills.
The researcher in the current study has benefited from the recommendation of
the previous one that Think- Pair- Share strategy is suited and effective for secondary
school learners. The current study has the same experimental design and instrument.
Carss (2007) study aimed to describe the effects of Think-Pair-Share strategies, used
during Guided Reading lessons, on reading achievement. Think-Pair-Share is a cooperative teaching strategy that includes three components; time for thinking, time for
sharing with a partner and time for each pair to share back to larger group. The study
took place in a year 6 classroom with two intervention groups, each containing six
children. One group was reading above their chronological age and the other below.
Control groups reading at these levels were also used. Three variations of Think-PairShare were utilized during the eight week intervention period; Predict-Pair-Share,
Image-Pair-Share and Summaries-Pair-Share, and the research centered on the effects
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of the intervention on reading comprehension. A quasi-experimental design was
employed using a pre-test, post-test format and a mix of quantities and qualitative
measures to ascertain the efforts. The results confirmed the positive effects of the
strategy on reading achievement, especially for those students reading above their
chronological age, although an extended period of intervention may have had more
significant effects on those reading below. Positive effects on aspects of oral language
use, thinking, met cognitive awareness, and the development of reading
comprehension strategies were noted with both of the intervention groups. Results
have significance for those concerned with implementing effective literacy practice.
They demonstrate the veracity of the Think-Pair-Share strategy as a tool to poster
conversation, and one that can be adapted to suit the learning focus and the needs of
particular groups of students.
The current study used the Think- Pair- Share for teaching writing a
paragraph, but Carss's study the same strategy for teaching reading comprehension.
The researcher of the current study has benefited from the previous study on the
theoretical framework how to apply the steps of Think- Pair- Share strategy in
improving writing paragraph. (See appendix 4).
From the above display of the previous studies, concerned in Think- PairShare strategy in learning process, the researcher noticed that the previous studies
varied in the objectives, which they seek to achieve. Ifamuyiwa and Onakkoya (2013)
aimed at investigating the impact of Think- Pair-Share Instructional strategy on
students' achievement in Mathematics, whereas, Jebur, et al. (2013) aimed at
investigating the effect of Think- Pair-Share on EFL students' achievements in the
course of general English. While, Utama's (2013) aimed to investigate the effect of
Think- Pair- Share teaching strategy to students' self-confidence and students
speaking competency. In addition to that students, Narzoles's (2012) aimed at
investigating the effect of Think- Pair- Share in enhancing the academic performance
of the English as Second language (ESL) students. While, Ofodu, et al. (2011) aimed
at investigating the comparative effects on these two methods on students'
performance level, which used TPS as a cooperative methods. Whereas, Baleghizadeh
(2010) aimed to investigate Think- Pair- Share strategy on a word-building task in
two EFL classes. While, Ngozi aimed at examining the effect of TPS strategy and
Meta

cognitive
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classroom
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and
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achievement.

Also these studies varied in the design that they followed some of them has used the
experimental design, and the other used Qausi-experimental design. For the sample, it
varied in the levels of learners such dealt with elementary, secondary, first department
of English language (junior).the previous studies also varied in that statistical
instruments, such as (ANCOVA), (MANOVA), standard deviation. Most of them
used achievement test as a search instrument.

3.2 Commentary on the first domain of the previous studies
There are similarities and differences between this study and the previous ones in
many things:
1- The subject of previous studies and their aims:
Ifamuyiwa and Onakkoya (2013) aimed at investigating the impact of ThinkPair-Share Instructional strategy on students' achievement in Mathematics, whereas,
Jebur, et al. (2013) aimed at investigating the effect of Think- Pair-Share on EFL
students' achievements in the course of general English. While, Utama's (2013) aimed
to investigate the effect of Think- Pair- Share teaching strategy to students' selfconfidence and students speaking competency. In addition to that students, Narzoles's
(2012) aimed at investigating the effect of Think- Pair- Share in enhancing the
academic performance of the English as Second language (ESL) students. While,
Ofodu, et al. (2011) aimed at investigating the comparative effects on these two
methods on students' performance level, which used TPS as a cooperative methods.
Whereas, Baleghizadeh (2010) aimed to investigate Think- Pair- Share strategy on a
word-building task in two EFL classes. While, Ngozi (2009) aimed at examing the
effect of TPS strategy and Meta cognitive on classroom participation and student
achievement.
2- Methodology:
All of the previous studies used the experimental and control method, as
Ifamuyia and Onakoya (2013), Jebur, et al (2013), Utama (2013), Narrzoles (2012),
Ofodu, et al. (2011), and Baleghizedeh (2010), Ngozi (2009) and Carss (2007).
In this study, the researcher used two methods, the experimental and control.
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3- Tools:
Some of previous studies agreed with the current study in use an achievement
test such as Ifamuyia and Onakoya (2013), Jebur, et al (2013), Utama (2013),
Narrzoles (2012), Ofodu, et al. (2011), and Baleghizedeh (2010), Ngozi (2009) and
Carss (2007).
4- Sample:
Population and sample of the previous studies were different from one study to
another in number, gender and age. Ifamuyia and Onakoya (2013) applied their study
on a sample of one hundred and twenty Junior secondary (JSS3) students drawn from
four co-educational schools. While Jebur, et al (2013) study applied his study on the
students of the first year at the Department of English College. The sample of the
study is consisted of 40 students randomly selected from the population which is 50.
Both experimental and control groups consisted of 20 students. Whereas, Utama's
(2013) did his study for students of the second grade in SMPN 6 Singaraja in the
academic year 2012/2013, there were 121 students selected as sample put in
experimental and control group 59 students for experimental group, and 62 for the
control group. Besides Narzoles's (2012) the sample of the study consisted of 46
students. While Ofodu, et al (2011) conducted this study on 96 students for the
experimental group, 48students for the control group. In addition to Belaghizadeh
(2010) study, its sample is consisted of 40 Iranian adults students. The random sample
for Ngozi (2009) study consisted of 67 students, 24 for first group (Think- Pair- Share
), and 22 in the second group, and 21 for the control group. While 12 students are the
participants in Carss (2007) study, which contain 2 groups, each group has 6 students.
In the current study, the sample is consisted of 68 selected female students
from 11th grade. The sample was equally divided into two groups: a control group and
an experimental one.
5- Place:
All the previous studies were applied in different countries in Iran, Nigeria, Iraq,
Indonesia, Bahrain and New Zealand.
But in the current study, the researcher has applied such study in Palestine,
Gaza Strip, in at Al-Qadesia Secondary School-Rafah.
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Statistical Treatment:
Concerning the statistical treatments, which used in the previous studies to
measure the results, they were varied ANOVA, MANOVA, standard deviation and
others.
In this study, the researcher analyzed the data by SPSS (Statistical package for
social sciences program), using the following statistical method:
− Kuder Richardson.
− Mean, and standard deviation.
− T-test.
− Pearson correlation formula.
− Eta square.

3.3 Second domain: Studies related to writing skills:
Abou Shaaban (2015) This study aimed to indicate the effects of digital storytelling,
and story- reading on enhancing ninth graders' paragraph writing skills. To achieve
this purpose, the researcher download from the Internet a great group of digital stories
with their scripts of that suitable for ninth graders' level. Over six-week study period,
the teacher sat with 39 ninth graders and displayed one digital stories per day and
narrated to another group consisting of 37 students the same story. A third group
consisting of 38 ninth graders was given the script of the same story to read and the
fourth group 38 ninth graders represented the control group. A pre and post paragraph
writing test was applied on the four groups. The researcher used a paragraph writing
rubric of four main skills (topic sentence, supporting sentences, mechanics of writing
and concluding sentences) to check the students' writing in the pre-posttests. The data
of the test were analyzed be One Way ANOVA, Scheffe and Means. The study
findings indicated that there are statistically differences at (α ≤ 0.05) in paragraph
writing skills among the mean scores of the control group and the experimental
groups in favor of the experimental groups.
The current study and (Abou Shaaban) study in the line with experimental
design, tool pre-post test, and statistical analysis tool, and the purpose. However, there
is a different sample and population, and technique. Both studies targeted the same
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aim to improve students' paragraph writing skills- topic sentence, supporting
sentences, and concluding sentence.
Alodwan and et al. (2014) this study aimed at investigating the effect of using the
process approach to writing on developing university students' essay writing skills.
This study followed the quasi-experimental design. This study was confined to
develop students' essay writing skills in Jordan, who exhibit low achievement in essay
writing. The sample of the study consisted of 90 non-English major students classified
into classes, one served as an experimental group, and the other one as control. The
students were assigned randomly from English 101 sections at the World Islamic
Sciences and Education University. A pre-post essay writing test and its scoring scale,
and a checklist were conducted to collect data. The reliability coefficient of the test
was estimated using Cronbach Alpha Formula, and T-test. The results of this study
showed that the process approach to writing had positively affected the students' essay
writing skills in EFL. It proved that the experimental group performed much better on
the post-essay writing test than the control group. Thus, the process approach to
writing had a positive effect on developing university students' essay writing skills.
The current study is in the line with the previous one in employing quasiexperimental design, pre-post tool, achievement test, but it differs in the adopted
technique, sample and population, and statistical analysis. Both studies targeted the
same aim to develop students' writing skills.
El-Salahat (2014) aimed at investigating the effectiveness of using interactive writing
on developing writing skills among seventh graders and their attitudes towards
writing. It attempted to find out to what extent the using of interactive writing strategy
which is based on group and pair activities and other tasks on developing Palestinian
seventh graders' writing skills and their attitudes towards writing. To fulfill the aims
of the study, the researcher followed the experimental approach. He used two tools to
collect the needed data: a pre-posttest and a questionnaire. A sample consisting of 76
seventh grade female students was purposively chosen from Ian Goliath B in the East
Directorate of Gaza in the scholastic year 2012-2013 and equally distributed into an
experimental and a control group. The experimental group was taught wiring
interaction writing strategy, while the control group was taught using the traditional
methods of teaching writing throughout the intervention which lasted for one month.
An achievement pre-posttest and a questionnaire were administrated and a statistical
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analysis was conducted to collect data. The study findings revealed that there were
statistically significant differences in achievement in writing between the mean scores
attained by the experimental group and those by the control one in favor of the
experimental group. Such difference was attributed to the interaction writing strategy
used.
This study has been of great use to the current study in that it assisted the
researcher in designing the methodology of her research, and in writing the theoretical
framework of the study.
Sabra (2014) This study entitled “The Effectiveness of Adopting CAF Strategy on
Developing Writing Skills for the Eighth Graders” aims at examining the
effectiveness of adopting CAF Strategy on developing writing skills for the Eighth
Graders in north Gaza governorate. In order to achieve the aims of the study; the
researcher adopted a quasi experimental research design. The sample of the study
consisted of 82 female students who were equally divided into 41 students for the
experimental group and 41 students for the control one. They were randomly chosen
from Banat-Jabalia Prep School, North Gaza Governorate. The researcher designed
activities related to writing skills assigned in English for Palestine 8 textbook
paragraph writing, capitalization, punctuation, letter writing and rearranging
scrambled sentences in paragraphs. These activities were treated according to
Consider All Factors Strategy (CAF). It is worth noting that (CAF) strategy involves
the sub writing strategies; brainstorming, planning and decision making. The
experimental group received training on utilizing (CAF) strategy to improve the
intended writing skills, while the ordinary method was used in teaching the control
one in the first term of the scholastic year 2013-2014. To check the effectiveness of
the target strategy, the researcher constructed two tools; pre-post achievement test and
a focus group interview. The collected data were statistically analyzed by using T-test
paired sample to measure the differences between the performance of the
experimental group in the pre and the post achievement test, on one hand, and the
difference between the performance of the experimental group and the control group
in the pre and the post achievement test, on the other hand. The study findings
revealed that there were statistically significant differences between the scores of the
experimental group in the pre and post achievement test in favor of the posttest and
another difference was attained between the scores of the post test of the experimental
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group and scores of the post test of the control group in favor of the experimental
group. The researcher attributes these considerable results to the effectiveness of the
(CAF). Based on the findings, the researcher recommended that English language
teachers should adopt (CAF) in teaching English in general and in teaching writing in
particular.
Even though the two studies tackled two different strategies of English to
foreign students. The two studies are using TPS, and another using CAF strategy, but
both studies targeted the same aim, which to improve students' writing skill.
Harb (2013) study aimed to investigate the effectiveness of using blended learning
program on developing and retention Palestinian tenth graders' English writing skills.
The researcher adopted the experimental approach with two groups' pre-post design
experimental and control. To collect data, the researcher designed the following study
instruments and tools: content analysis, achievement test consisting of 40 items, attest
to measure the retention of the skills and a blended learning program in writing skills.
After examining the validity and reliability of the tools and instruments, they were
implemented on the study sample represented in 40 students from Shohadaa' Rafah
Basic School who were randomly selected from the original population of 1774
students in Rafah Directorate of Education 2012-2013. The sample was divided in
two groups: the experimental group consisting of 20 students and the control one
consisting of 20 other students. The two groups were similar in their age, previous
learning, achievement in general and achievement in English language. The blended
learning program was used in teaching the experimental group, while the traditional
method was used with the control one in the second term of the scholastic year (20122013). The experiment lasted for ten weeks 1 lesson per week. The researcher used
the following statistical methods to reach the results: (Holesti Formula, Mean,
Standard Deviation, Alpha Cronbach, Pearson Coefficient, Kuder-Richardson (KR20) Formula, Spearman Brown Equation, effect Size Formula and T-test). After the
statistical analysis, the findings of the study revealed that there were significant
differences at (α=0.05) in the scores of the control and the experimental groups in
favor of the experimental group and which is attributed to the blended learning
program. The findings also pointed out that there were statistically significant
differences at( α=0.05) in the participants' achievement level before and after
implementing the blended program in favor of the post-application. Additionally,
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there were statistically significant differences at (α=0.05) in the participants'
achievement level of the control and experimental groups ( high and low achievers) in
favor of the experimental group there were also statistically significant differences at
(α-=0.05) in the participants' achievement level of the control and the experimental
groups in the retention test in favor of the experimental group. The implementation
of the effect size equation revealed that blended learning program had a large effect
size favoring the experimental group. The study recommends that teachers are advised
to adopt the blend in teaching writing skills, holding educational courses and
workshops for teachers in general and of English in particular in employing blended
learning to enrich the teaching learning process and develop students' achievement
level. It also suggests that further research should be conducted on the effect of
blended learning on other English language skills, other school subjects, students'
creative thinking skills as well as in the treatment of learning difficulties in English.
The researcher of the current study utilized the information incorporated in
Harb's study as a guide to reach the required results in that the performance of the
experimental group outperformed that of the control group.
Al-Mudallal (2013): This study aimed at investigating the effect of using the weblog
as a teaching and learning tool supportive to the process writing approach on
enhancing Palestinian eleventh graders' English writing performance in general and
writing product skills and writing process in particular and improving their attitudes
towards writing in English. The researcher followed a quasi-experimental approach so
she chose a purposive sample of 40 EFL female students studying at Dallal AlMughrabi Secondary "A" Girls' School in the Directorate of Education-East Gaza.
The researcher used three tools: the first tool was a writing attitudes scale to explore
students' attitudes towards writing in English before and after the intervention. The
second tool was a process writing questionnaire to find out to which degree students
use the writing process before and after the intervention. The third tool was a writing
achievement test to measure students' writing performance in general and their writing
product skills in particular before and after the intervention. The findings revealed
that there was improvement in English writing performance of the experimental group
students in general and in their writing product skills in particular as a compared with
the control group one.
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The current study implemented the same previous study tool; including pre
and post-test, statistical means and research design. In addition, the same studies
targeted writing skills as dependent variable. Both the study of Al-Mudallal 2013 and
the current study have common interest in that they are targeting EFL students.
Yousef (2012) investigated the impact of a suggested program based on process
writing approach on developing paragraph writing skills and students' attitudes
towards writing in general and writing as a process in particular. The target paragraph
writing skills were brainstorming, outlining, constructing a topic sentence and its
controlling idea, providing supporting sentences, writing a conclusion and writing a
unified and a coherent paragraph. Three tools were used to serve the purpose of the
study. The first was an attitude scale for students to determine their attitudes towards
writing before and after intervention. The second tool was achievement test to
measure the participants' paragraph writing skills before and after implementing the
program to see the difference. The third tool was the writing process based a
suggested program. The results were collected and statistically analyzed, using
(SPSS). The findings of the study revealed that there were significant differences
between the scores achieved by the control group after applying the suggested
program and in the participants' attitudes towards academic writing after the program
positively changed in favor of the experimental group.
Both studies have used the same experimental design, and the same research
tool, achievement test, pre-posttest, also the statistical analysis tools (SPSS). Besides,
both studies targeted the same purpose to improve some paragraph writing skills –
topic sentence, supporting sentences, concluding sentence, and punctuation marks.
While they used different techniques. The current study has used TPS strategy, when
the previous one used suggested program, but both studies contributed to improve
students' paragraph writing skills.
El-Shami (2011) This study aimed to investigate the effect of using interactive
writing on developing the mechanics of writing of eighth graders in Gaza private
schools. The researcher chose Ibad Ur Rahaman Private School where he works as an
English teacher. The sample of the study was purposively chosen. The Sample
consisted of 37 male students of eighth graders. It was divided in to two groups, an
experimental and a control group, an experimental group consisting of 18 students
and a control one consisting of 19 students. The researcher used two tools, pre-post
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achievement test and a portfolio. The researcher applied the pre-test before starting
the experiment, the results showed that the two groups were equivalent in their
previous learning and general achievement. After that, the interactive writing was
used to teach the experimental group, whereas the traditional method was used with
the control group. The two groups were tested again in mechanics of writing after the
application of the experiment. The results were statistically analyzed. The study
findings revealed that there were statistically significant differences between the mean
scores attained by the experimental group and those by the control one in favor of the
experimental group. This due to the interactive writing method used.
The researcher in the current study has used the same design–experimental
design- of the previous study, but in different sample. The researcher in the previous
study has used two different tools to collect data, pre-post achievement test, and a
portfolio. The researcher in the current study has a different purpose, which the
researcher focused on paragraph writing skills topic sentence, supporting details,
concluding sentence and punctuation marks. Whereas in the previous study, the
researcher focused on the mechanics of writing. Both studies aimed to develop the
students' writing skills competence, but both adopted different technique.
Saleh (2010) study aimed at investigating the effectiveness of a suggested program
for developing teaching writing skills among secondary schools teachers. The
researcher used two tools for the study, an observation card to identify the skills that
teachers have in teaching writing and the suggested program which tackled all the
points that the teachers need in teaching writing skills. The suggested program
consisted of ten training sessions for teaching writing. It included activities,
techniques, teaching aids that can be used in teaching writing. The researcher used the
observation card to assess teachers' performance in teaching writing skill then he
conducted the suggested program to see its impact on them. The researcher has
benefited from the results of the observation card when designing the suggested
program. The teaching writing skills are classified under four domains: the prewriting domain, the drafting domain, the editing reflection and revision domain and
the final copy domain. The sample of the study was chosen randomly. It consisted of
twenty secondary school male teachers from different school in Khan Younis
Governorate. The researcher visited the teachers again in their schools to assess their
performance and see the effect of the program on them. The results were statistically
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analyzed, using statistical package for social sciences (SPSS). The findings of the
study revealed that there were significant differences in secondary school teachers'
performance before and after implementing the program and the teachers' level after
the program reached eighty seven percent. The researcher recommended in the light
of the above findings that secondary school teachers are requested to use the writing
process in teaching writing skills in order to develop and improve their abilities in
teaching writing skills.
The current study has the similar purpose of the previous study to develop
writing skills, while the current study differ from the previous one in the population,
sample, technique, and statistical analysis. While both studies used only one similar
data analysis tool which is (SPSS). The researcher in the current study has used the
experimental design, but the researcher in the previous one has used the research
design-training sessions. The researcher in the current study has benefited from the
theoretical part of the previous study.
Shin (2008) investigated the effects of planning on second-language skills in learning:
a study of Korean learners of English as a foreign language written production with
regard to proficiency level, and task type. The participants were 157 Korean learners
of English as a foreign language attending a four-year university on Korea. They were
asked to complete two different types of writing tasks Expository writing task and
Argumentative writing task) in different planned conditions (Individual Planned
Condition and Collaborative Planned Condition over a two-week period. In the
Individual Condition, learners were given 10 minutes for individual planning in the
restructured task sheet and then were requested to write an essay for 30 minutes. In
the Collaborative Planned Condition, learners were allowed to interact with a peer
during planning and they were required to independently complete an essay. The
results also indicated that proficiency had influenced learners' written performance in
both tasks. The proficiency effect was consistently found throughout the analytic
scores task 1 and Task 2. However, the interaction between condition and proficiency
was not found in the two tasks. The results of repeated measures for the effect of task
type revealed that significant mean differences were only found in Mechanics section.
It is concluded that Korean EFL2 learners' written performance was affected by
planned condition and proficiency, but to only a small degree by the nature of task
type with regard to the five analytic features. The findings of this study help broaden
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the understanding of second language learners' cognitive writing process involving
planning. In addition, the results have pedagogical implications as well as theoretical
implications in second language writing and relevance to second language writing
assignment.
The researcher in the current study has used the same design of the previous
one –experimental design- but different technique, statistical analysis tool, instrument,
sample and population –the current study has applied on 11th graders on Palestine, but
the previous one has applied on the seniors in Kosraean University. Both studies
helped to broaden the understanding of second language learners' cognitive writing
process.
Hopkins (2002) developed the low- achieving tenth grade essay students' essay
writing skills. According to first term examinations in the scholastic year (2002),
many students were not performing on their grade level in regards to the writing
process. The goal was to help students write successfully and understand the elements
of the five-paragraph essay. The objective of the study was to help the students write
successfully and understand with 70% accuracy in pre-writing – drafting revision and
finalization of essay writing, this was done by pre-posttests. The researcher improved
the stages of the writing process such as: pre-writing, drafting, revision, proofing and
publishing of the five-part essay. To reach and achieve the objectives, the researcher
used graphic organizers for clustering diagrams, charts, revision charts, and peer's
editing and scoring rubrics. The researcher recommended that the time spent on peer
editing clustering methods and writing portfolios should be increased and rubrics
should be used to help students in essay writing. The study was implemented in
Bethel High School in Virginia. The school had 966 male students. The population of
tenth graders was 504:255 male students and 249 female students. The study lasted
for six weeks, 18 interventions were implemented to assist low achieving students
with their ability to improve essay writing skills. This study is useful for the current
one as it gives clear ideas about the stages of the writing process.
The researcher in the current study has used the same design-experimental
method, and the same tool, achievement test –pre-posttest, but different sample and
population. The current study has applied on eleventh female graders, but the previous
study has applied on tenth male and female graders, also different techniques- TPS in
the current study, and various writing strategies in the previous one, also different
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statistical analysis tools. Both studies targeted at developing students' ability to
conduct topic sentence, supporting sentences, and concluding sentence in paragraph
or essay writing. While the researcher in the current study has benefited from previous
study how to use graphic organizers. (See appendix: 4 ).

3.4 Commentary on the second domain of the previous studies
1- According to the aim
The current study examines the effect of Think-Pair-Share strategy on
developing eleventh graders' writing skills. Accordingly, this study is similar to the
previous studies in the dependent variable, which is writing skills. On the other hand,
it is dissimilar with these previous studies in the independent variable.
Harb's (2013), Yousef's (2012) and Saleh's (2010) adopted suggested
programs based on process writing approach. El-shami's (2011) and El-Salahat's
(2014) used interactive writing approach, while Al-Mudallal's (2013) used the weblog
on enhancing students' English writing performance, but Abou Shaaban's (2015) used
digital storytelling, and story-reading for paragraph writing skills; nevertheless,
Sabra's (2014) adopted CAF strategy on developing writing skills; however, Shin's
(2008) investigated the effect of planning on second-language skills in learning for
writing tasks. In addition, Hopkin's (2002) developed the low-achieving students'
essay writing skills. On the other hand, Alodwan and et al (2014) investigated the
effect of the process approach for writing to develop students' essay writing skills.
The researcher concluded that the current study agrees with all the previous
studies in the dependent variable, but the independent variable varies and is different
with all studies.
2- According to the Methodology
Various designs and methods were followed in these previous studies. The
descriptive-method, experimental and qusai-experimental research design were used
in some of the studies.
The current study agrees with some studies in using the quasi-experimental
method as Abou Shaaban's (2015), El-Salahat's (2014), Sabra's (2014), Harb's (2013),
Yousef's (2012) and El-Shami's (2011).
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3- According to study's tools
In this study, the researcher used writing achievement test, pre-posttest. This
study agrees with some previous studies, which they used one tool such as: Abou
Shaaban's (2015), Harb's (2013), Shin's (2008) and Hopkin's (2002). On the other
hand, some of these previous studies used two tools as: El-Salahat's (2014) used prepost achievement test and a questionnaire, El-Shami's (2011) used pre-post
achievement test and portfolio and Sabra's (2014) used pre-post achievement test and
interview, whereas some of these previous studies used three tools as: Alodwan et al's
(2014) used a pre-post essay writing test, scoring scale and checklist, Al-Mudallal 's
(2013) used attitudes scale a questionnaire, pre-post achievement test and suggested
program, and Yousef's (2012) used attitude scale, pre-post achievement test and
suggested program.
4- According to the sample:
Sample of the previous studies differed from one study to another in number,
gender and age. Some of the previous studies applied their experiment on graduate or
college students as Alodwan et al's (2014), Shin's (2008) and Hopkin's (2002), as well
as from preparatory students as Abou Shaaban's (2015), El-Salahat's (2014), Sabra's
(2014) and El-Shami's (2014). On the other hand, this study is parallel to Harb's
(2013), Al-Mudaalal's (2013), Yousef's (2012) and Saleh's (2010) as the sample is
from secondary school students.

3.5 General commentary on the previous studies
Going over and considering the previous studies has helped the researcher and
provided her with different aspects regarding teaching paragraph writing skills using
Think-Pair-Share strategy. The researcher carefully examined the previous studies and
benefited from several things mentioned in those researcher, including:
1-

The study design, methodology and statistical analysis.

2-

The teaching techniques and the targeted skills.

3-

There is an overwhelming agreement on the need for developing student's
writing skills and their academic, critical and creative thinking to improve
their level of writing, and co-operative work.

4-

Writing the theoretical frame the related on the sections of this study.
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5-

Identifying the procedures of conducting this study.

6-

Benefiting for recommendations and suggestions of the previous study.

Summary
This chapter discusses eighteen studies concerning TPS strategy and its effect
on improving the paragraph writing skills (topic sentence, supporting details,
concluding sentence, and punctuation marks). The researcher presents her comments
on those beneficial studies.
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Chapter Four
Research design and Methodology

This chapter covers the practical aspects and procedures followed throughout
the study.

It provides a complete description of the methodology of the study:

research design, the population, the sample, the instrumentation, the pilot study, the
description of the study tools, validity and reliability. Moreover, it introduces the
statistical methods used in this study.
4.1. Research design
The researcher used the quasi- experimental approach. Two groups were
assigned as the participants of the study; experimental group, and the control group.
The

Think-Pair-Share

strategy

represented

the

independent

variable.

The

experimental group developed writing skills through Think-Pair-Share strategy. The
control group received no treatment, they were taught in the ordinary way.
The researcher adopted the quasi experimental design for her research. This
type of research can be simply defined as not a true experiment. Since the main
component of a true experiment is randomly assigned groups, this means a quasiexperiment does not have randomly assigned groups. (Alquds open university,
2010:171). The experiment lasted for eight weeks. Both groups were taught by the
same teacher, the researcher.
4.2. Research population
The study population consisted of all eleventh grade female students. They are
(4974) students according to the records of the directorate of education in Rafah
governmenate – Gaza (2015), and enrolled at the governmental schools in the second
semester of the scholastic year (2014-2015).
4.3. Sample of the study
The sample of the study consisted of (68) 11th grade female students selected
randomly from the study population. The sample was equally divided into two
groups: a control and an experimental. The following table distributes the sample of
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the study. Before applying the experiment, the researcher obtained a permit paper
from Ministry of Education. (See appendix 6)
Table (4.1)
Distribution of sample of the study
Group

Experimental

Control

Total

Female

34

34

68

4.4. Pilot Study
The pilot sample of the study consisted of 36 members of 11th grade students
at Rafah governmental school (Al-Qadesia Secondary Girls' school), selected
randomly from the population of the study. The pilot study aims to ensure the validity
and reliability of the study tools.
4.5 The study instrument (Writing English test)
The researcher used one tool in order to achieve the aim of the study, which is
the pre-post achievement test to find out the effect of Think-Pair-Share strategy on
deveolping paragraph writing skills (topic sentence, supporting sentences, concluding
sentence and punctuation). The researcher designed the achievement test including
writing skill as a main skill and a paragraph writing sub-skill (topic sentence,
supporting sentences, concluding sentence and punctuation). The purpose of the test
was to ensure the two groups, are uniform before starting the experimental TPS
strategy and to compare the results of the achievement test with the result of the
achievement posttest after the intervention. It was built according to the questions of
the study. The objectives of the test were to examine students' ability to:
1- Write topic sentence correctly.
2- Write supporting details correctly.
3- Write a concluding sentence.
4- Use punctuation marks properly.
The researcher designed an achievement test for 11th graders, which was
applied on experimental 34 and control group 34. Both groups were equivalent in
terms of their performance. Test was used as a pre-test applied before the experiment
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to identify any possible progress in the performance of both groups. The test was
divided into four questions to evaluate students before and after the experiments.
These questions answered the research questions about the effect of Think-Pair-Share
strategy on developing 11th graders' writing skills. The first question of the test
measured the students' ability to punctuate the sentence correctly. The second
question measured the ability of students to identify the topic, supporting, concluding
sentence. The third question meaured the students' ability to extract the topic
sentence, supporting details, concluding sentence from a paragraph. Finally, the last
question measured the ability of students' to write a paragraph.
There are 25 marks in the test. Its marks have been distributed into 4
questions. The first question is given 5 points, the second one is given 7 points, and
the third one is given 3 points, the last one is given 10 points.
Writing English test consisted of four questions, aimed to measure the
following writing skills (topic sentence- supporting details- concluding sentencepunctuation) the first question contains 5 items the second contains 7 items the 3rd
contains 3 items and the fourth is writing paragraph aimed to measure the ability of
students in using of topic sentence, supporting details, concluding sentence,
punctuation in writing as shown in the following table.
Table (4.2)
Domains of writing English test and numbers of items
No.

Skills

Items

1.

Topic sentence

6-7-8-13-part of writing paragraph

2.

Supporting details

9-10-12-14- part of writing paragraph

3.

Concluding sentence

11-15- part of writing paragraph

4.

Punctuation

1-2-3-4-5- part of writing paragraph
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4.5.1

Writing English Test Validity:
Al-Agha (1996, p.118) states validity that the degree to which an

instrument measures what it is supposed to be measuring. Validity has a
number of different aspects and assessment approaches. Statistical validity is
used to evaluate instrument validity, which include criterion-related validity.
The researcher used the validity of referees and internal consistency validity as
follows:
4.5.1.1 The Referee Validity
Kline (2000, p.17) defined a valid test as if it measures what it claims to
measures. The test was modified according to the amendments of ELT methodology
specialist, English Language school supervisors, experienced English language
teachers of the eleventh grade, and professors from different universities. The test was
modified according to their valuable remarks. See appendix (1).
4.5.1.2 Internal Consistency Validity
Internal consistency is the strength of correlation between the score of every
items of the test with its domain and the score of correlations between every domain
and the total score of test, (Al-Agha, 1996, p.121). The researcher calculated Pearson
correlation coefficients between the scores of pilot sample on all domains of writing
English achievement test and its total scores in order to determine the internal
consistency as shown in the table (4.3)
Table (4.3)
Pearson correlation coefficient and the significance level for all domains of study
tool and their total degree.
Skills

Topic
sentence

Supporting
details

concluding
sentence

punctuation

Topic sentence
Supporting details

0..581**

Concluding sentence

0.564**

0.819**

Punctuation

0.0.433**

0.463**

0.522**

0.751**
0.842**
0.854**
Total degree
** r, critical value at degree of freedom 34 and sig level 0.01=0.449
* r, critical value at degree of freedom 34and sig level 0.05=0.349
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0.811**

Table (3) shows that the correlations coefficient value between the test
domains and the total score of test are statistically significant at degree of freedom 34
and sig level 0.01. This result shows that the test is consistent and valid for
conducting this study.
4.5.2 Study Tools Reliability
The reliability of an instrument is the degree of consistency which measures the
attribute; it is supposed to be measuring. In order to maintain the reliability of test, the
researcher applied Kuder Richardson 20.
Kuder Richardson 20 (KR-20)
To determine reliability of writing English skills test, the researcher used Kuder
Richardson 20 (KR-20)method, by applying the following formula as shown in table
(4.4)

–

rKR20 is the Kuder-Richardson formula 20

–

k is the total number of test items

–

Σ indicates to sum

– p is the proportion of the test takers who pass an item
–

q is the proportion of test takers who fail an item

–

σ2 is the variation of the entire test
Table (4.4)

rkr-20 (coefficient) of each skills and total degree of (writing English skills test)
No

skills

No of items

rkr-20 (coefficient)

1.

Topic sentence

5

0.714

2.

Supporting details

5

0.873

3.

Concluding sentence

3

0.896

4.

Punctuation

6

0.864

Total degree

19

0.821
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rkr-20 coefficient for the total degree of writing skills test was a high value
(0.821) which indicates that writing English achievement test is reliable to be applied
on study sample
4.6

Teacher's Guide
The researcher prepared a teacher's guide (see appendix 4), that handled the

lessons that contain the writing skill and its sub-skills topic sentence, supporting
sentences, concluding sentence and punctuation marks. The teacher's guide was
designed in a detailed and simple way that leads the teacher in a step-by-step process
throughout the teaching lessons.
4.6.1 The Aims of the Teacher's Guide
The main aim of the teacher's guide was to help the teacher to perform the task
and gives a general framework and guidelines that must be followed when the teacher
is teaching using Think-Pair-Share strategy. Therefore, the guide included lesson
objectives, warming up, presentation, practice, evaluation and homework exercises.
4.6.2 The Sources of Preparing the Teacher's Guide and Lesson Plans
Regarding the idea, the researcher got great benefits and enriched her mind
with various sources such as: reviewing of educational literature such as Al-Issawi
and Jaafar (2012), Fisher (2005) and Preszler (2006), studies such as Harb (2013),
Yousef (2012), El-Shami (2011) and Saleh (2010) focused on preparing a teacher's
guide and the extended meetings; she carried out with other English Language
teachers, beside meetings with English language supervisors. Based on the
information available to her, she has prepared a teacher's guide.
4.6.3 Description of the Teacher's Guide
The researcher designed a teacher's guide that would guide the teacher inside
the class in systematic procedures that ensure the learning process. The teacher's
guide represented lesson plans that included the lessons objectives, audiovisual
materials, procedures, evaluation and homework.
4.6.4 The components of lesson plans were as following
The objectives: The objectives of each lesson revalued around the writing skills
through using Think-Pair-Share strategy, but differed according to the lesson's
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topic. The objectives mainly considered the purpose of the research, which is
developing students' writing skills.
Organization: The researcher in this study and the target students represented
the organization of every lesson according to Think-Pair-Share strategy, in the
first step think, students think individually. pair, each student works with
his/her partner. The last stage share, the whole class work in groups, each
group contains four members.
Audiovisual Materials:

The researcher implemented some materials to

facilitate teaching and learning process including; student's book, worksheets,
LCD, power point presentation, videos and board. Those materials were
carefully chosen and properly implemented within the lesson.
Warming up: At this stage, the teacher carefully chooses warming up
activities to motivate the students to shift their thinking towards the new
learning topics, such as some games and puzzles.
Procedures: The teacher demonstrated how to write a paragraph (topic
sentence, supporting details, concluding sentence and punctuation) by using
TPS strategy, which the teacher asked students to write a topic. First, students
write a topic on their own 1-2 minutes. Then, allow the students to show their
ideas with classmate 2-3 minutes. Next, students pairs, share their ideas with a
larger group, contains 4 students for 3 minutes. Finally, the teacher evaluates
the activity by choosing a student randomly from each group, and asks her to
read out her topic, that they agreed on ( See appendix: 4).
A) Guided Practice: The teacher guided and assisted the students as they
learned how and when to apply the skill. The teacher model the procedure
to ensure that students understand how to use the strategy.
B) Free Practice: The teacher assessed students' success in practicing the
writing skill freely, she helped them to assess their success in using the
skills and engage all students in the classroom, and quick feedback for the
teacher.
Formative and Summative: The researcher presents questions on power
point presentation, then ask students to answer on their notebooks or the
researcher asks students to sum up the main points of the newly learnt lesson.
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Homework: To extend the effect of Think-Pair-Share strategy, students were
given homework exercises that would enhance writing paragraph well (topic
sentence, supporting details, concluding sentence, and punctuation).
4.6.5 The Teacher's Guide Validity
The researcher presented the teacher's guide to several experienced English
language teachers, English language supervisors and ELT methodology specialists,
see appendix (4).
The

researcher

did

the

required

adjustment

according

to

their

recommendation. The researcher modified the teacher guide according to their
suggestions and produced the final copy to be implemented to achieve the objectives
as presented (See before and after modification, appendix 3 and 4).
4.7

Statistical Methods
The researcher analyzed the data by SPSS (Statistical package for social science

program) using the following statistical methods:
•

Mean and standard deviation.

•

Kuder Richardson-20 (KR-20) to check the reliability of writing English skills
test.

•

Pearson correlation formula to calculate the internal consistency of study tools it
was used to check internal consistency of writing English skills test as shown in
table (2).

•

T-test Independent Sample was used to measure the statistical differences in
means between the experimental and the control groups in the results of writing
English skills post- test and pre-test.

•

T-test Paired Sample was used to measure the differences in developing students'
proficiency in writing English skills between the scores of experimental group on
pre-test and post-test.

•

Eta square and Cohen's coefficient were used to ensure that the size effect of the
the experimental group writing English skills levels.
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4.8

Procedures of the Study

The researcher went through the following steps while conducting the research:
− Reviewed literature and previous studies related to think-pair-share strategy
and student's achievement in writing skills.
− Conducted several meetings with experienced English language teachers to
discuss writing skills problems and difficulties.
− Designed a teacher guide with lesson plans that covers all the lessons
implemented by the study.
− Designed the instrument of the study: A pre and post achievement test
including writing skills designed by the researcher.
− Chosen the lessons as a sample for this study from 11th grade English for
Palestine textbook.
− Consulted the specialists and considering their comments for checking validity
of instruments.
− Applied the pre-test on a pilot study to check validity and reliability of the test.
− Chosen the sample of the study from the population that includes the
experimental group and the control group.
− Applied the pre-test achievement writing skills on the sample of the study and
computing the results.
− Implemented the experiment following the teacher's guide on the experimental
group, while the control group is taught by the ordinary method.
− Applied the post-test achievement writing skills on the experimental group and
control one and recording the results.
− Taught students paragraph writing skills using TPS strategy.
− Analyzed the data statistically by using appropriate statistical analysis.
− Provided recommendations and suggestions according to the results and
findings.

Summary
This chapter viewed the background of methodology of the present study by
viewing design, teacher's guide, data collection tool, and statistical analyzing means.
This chapter referred to all the details regarding the research design, population,
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sample of the study and other details. All the supporting regarding tables, teacher's
guide and students' tests were added in the appendices section.
Next chapter is the fifth and last chapter; the researcher showed the results,
discussed them and provided related recommendations.
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Chapter Five

Results, Discussion, and
Recommendations

Chapter Five
Results, discussion, pedagogical implication
recommendations and suggestions
Introduction
This chapter tackles the finding and results of the study regarding the research
questions. The researcher used different statistical techniques using the statistical
(SPSS) to analyze the collected data, tables were also used to clarify and present these
data. It also includes some pedagogical implications that have been reached
throughout the research. In addition, the researcher suggests some recommendations,
which are expected to be beneficial for syllabus designers, supervisors, teachers and
researchers. They could improve teaching and learning process in general and
teaching English writing skills in particular.

5.1 The Results
5.1.1 Test of the First Hypothesis
The first hypothesis stated "There are no statistically significant differences
at (α ≤ 0.05) between the mean scores of the experimental group subjects' mean scores
on the pre/post in writing a topic sentence skills due to implementing Think- PairShare strategy?
To test the first hypothesis, the researcher used Paired Sample T- test to
calculate the differences between the scores of experimental sample in writing a topic
sentence skills pre-test and post-test. The results are shown in table (5.1):
Table (5.1)
Mean, standard deviation, t value, and significant level between the experimental
group scores on a topic sentence skill pretest and post test
Skills
Topic sentence

Groups

Mean

N

Std. dev.

Pre-test

2.91

34.00

1.32

Post- test

5.10

34.00

0.93

** t, critical value at df 33 and sig level 0.01=2.750
* t, critical value at df 33 sig level 0.05=2.042
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t value

p-value

8.080

0.00

Sig level
Sig at
0.01

Figure (5.1)
The differences between experimental group means on a topic sentence
pre-test and post-test
Table (5.1) shows that the computed (T) value is larger than the critical (T)
value at degree of freedom 33 and significant level (0.01) for total average score of a
topic sentence. This shows that there are statistically significant differences at (α ≤
0.01) between the experimental group subjects' mean scores on the pre-posttest in
writing topic sentence skills due to Think- Pair-Share strategy in favor of posttest.

5.1.2 Test of the Second Hypothesis
The second hypothesis stated that "There are statistically significant
differences at (α ≤ 0.05) between the experimental and control group subjects' mean
scores in writing a topic sentence skill on the posttest due to implementing ThinkPair- Share strategy."
To test this hypothesis, the mean scores of the experimental group and control
group results on the post- test were computed. Independent sample T-test used to
analyze the data statistically. The results are shown in table (5.2):
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Table (5.2)
Mean, standard deviation, t value, significant level between the control
and the experimental group on a topic sentence skills post test
Skills

Groups

N

Mean

Std. dev.

Topic

Experimental

34.00

5.10

0.93

sentence

Control

34.00

2.29

1.43

t value

p-value

Sig level

9.605

0.00

Sig at 0.01

** t, critical value at df 66 and sig level 0.01=2.66
* t, critical value at df 66 sig level 0.05=2.00

Figure (5.2)
The differences between means of experimental and control groups on topic
sentence post test
The results of table (5.2) indicate that the T- computed value is (9.605) which
is larger than T- table in the test for a topic sentence mean score at the degree of
freedom 66 and significant level (0.1), which means there are significant differences
at sig. level (0.01) between the scores of experimental and control group in a topic
sentence post-test in favor of experimental groups. This result confirms that ThinkPair- Share strategy improved a topic sentence skill level of experimental group.
To show the effectiveness of using of Think-Pair-Share strategy on developing
topic sentence skills for the experimental group, the researcher used the "Effect Size"
technique, Eta Square and Cohen's coefficient by using the following equations,
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according to Afanah (2000,p.43) and Mackey and Gass (2005, p.349), was employed
to calculate the effect size:

where
η2=eta square
t= t value
df= degree of freedom
Also the researcher calculated "d" value by using the following equation (Afanah,
2000, p.38).

where
d=Cohen's coefficient
t= t value
df=degree of freedom
The researcher depending on the following criterion to determine

and

levels as shown in table (5.3)
Table (5.3)
The critical value of effect size level
Scale
2

η
d

Effect size levels
Medium
0.06
0.4

Small
0.01
0.2

Large
0.14
0.8

Table (5.4)
Eta Square and Cohen's coefficients of the Effect Size of Think- Pair- Share
strategy on topic sentence skill
skills
Topic sentence

T value
9.605

df
66
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η2
0.553

d
2.36

Effect size
High

Table (5.4) shows that the effect size is large for level of a topic sentence skill
for this means that the participants' performance has been changed largely as a result
of post teaching. The descending sequence of the effect size figures under "d" and
"η2" indicates that the change of topic sentence level takes the effect size on d =
2.36, and 0.553 on η2.
The researcher analyzed the hypothesis into two hypotheses, whereas in the
first hypothesis, the researcher compared between the experimental group subjects'
mean scores on the pre-posttest in topic sentence due to Think-Pair-Share strategy,
while the second hypothesis compared between the experimental and control group
subjects' mean scores in topic sentence skill on the posttest due to Think-Pair-Share
strategy, that is to ensure that there is no other factors extraneous that affect of the
students' improvement in the control group, to check the validity of experiment, and
to show the effectiveness of using Think-Pair-Share strategy on developing a topic
sentence skills for the experimental group.
5.1.3 Test of the Third Hypothesis
The third hypothesis stated "There are statistically significant differences at
(α≤0.05) between the experimental group mean scores on the pre-posttest in writing
supporting detail skills due to implementing Think-Pair-Share strategy".
To test this hypothesis, the researcher used Paired Sample T- test to calculate
the differences between the scores of experimental sample in writing supporting
sentences skills on the pre-test and post-test. The results are shown in table (5.5):
Table (5.5)
Mean, standard deviation, t value, and significant level between experimental
groups’ mean score on the pre application and post application of supporting
sentences skills test
Skills
Test
Mean
N
Std. dev.
1.46
34.00
0.87
Supporting Pre-test
sentences
Post-test
4.94
34.00
1.19
** t, critical value at df 33 and sig level 0.01=2.750
* t, critical value at df 33sig level 0.05=2.042
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t value

p- value

13.241

0.00

Sig level
Sig at
0.01

Figure (5.3)
The differences between experimental group mean score on supporting details
pre-test and post-test
Table (5.5) shows that the calculated value of (T) for supporting sentences
skills total score at degree of freedom 33 and significant level (0.1) is 13.241 which is
larger than critical T-value, this indicates

that there are statistically significant

differences at (α ≤0.01) between the experimental group mean scores on the preposttest in writing supporting sentences skills due to implementing Think-Pair-Share
strategy.
5.1.4. Test of the Fourth Hypothesis
The fourth hypothesis stated " There are statistically significant differences at
(α ≤0.05) between the experimental

group and control group mean scores on the

posttest in writing supporting sentences skills due to implementing Think- PairShare strategy".
To examine the fourth hypothesis, the mean scores of results of the experimental
group and control group results on the post- test were computed. T-test independent
Sample statistics were used to analyze the data statistically. The results are shown in
table (5.6):
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Table (5.6)
Mean, standard deviation, T-value, significant level between the control and
experimental mean scores on the post- test of supporting sentences skills
Skills
Supporting
sentences

groups
Experimental
Control

N
34.00
34.00

Mean
4.94
2.47

Std. dev.
1.19
1.05

t value
9.064

p-value
0.00

Sig level
Sig at
0.01

* t, critical value at df 66 and sig level 0.01=2.660
* t, critical value at df 66 sig level 0.05=2.00

Figure (5.4)
The differences between means of experimental and control on supporting
sentences skills post- test
Table (5.6) shows that the calculated value of (t) for each supporting sentences
skills is (9.064) at the degree of freedom 66 and the significant level (0.1) which is
larger than critical T-value, which indicated that there are statistically significant
differences at (α≤0.05) between the experimental group and control group mean
scores on the posttest in supporting sentences skills due to Think-Pair-Share strategy
in favor of experimental group. This result confirms the effectiveness of the ThinkPair-Share strategy in developing the 11th grade student's level in writing supporting
sentences skills.
To calculate the effect size of Think- Pair- Share strategy on developing the
11th grade students level in writing supporting sentences skills, the researcher used
Eta Square and Cohen's coefficient effect size techniques as shown in table (5.7):
Table (5.7)
T-value, degree of freedom, η2 and d for total score of supporting sentences skills
Skills

T value

Df

η2

D

Effect size

Supporting sentences

9.064

66

0.555

2.23

Large
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Table (5.7) shows that "η2"= (0.555) and d= (2.23) which mean that the effect
size is large for Supporting sentences skills. This means that the participants'
Supporting sentences skills have changed largely during the post teaching.
5.1.5. Test of Fifth hypothesis
Fifth hypothesis stated "There are statistically significant differences
at (α ≤ 0.05) between the experimental group subjects' mean scores on the pre/post in
writing a concluding sentence due to implementing Think- Pair-Share strategy."
To examine the 5th hypothesis, the researcher used Paired Sample T- test to
calculate the differences between the scores of experimental sample in writing a
concluding sentence skills pre-test and post-test. The results are shown in table (5.8):
Table (5.8)
Mean, standard deviation, t value, and significant level between the experimental
group mean scores on a concluding sentence skills pretest and post test
Skills
Concluding
Sentence

Groups

Mean

N

Std. dev.

Pre-test

0.59

34.00

0.61

Post- test

3.16

34.00

1.01

t value

p-value

12.370

0.00

Sig level
Sig at
0.01

** t, critical value at df 33 and sig level 0.01=2.750
* t, critical value at df 33 sig level 0.05=2.042

Figure (5.5)
The differences between means of experimental group on a concluding sentence skills
pre-test and post-test
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Table (5.8) shows that the computed (T) value (12.370) was larger than the
critical (T) value at degree of freedom 32 and significant level (0.01) for total average
score of concluding sentence skills . There are statistically significant differences at (α
≤ 0.01) between the experimental group subjects' mean scores on the pre/post in
writing a concluding sentence skills due to implementing Think- Pair-Share strategy
in favor of posttest.
5.1.6. Test of the sixth hypothesis
The sixth hypothesis stated that "There are statistically significant differences
at (α ≤ 0.05) between the experimental and control group subjects' mean scores in
writing a concluding sentence skill on the posttest due to implementing Think- PairShare strategy."
To test this hypothesis, the researcher used Independent sample T-test used to
measure statistically mean slandered deviation t- value p-value and significant level of
control and experimental group in writing a concluding sentence posttest. The results
are shown in table (5.9):

Table (5.9)
Mean, standard deviation, t value, significant level between the control and the
experimental group on concluding sentence skills post test
Skills

Groups

N

Mean

Std. dev.

Concluding

Experimental

34.00

3.16

1.01

sentence

Control

34.00

1.09

0.67

** t, critical value at df 66 and sig level 0.01=2.66
* t, critical value at df 66 sig level 0.05=2.00
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t value

p-value

9.963

0.00

Sig level
Sig at
0.01

Figure (5.6)
The differences between means of experimental and control group on concluding
sentence skills post-test

The results of table (5.9) indicate that the T- computed value of a concluding
sentence skills mean score at the degree of freedom 66 and significant level (0.1) =
(9.963) which is larger than T- critical value in the post-test, which means that there
are significant differences at sig. level (0.01) between the scores of experimental and
control group in writing a concluding sentence skills

post-test in favor of

experimental group. This result confirms that Think- Pair-Share strategy improved a
concluding sentence skill level of experimental group. To show the effectiveness of
using of Think-Pair-Share strategy on developing a concluding sentence skills for the
experimental group, the researcher used the "Effect Size" technique, Eta Square and
Cohen's coefficient as shown in table (5.10)
Table (5.10)
T-value, degree of freedom, η2 and d for total score of concluding sentence skills
Skills

T value

df

η2

d

Effect size

Concluding Sentence

9.963

66

0.601

2.45

Large

Table (5.10) shows that the η2value=(0.601) and d= (2.45) which means that
the effect size of Think- Pair- Share strategy is large for a concluding sentence skills.
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This means that the participants' concluding sentence skills have been improved
largely during teaching by using Think- Pair- Share strategy.
5.1.7. Test of seventh hypothesis
The seventh hypothesis stated "There are statistically significant differences at
(α ≤ 0.05) between the experimental group subjects' mean scores on the pre/post in
punctuation skills due to implementing Think- Pair- Share strategy."
To examine the 7th hypothesis, the researcher used Paired Sample T- test to
calculate the differences between the scores of experimental sample in punctuation
skills pre-test and post-test. The results are shown in table (5.11):
Table (5.11)
Mean, standard deviation, t value, and significant level between the experimental
group scores on punctuation skills pretest and post test
Skills
Punctuation

Mean

N

Std.
deviation

Pre-test

6.74

34.00

2.49

Post- test

10.56

34.00

1.58

Groups

t value
8.428

p-value

0.00

Sig level
Sig at
0.01

** t, critical value at df 33 and sig level 0.01=2.750
* t, critical value at df 33 sig level 0.05=2.042

Figure (5.7)
The differences between experimental groups means on punctuation pre-test
and post-test
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Table (5.11) shows that the computed (T) value (8.428) was larger than the
critical (T) value at degree of freedom 33 and significant level (0.01) for total average
score of punctuation skills. This result means that there are statistically significant
differences at (α ≤ 0.01) between the experimental group mean scores on the pre/post
in punctuation skills due to implementing Think- Pair-Share strategy in favor of
posttest.
5.1.8 Test of the eighth hypothesis
The eighth hypothesis stated that "There are statistically significant differences
at (α ≤ 0.05) between the experimental and control group subjects' mean scores in
punctuation skills on the posttest due to implementing Think- Pair- Share strategy."
To test this hypothesis, the researcher used Independent sample T-test to
measure

mean, slandered deviation, t- value, p-value, and significant level of control

and experimental group in punctuation posttest . The results are shown in table
(5.12):
Table (5.12)
Mean, standard deviation, t value, significant level between the control and the
experimental group on punctuation skills post test
Skills
Punctuation

Groups
Experimental
Control

N
34.00
34.00

Mean
10.56
6.74

Std. dev.
1.58
2.63

** t, critical value at df 66 and sig level 0.01=2.66
* t, critical value at df 66 sig level 0.05=2.00
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t value

p-value

7.268

0.00

Sig level
Sig at
0.01

Figure (5.8)
The differences between experimental and control groups means on punctuation skills
post- test

The results of table (5.12) indicate that the T- computed value of punctuation
skills mean score at the degree of freedom 66 and significant level (0.1) = (9.963)
which is larger than T- critical value in the post-test, this result means that there are
significant differences at sig. level (0.01) between the scores of experimental and
control group in punctuation skills post-test in favor of experimental group. This
result confirms that Think- Pair- Share strategy improved punctuation skills level of
experimental group. To show the effectiveness of using of Think- Pair-Share strategy
on developing punctuation skills for the experimental group, the researcher used the
"Effect Size" technique, Eta Square and Cohen's coefficient as shown in table (5.13)
Table (5.13)
T-value, degree of freedom, η and d for total score of punctuation skills
2

Skills
Punctuation

T value
7.268

df
66

η2
0.445

d
1.79

Effect size
Large

Table (5.13) shows that the η2value=(0.445) and d= 1.79) which means that
the effect size of Think-Pair-Share strategy is large for punctuation skills. This means
that the participants' punctuation skills have been improved largely during teaching
by using Think- Pair-Share strategy.
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5.2 Discussion and Findings
The findings of the study were limited to the experiment Think-Pair-Share (TPS)
strategy, since all variables such as age, general achievement in English language in
particular were controlled before the experiment.
The general results of the study provided evidence on the superiority of the
experiment group that was taught using TPS strategy. The findings of the study are
discussed thoroughly underneath.
Question (1) findings:
The first question inquired the following:
Are there statistically significant differences between the students' mean scores of the
experimental group and the control group in pre-posttest in writing a topic sentence
skills due to implementing Think-Pair-Share strategy?
The results concerning question one indicate that "t" computed value (9.605) is
higher than "t" table value in all scopes of the test and the total score. This means that
there are statistical significance differences in the students' performance in the
language skills in the post test in favor of the experimental group. This low level of
the control group in this skill can be attributed to various reasons. First, lack of
writing practice which is extremely important because with little practice these skills
cannot be developed and mastered. In addition, the results of the pilot study showed
that they cannot write even a short sentence and they did not know a topic sentence or
write about it. This result is quiet justified in light of the amount and way of
instruction and teaching they received in their lesson.
The researcher found that the effect size is large in the total scores of the first
and second hypotheses. This high effect could be attributed to Think-Pair-Share
strategy, which had several advantages such as employing more than one sense as
well as addressing the students' different learning styles through variety of activities,
techniques and visual aids which included pictures, text, videos, and PowerPoint
slides and worksheets. This enhanced student's learning strategies, developed their
comprehension, improved their achievement, and arouses their thinking, created ongoing interaction environment which increased their motivation and interest in
learning.
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The experiment also offered continuous feedback with reflected in students'
progress in learning if the answers were right or modifying them if they were wrong.
Throughout the experiment, the researcher taught the topic sentence skill using
Think-Pair-Share strategy. Think- in which it helps students to think individually.
Pair, which allows students to articulate their ideas and to consider those of others.
Share, help students to be more comfortable presenting ideas to the whole class.
This proved the effectiveness of Think-Pair-Share strategy, which included the
positive changes in students' self-esteem that occur when they listen to one another
and respect others' ideas. Students have opportunity to learn-higher level thinking
skill from their peers, a gain the extra time or promoting they may need, and gain
confidence when reporting ideas to the whole class.
Whereas, the control group during the experiment are taught in traditional
way, the explanation way, without using Think-Pair-Share strategy. This finding
agrees with what the study pointed out in the literature review.
The findings agreed with the previous studies such as Jebur, et al. (2013),
who proved that using Think-Pair-Share on EFL students' achievement in the course
of General English; as well as Utama (2013), who found that students performed
better in speaking competency and self-confidence when using Think-Pair-share
teaching strategy.
The findings were also in agreement with those of previous studies in different
subjects such as Ifamuyiwa and Onakoya (2013) in Mathematics, who used ThinkPair-Share instructional strategy on students' achievement and proved their
effectiveness. While Ngozi (2009) in science, who proved Think-Pair-Share strategy
on students achievement in Senior Secondary School.
Thus, the researcher recommends other researchers to re-examine the effect of
Think-Pair-Share on form of writing.
Question (2) findings:
The second question inquired the following:
Are there statistically significant differences between the students' mean scores of the
experimental group and the control group in pre-posttest in writing supporting
sentences skills due to implementing Think-Pair-Share strategy?
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The results show that the "T" compute value 9.064, is larger than the "T" value in
the post test. This means that there are statistically significant differences at (α =0.01)
between the experimental group and the control one in writing supporting sentences
skills in favorite the experimental group.
The participants of the experimental group significantly outperformed from those
of the control group in writing supporting details skills, that they give details to
develop and support the topic sentence of the paragraph. This is a clue that assures the
potentiality of TPS strategy increases the positive changes in the students' self-esteem
that occur when they listen to one another and respect others' ideas. Arends (1991)
highlights the importance of learning skills in a cooperative and collaboration way.
These are important skills in societies where much adult work is carried out in large
interdependent organization.
Moreover, Fisher (2005) affirms that working with a partner should give a child
confidence to work in bigger groups. Consequently, it enables learner to recall a
higher number of the position which compose the sentence to write supporting
sentences, which these sentences can be reasons, description, examples or
explanations.
The significant differences between the Think-Pair-Share group and the
control one in the posttest scores were attributed to the Think-Pair-Share strategy due
to a number of reasons: for instance, it gave students either positive or negative
feedback through correcting their answers to the exercises. Besides it enable students
to interact with each other, and to improve their achievement. In addition, the
researcher conducted varied activities in her experiment to suit the individual
differences of the whole students, whereas these activities graded from easy to hard
that enhanced the process learning. Another reason of the differences between the
Think-Pair-Share group and the control one in the posttest scores, the researcher
handed out worksheets to the students that contained a graphic organizer, which
facilitated the students' ability to learn and understand better and facilitate students by
helping them identify topic sentence, supporting details, concluding sentence.
Throughout, the researcher gave students some helping words on their worksheets that
may help them to write a paragraph, that contains a topic sentence, supporting details,
and concluding sentence, and it helped students to organize the ideas logically and to
see relationships between and among ideas, and helped the students to present their
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ideas in an effective manner. The result was in agreement with El-Salhi (2013) who
used a suggested program based on active learning strategies on fourth graders'
performance in English and proved its effectiveness; Ofodu, et al. (2011), who proved
the effect of Think-Pair-Share as a cooperative method on teaching reading; as well as
Narzoles (2012), who found that students performed better in academic performance
of the English as second language when using Think-Pair-Share strategy and that
Think-Pair-Share strategy can enhance in the English communication skills course.
Question (3) findings:
The third question inquired about the following:
Are there statistically significant difference between the students' mean scores of the
experimental group and the control group in pre-posttest in writing a concluding
sentence skills due to implementing Think-Pair-Share strategy?
The results concerning question three indicated that "t" computed value was
higher than "T" table value in the post test. Table (5.9) showed that there were
differences of statistical significance in favor of the experimental high achievers in the
concluding sentence.
The results showed that using (TPS) strategy has a significant effect on the students'
levels in writing a concluding sentence in the experimental group, who are taught
according to TPS strategy compared with the control group results, who are taught
according to ordinary method, this means that the group that studied by using TPS
strategy surpassed the group that allowed the ordinary method, where table (5.6)
shows a statistically significant differences at (0.05) between the average score of the
experimental group and that of the control group in writing a concluding sentence
skills in favor of the experimental group which rated (3.16) which is considered
significant at 0.000 level, but in the control group, it was (1.09) (See: table (5.9,
p.128).
In addition, the effect size of the strategy is also calculated. According to (0.601),
the strategy has a large effect on students in writing a concluding sentence; this means
that the strategy effect is significant. This large effect may be due to the use of TPS
strategy to develop writing skills (See: table (5.10), p. 129.
So, Think-Pair-Share strategy enhances students to have confidence in their
abilities to do the task. If students are more confidents in their writing, they may be
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more willing to give effort towards learning, believing they will be rewarded for their
hard work with increased understanding. Also, they may be more willing to
participate in class discussion. Sampsel (2013) affirms that cooperative learning, and
specifically the Think-Pair-Share strategy, increased student participation in large
group discussions. Also, she adds that this strategy is one way to incorporate
cooperative ;earning into a classroom in order to give students the opportunity to
actively process and develop a meaningful understanding of class material.
Students of this study also indicated that they enjoyed participating more in class
discussion when using the TPS strategy. Students' comfort when contributing more in
the class discussion was also improved. Cortright et al., (2005) asserts in order for
meaningful learning to occur, students must interpret, relate, and incorporate new
information with students' existing knowledge and experiences.
The result revealed that the experimental group had the higher mean score,
showing that the students performed significantly better than control group. This due
to the use of Think-Pair-Share strategy that involved the three steps Think- PairShare, which provided continuous feedback that led to the progress of students
achievement writing a concluding sentence. This high effect could be attributed to
TPS strategy , which had several advantages, such as more practice of writing
concluding sentence, twice or thrice per a week, which gives opportunities in creating
positive and interactive atmosphere. In addition, the researcher has used the
worksheet that includes graphic organizers, which direct and develop their ideas in a
positive way. This strategy enabled them to cooperate with their colleagues in a safe
learning atmosphere free from criticism, where they are more able to express
themselves positively and received help from high achievers. Besides, that it enabled
them to develop the spirit of team work and appreciate the uniqueness of one another
as they coordinate themselves and assume leadership roles. This resulted in positive
interaction with the teacher as well as other students. On contrary to traditional
methods, it is reflected on their achievement level.
This results agree with Carss (2007) that revealed the effectiveness of ThinkPair-Share strategy on the achievement of English skills in general and showed
significant improvement in students' reading skills; Abou Shaaban (2015), who
proved that using digital storytelling and story-reading can develop writing skills for
the students and this technique can be adopted to teach English in general and writing
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paragraph in English in particular; Harb (2013), who confirmed that using blended
learning can be effective in improving students' writing paragraph skills; Yousef
(2012), who found that the use of suggested program based on process writing
approach can develop paragraph writing skills.
Question (4) findings:
The fourth question inquired about the following:
Are there statistically significant differences between the students' means of the
experimental group and the control group in pre-posttest in punctuation skills due to
implementing Think-Pair-Share strategy?
The results concerning question four indicated that "t" computed value was higher
than "t" table value in the post test (See:Table 5.12) showed that there were
differences of statistical significance in favor of the experimental high achievers in
put punctuation marks comma, full stop and capitalization correctly. There is also a
statistically significant difference between the means of experimental group in preposttest. Whereas the mean of the pre-post is 6.74, the mean of the post-test is 10.56.
Moreover, the researcher also finds that the effect size of the experiment between pertest and post-test is large (See: Table 5.11).
The session of punctuation marks were relatively more difficult for students than
the capitalization, as they contain either perplexing or long number of rules still, the
TPS group students took the advantage of reviewing and revising the rules freely if
they needed. However, this improvement of the ordinary group students was less than
the improvement of the TPS ones. Consequently, it does not diminish the role of the
TPS strategy in developing EFL learners' use the punctuation comma, full stop and
capitalization correctly.
Moreover, TPS strategy encourages students participates in discussing and
promotes forming and critiquing arguments both in small and large group. Johnson
and Johnson (1999) emphasize that cooperative learning involves students working in
small groups towards a common goal in order to increase their own and other
students' understanding. In this study conducted by Cortright and et al (2005) assert
students reported that they enjoyed peer instruction helped to develop positive
relationships between students and faculty and among students.
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In addition, Think-Pair-Share also allows students wait time (McTighe and
Lyman, 1988). There are two different types of wait time. The wait time 1 is the time
spent after a teacher's question and wait time 2 occur after a student speaks (Rowe,
1972). TPS allows for the wait time 1 because students are all given that time to think
to themselves in silence before they begin to discuss, wait time 2, depending on how
students react to each other in discussion and how long the teacher waits before
responding to a student's comment (McTighe and Lyman, 1988).
The researcher of the current study concludes that Think-Pair-Share strategy
still had positive effect on the students' achievement in the writing skill. They are
being good at English have great impulse toward learning in general. Think-PairShare created an interesting and attractive learning environment that stimulated
students even low achievers and shy students towards participation and interaction
using English language. In addition, post-test show that the differences are about to
direct to be in favor of the experiment group. In other words, the TPS strategy
provides students with a vehicle to link existing knowledge with new knowledge, both
from texts write and from listening to their partners. This sharing with a partner has
also enabled students to trail these new ideas and if necessary, clarify or rearrange
them before presenting them to the larger group. This shows that using TPS strategy
results in improving the punctuation skills. This result confirms the result of
Ifamuyiwa and Onakoya (2013), Jebur, et al. (2013), Narzoles (2012), Ofodu, et
al.(2011) and Baleghizadeh (2010). The current study as well as the reviewed studies
proves the effectiveness of TPS strategy on developing writing skills.
Discussion:
At the first two sessions in the experiment, the researcher exoits great efforts in
arranging the class, seating, grouping because of the large number of students 34
students, the unfamiliarity of the new technique applied by the researcher for the
students. So that it took a session to explain about the strategy. In addition, the
selfishness of the students that they want to keep their information in their mind rather
than to share them with their peers or students on groups. This agrees with Utama's
study (2013).
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For the students, their lack of information disable them to write correctly and
effectively so that, this makes the writing skills difficult for them. That agrees with
Harb (2013), Shin (2008), Saleh (2010).
So the researcher attends to present key words in students' worksheet that help them
to create clear ideas about these words. Beside that, she used brainstorming orally to
elicit and generate ideas about the learnt topic, it also provides a free and open
environment that encourages everyone to participate. In addition, students are lack of
motivation. So, the researcher attempts to use a variety of activities that make them
motivated , involved and released their fear and enabled them to make risks in which
each student discuss, negotiate with others. This increase interaction between students
collaboratively in the classroom. To accomplish the problems that appear within
classroom, the teacher should get students' interesting writing a paragraph. In the
current study, the researcher used TPS strategy that can promote and support higher
level of thinking. This strategy will divide the students in pair discussion which
consists of two members, in this case, each pair will think and share their knowledge
and information, that they have from their peer to another. That agrees with Utama's
(2013), Narzole's (2012) and Jebur, et al. (2013).
While control group were teaching writing skills by traditional method. The
traditional method depends on memorization and imitation, dominance of the teacher.
As Raimes (1983, Pp.6) states that students stay at a distance from making mistakes
and as they are not free to trial. Thus, the ultimate concentration of this method is an
accuracy rather than fluency.
In fact, the researcher realized that there was clear difference between mood of the
control group and experimental group. The experimental group had active and
positive mood which encouraged students to be more interested and had better
participation and engagement, whereas, the control group felt bored and looked at
their watches wishing the end of the lesson. In addition, the students of the control
group got jealous. They wanted the researcher to treat them as she did with the
experimental group.
The aim of teaching writing in the traditional method is to provide the correct
punctuation full stop and comma and capitalization, while the TPS strategy focuses on
both form and the usage as cited in King (2003). Throughout the experiment, the
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researcher makes the students understand the use of capital letters, punctuation full
stop and comma. The researcher asks students to think alone, then pair with partner
and share with group of 4 students.
At the beginning of sessions, the researcher observed that students faced few
difficulties in writing a paragraph using the three skills topic sentence, supporting
sentences and concluding sentence, but students can easily exploit the three skills
topic sentence, supporting sentences and concluding sentence from a ready paragraph.
Whereas the concluding sentence was the most difficult to write. Thus, the topic
sentence was easily to be written.
The researcher hands out worksheets that contains keywords and graphic organizer to
help them in writing topic, supporting and concluding sentences. Students think alone
to write a topic, a supporting, a concluding sentence about a certain topic, these they
asked to pair up with her partner to check out their writing, finally they share their
thoughts ,this gives them the opportunity to chose the best topic sentence ,supporting
sentence or concluding sentence. By using TPS strategy they can easily write a
paragraph using the three skills topic, supporting and concluding with interactive and
cooperative work with students with each other or teacher with students.
Think-Pair-Share strategy students' level, arouses their interest, makes them more
participant, effective, engaged, motivated and more comfortable in working with each
other, and more careful with students' needs. The results further confirm (Karage,
2011, p.368) that the personal interaction motivates students and engages the entire
class. Quite students are also able to answer the question or complete the task with a
partner instead of having to stand in front of the entire class.
Each child is an individual and has individual learning needs. However, most human
learning is a social process. Students can benefits from learning in groups and pairs,
students can learn better when they are engaged in working together (Fisher, 2005,
p.96).
Students have to think individually about a topic, to pair ideas with classmates, to
share ideas in groups, and to write one paragraph about it. These steps focus on
students' performance and abilities. In other words, it is student-centered practice in
which the students were engaged in substantial cognitive processing during learning.
The role of the teacher was a guider and facilitator. As (Lyman, 1992, p.1) affirms
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that these steps provides students with an opportunity to think about a key question,
idea, issue, or notion and share their thought with a partner before discussion in small
or large. The focus is on brief, purposeful discussion.
Besides that, the researcher wrote keywords on the students' handed out worksheets to
help them in forming sentences to write a paragraph.
In all groups, students were working in groups to discuss their thoughts, and write
down sentences that the whole group is agreed on to form a paragraph. Leamnson
affirms that group work during class time aims primarily at associating good
outcomes with certain students behaviors (2000, p.80). Students help each other in
discussing on the topic, so they can have peer evaluation and achieve the group goals.
Using graphic organizers was a guide for students which directed them to focus on the
intended skills paragraph writing skills during their writing.
After conducting the research, the researcher found that the students at the
experimental group really looked excited with the implementing Think-Pair-Share
strategy as a technique in writing paragraph. They followed the teaching and learning
process enthusiastically and actively. Dealing with its effectiveness, the Think-PairShare strategy also has been effectively implemented in teaching general English to
the first year students at the Department of English at Al-Mustansiryah, in 2012
conducted by Jebur, et al. (2013). based on the findings and the analysis of the data
collected, Jebur, et al. (2013). conducted that the TPS strategy could significantly
improve the students' in the course of general English through the planning,
implementation, and evaluation steps of this strategy. The study was conducted not
only by Jebur, et al.(2013), but also by the other researchers such as Utama's (2013),
Narzoles's (2012), Baleghizadeh (2010), Ngozi's (2009) and Carss's (2007). All of
them have the same conclusion that to improve the students' language skills, group
work is very important to be employed as one of the ways to empower the students in
order to provide their critical thinking, creativity, individual accountability, equal
participation, and simultaneous interaction in the social context.
Furthermore, applying Think-Pair-Share strategy in teaching writing
paragraph, also improved the students' writing ability in sharing ideas to other
students and the students also can give a respond to other students' ideas for the same
topic.
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Additionally, the improvement of students writing ability was good. It was
proved by the mean score of pretest before giving treatment. Then the effectiveness of
treatment was proved by the result of t-test.
Based on the finding, the researcher assumed that applying TPS strategy in
teaching writing paragraph gave positive effect towards students, in other words, there
was a significant improvement of TPS strategy towards students writing paragraph.
As conclusion, Think-Pair-Share was suggested to be used at school,
especially English teacher to improve students' writing. Besides, this strategy can be
used to invite students' participation and interaction in teaching and learning process.
5.3 Conclusion
The study has provided important data on the use of Think-Pair-Share strategy
in teaching English writing. The results of the study provided strong evidence that the
use of Think-Pair-Share as a teaching and learning strategy to writing result in
achieving better results in students' writing performance in general and in their
writing a paragraph skills in particular than what the ordinary method does. Moreover,
the study proved that Think-Pair-Share gave a positive effect on students' ability in
writing a paragraph, and showed that strategy was more effective than teaching
writing by using ordinary way. Using Think-Pair-Share strategy

also increased

students' motivation and students' participation during teaching and learning process.
Finally, the main findings of this thesis could be concluded as follow:
1-

Think-Pair-Share strategy improved students' writing ability at the eleventh
grade students' of secondary school at 2014/2015.

2-

Students were more interested to follow the study with the new technique, in
other words, students' motivation are increased.

3-

Think-Pair-Share strategy stimulated students towards an independent practice
of English language instead of direct instruction.

4-

Think-Pair-Share strategy developed cooperative learning among students.

5-

Think-Pair-Share was very effective in motivating the shy students and low
achievers towards participation and interaction.

6-

Think-Pair-Share strategy gives the students the chance to participate, to care
for students' learning than teacher's teaching, which it focuses is on the
students not the teacher.
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5.4 Pedagogical Implications
1-

Teachers should avoid teacher-centered classes and encourage studentcentered classes.

2-

Schools and classroom environment should be provided with motivating
equipment to enhance students' enthusiasm and increase interest.

3-

This strategy provides the opportunity for all students to share their thinking
with at least other students; this, in turn, increases their sense of involvement
in classroom learning.

4-

As a cooperation leaning method, Think-Pair-Share also benefits students in
the areas of student acceptance, students support, academic achievement, selfesteem, and it increase interest in other students.

5-

Using Think-Pair-Share strategy enables students to develop their attitudes
towards learning in general and writing in particular.

6-

The use of Think-Pair-Share motivates students to practice further writing
tasks; thus, teachers should encourage students to write via TPS strategy.

7-

The use of Think-Pair-Share strategy provides students with immediate
feedback and different types of reinforcement.

8-

Using Think-Pair-Share in the writing class encourages students to be more
cooperative, active and interactive when doing an activity.

9-

Using Think-Pair-Share strategy gives students a time to think through their
own answer to the questions before the questions are answered by other
students and the discussion moves on.

5.5 Recommendations
In the light of the results of the study, the following recommendations can be
made for English language teachers, supervisors, faculties of education and
researchers:
English Language Teachers
1-

Teachers should make the class situation especially in teaching writing skills
interesting rather than having stressful or boring atmosphere.

2-

Teachers should qualify and prepare the class to be suitable for using ThinkPair-Share strategy.
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3-

Teachers should apply Think-Pair-Share strategy, to give students chance to
develop their ideas, promote effective teamwork, learn to criticize and accept
criticism, exchange ideas and give peer correction, work collaboratively, and
to be responsible for their own learning duties.

4-

Teachers should be aware of their students' needs, abilities and individual
differences and select the relevant techniques for enhancing students' skills.

5-

Teachers should change their role from instructors, who dominate the class
into educators whose role is to organize, help, guide, coordinate and support
the students to communicate and acquire language.

6-

Teachers are required to cope with the modern trends in teaching by keeping
changing their methods and strategies.

7-

Teachers are required to increase the use of pair work and group work.

8-

The use of cooperative learning techniques in teaching rather than the
traditional methods as they engage students in the learning process and ensure
active participation of the all learners.

9-

Teachers should select efficient methods and techniques to motivate students'
participation in the classroom.

10- Teachers should enrich the syllabus with communicative writing activities that
enable students to feel motivated so as to develop their attitudes towards
enjoying writing.
English Language Supervisors
EL supervisors are responsible for promoting the methods and strategies used
by their EL teachers in schools through the following:
1-

They should conduct training courses so as to acquaint school principals,
teachers and the local community with the cooperative learning strategies and
their importance in teaching-learning and practical ways of how to implement
them.

2-

They should call for providing the needed material for using cooperative
learning strategies in schools. Teachers need

in service training to be

proficient active learners.
3-

They should carry out training courses for teachers to promote the
implementation of TPS for enhancing students' writing paragraph.
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4-

Preparing and publishing instructional materials that increase teachers'
awareness of cooperative learning especially TPS as a new strategy that suits
modern trends in teaching and learning.

Curriculum design and decision makers
1-

Encouraging teachers to make good apply of cooperative learning and TPS
strategy to help create better learning environment which enhance learning all
the subjects.

2-

Enriching the Palestinian English language curriculum with different strategies
which enhance TPS strategy.

3-

The decision makers are to increase English language periods to give the
teachers suitable opportunity to concentrate on learning quality.

4-

Adopting of Think-Pair-Share strategy in teaching EFL college students.

5.6 Suggestions for further studies
The researcher suggests the following titles for further studies
1. A study to examine the effectiveness of Think-Pair-Share strategy on
developing students' critical thinking and problem solving should be carried
out.
2. A study should be conducted to investigate the impact of Think-Pair-Share
strategy on developing students' listening, speaking in English language.
3. It may be worthwhile to have another research with different attributive
variables such as students' habit or interest.
4. The current study was conducted on 11th grade. Thus, similar research is
needed in different grades.
5. Conducting a comparison between this strategy and another strategy, to adopt
the most proficient one.
Summary
This chapter presents findings drawn from the results and interpretation for
each finding in the current study. It presents discussion that based on these findings
which the researcher reached and finally it shows pedagogical implications. The
researcher provided several recommendations for English language teachers, English
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language supervisors, for curriculum designers and decision makers and suggestions
for further studies.
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Appendixes

Appendix (1)
Achievement Writing Skills Test (Before Modification)
Question One:
Punctuate the sentences:
(Capitals, full stops, commas, apostrophe, exclamation marks, question marks,
hyphen)
1- ancient Greece consisted of city states that often fought each other
………………………………………………………………………………………
2- Do i need specialist help
………………………………………………………………………………………
3- she always enjoyed sweets chocolate marshmallows and toffee apples
………………………………………………………………………………………
4- I can't see ahmads car there must have been an accident
………………………………………………………………………………………
5- Stop the waste
…………………………………………………………………………………………
6- Ali is a doctor isn’t he
………………………………………………………………………………………
7- There are many places to visit near Nablus including the site at mount gerzim
………………………………………………………………………………………
8- The Canaanite remains and the ancient city of sabastya other special sites
………………………………………………………………………………………
9- Include Joseph's tomb several more cities are an easy trip from Nablus
…………………………………………………………………………………………
10- See jenintulkarmqalqilya tubas and salfit
…………………………………………………………………………………………
Question Two:
Re-order these words to form meaningful sentences:
1- host city_ successful_ brings_ benefits_ A_ country_ Games_ and_ Olympic_
great_ benefits_ to
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
2- medal_ the_ the _ first_ winner_ The_ place_ of_ gold
…………………………………………………………………………………………
3- famous_ events_ The Bermuda_ mysterious_ for _triangle
…………………………………………………………………………………………
4- the Earth_ water_ surface_ covered_ is _ Most_ with _of
…………………………………………………………………………………………
5- west_the_Jericho_bank_on_situated_ is
…………………………………………………………………………………………
6- wasteful_ Dead Sea_ shrinking_ due to_ The _ is _ use
…………………………………………………………………………………………
7- its _ The Earth_ water _ looks _ due to _ blue
…………………………………………………………………………………………
8- America_ to_ Palestinians_ to _ emigrated_ for work_ A lot of
…………………………………………………………………………………………
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Question Three:
Choose the best answer:
1- A paragraph should be…………..
A) have one idea.
B) have more than an idea C) have no idea
2- An essay contains…………….
A) One paragraph
B) At least five paragraphs C) No paragraph
3- …………………..begin with a topic sentence.
A) Both paragraphs and essays
B) Paragraphs
C) Essays
4- The topic sentence is…………………
A) A group of sentences that support the topic.
B) The final sentence in the paragraph that summarizes the main idea of the topic of
the topic sentence.
C) The sentence that states the main idea and introduces the topic.
5- An essay begins with………………
A) conclusion
B) the main body
C) introduction
Question Four:
Match:
Apostrophe –
Comma Exclamation mark Capitalization

Full stop -

Question mark-

Hyphen -

1-

……………. to show that certain letters in a contraction are missing, and to
indicate ownership-that something belongs to someone.
2-……………... uses to separates words and word group in a simple series of three or
more items.
3-…………………to mark the end of a sentence that is a complete statement.
4-……………….. is used at the end of a direct question.
5-……………………to indicate strong feelings or high volume (shouting ), and often
marks the end of a sentence.
6-……………….used to link words and parts of words, used in many compound
words to show that the component words have a combined meaning.
7-………………used at the first word of a sentence, and proper nouns name specific
people, places, and things.
Question Five:
Put a suitable punctuation in this paragraph:

We grow vegetables on our farm…. and I've made up my mind to start selling our
produce at the market in town ….. but I need a vehicle that can drive off … road on
the farm and also drive into town with enough produce for a day..s selling….
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Question Six:
Write a paragraph of about ( 50 ) words on :
" The first aids you might follow if you once have an emergency case."
The following words may help
Emergency services _ examine _ casualties _ safe _ assess _ first aid
………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
Question Seven:
Write a short essay of three paragraphs about " The importance of Sport"
Follow the following pattern:
1-Paragraaph one: different kinds of sports.
2-Paragraph two: sport keeps us healthy.
3-Paragraph three: sport helps us to prevent diseases.
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
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Appendix (2)
Achievement Writing Skills Test (After Modification)
Al- Azhar University – Gaza
Deanship of Postgraduate Studies
Faculty of Education
Department of Curricula & Teaching Methods
The Test Refereeing Checklist
Dear Sir/Mrs,
The researcher is conducting an M. ed thesis, entitled "The Effectiveness of Using
Think- Pair - Share Strategy on Developing Eleventh Graders' Writing Skills in
Rafah Governmental Schools.
This study requires conducting an achievement test which the researcher has designed
according to the questions of the study. Hence, for the purpose of MA thesis, I would
like you to referee the attached test through reading the following checklist and then
ticking ( / ) the appropriate box. Thus you are kindly requested to add, omit or suggest
any change in this test as a tool of this study
Thanks a lot for your co-operation,
It would be grateful if you check the items of the writing test within the following
criteria:
Writing skills to be tested:
The test should examine the eleventh graders' ability to:
1-Punctuation ( capital letters, full stops, and commas).
2-Write appropriate topic sentence to show the purpose of the paragraph.
3-Write relevant supporting details correctly.
4-Write relevant closing sentences properly.
Item
High Average
1-

The test items reflect the objectives.

2-

The layout is acceptable.

3-

The rubrics are acceptable.

4-

The time assigned is suitable.

5-

Questions are diversified.

6-

The test difficulty is acceptable.

7-

Space is acceptable.

8-

The test suits 11th graders' level.

9-

The test reflects the accurate conditions of a good test.

10-

The test takes into account individual differences.

11-

The test is comprehensive and clear.

12-

Multiple choice questions are suitable.
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Low

13-

The distribution of marks is suitable.

14-

Writing a paragraph suits eleventh graders' level.

15-

The language is correct.

Any further comments are highly appreciated.
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
Name of the referee/ ………………………………………………………………..…
The degree/ ……………………………………………………………………………
The place of work/ ……………………………………………………………………
Date/ ………………………………………………………………………………..…

The researcher
Rasha Mohammed Khalifa
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Al- Azhar University - Gaza
Deanship of Postgraduate Studies and
Scientific Research
Faculty of Education
Department of Curricula and Teaching Methods

Dear student,
You have been selected to participate in this research. The researcher is
currently conducting a research project entitled The Effectiveness of Using ThinkPair - Share Strategy on Developing Eleventh Graders' Writing Skills in Rafah
Governmental Schools . This research project is a part of the academic requirements
for the master degree of Education in the Department of Curricula and Teaching
Methods at Al Azhar University-Gaza.
The researcher would like to draw your attention that this research is a totally
academic study that would be used only for academic purposes. Your responses and
names will be kept strictly confidential. Accordingly, the researcher seeks your
assistance in answering the test questions. Your contribution is highly appreciated.
Test instructions:
1. The number of pages is five. This page is not included.
2. The test consists of five questions.
3. Give the test paperback directly to the researcher or submit it to the person
who distributed it.
Thank you for your cooperation,

The researcher
Rasha Mohammed Hussein Khalifa
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The Pre- Post Test
Name: …………………………………………………….

Time: (45) m Mark: (35) m

Class: ( )

Q1: Punctuate each of the sentences below correctly:( 5 marks)
1- She always enjoys eating sweets chocolate marshmallows and toffee apple
………………..…………………………………………………………………
2- My birthday is on june 10
…………………………………………………………………………………………
3- my mother bought grapes bananas apples and oranges
…………………………………………………………………………………………
4- While fatima was walking she saw an accident
…………………………………………………………………………………………
5- She will visit jenintulkarmqalqilya tubas and salfit
…………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………
Q2 : Re-arrange these words to form meaningful sentences:
( 5 marks)
1- eleven _ at _will _o'clock _ come _ I _ back.
…………………………………………………………………………………………
2- west_ the_ Jericho_ bank _ in _ located _ is.
…………………………………………………………………………………………
3- safety _ are _ problems _ There _ road _ a lot of .
…………………………………………………………………………………………
4- our _ vegetables _ farm _ grow _ on _ We.
…………………………………………………………………………………………
5- grow _ Africa _ They _ bananas _ in.
…………………………………………………………………………………………
Q3: Choose the best answer:
( 7 marks)
1- A Paragraph should
A) have one idea.
B) have more than an idea.
C) have no ideas.
2- The topic sentence is……………………………………………………….
A) a group of sentences that support the topic.
B) the final sentence in the paragraph that summarizes the main idea of the topic of
the topic sentence.
C) the sentence that states the main idea and introduces the topic.
3- ……………………………………………………………… . North America sends
cards for many occasions. They send cards to family and friends on birthdays and
holidays. They also send thank-you cards; get well cards, graduation cards, and
congratulation cards. It is very common to buy cards in stores and send them through
the email, but turning on the computer and sending cards over the Internet is also
popular.
-The suitable topic sentence is ………..
A) Sending cards is very popular in North America.
B) Birthday cards are the most popular kind of card in North America.
C) It is important to send thank-you cards in North America.
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4- The supporting details are …………………………………………..
A) supplying of description, information that support the topic sentence.
B) giving to readers an idea of what's to come.
C) closing sentence is the last sentence in a paragraph.
5- There are three reasons why Canada is one of the best countries in the world. First,
Canada has an excellent health care system. All Canadians have access to
medical services at a reasonable price. Second, Canada has a high standard of
education. Students are taught by well-trained teachers. Finally, Canada's cities
have many parks. As a result, Canada is a desirable place to live in.
-The bold sentences are considered.
A) concluding sentence.
B) topic sentence.
C) supportive details.
6- ……………………………………. is the last sentence in a paragraph, to restate
the main idea of your paragraph.
A) Supportive details.
B) Concluding sentence.
C) Topic sentence.
7- …………………………………….it provides examples, adequate and relevant
details to support the main idea.
A) Supportive details.
B) Concluding sentence.
C) Topic sentence.
(5marks)
Q4: Rearrange these sentences to form a paragraph:
(
) 1. In fact, friends don't need to share all of your attitudes, because some
differences of opinion can make a friendship more lively.
(
)2. Unfortunately, we have a few real friends.
(
)3. To sum up, I'm sure that if we are good with people, we will have more and
better friends.
(
)4.Friends are one of most important things in our live.
(
)5.A real friends has to be responsible, helpful, and supportive.
Q5: Find out the following paragraph of this extract:
1- Extract the topic sentence.
…………………………………………………………………………………………
2- Extract concluding sentence.
………………………………………………………………………………………
3- Put a line under the supportive sentences.
My Dog Romeo is so much fun to play with. One reason he’s fun is because he loves
to play catch. What’s also fun is that he follows me around the house with a toy and
drops it on my foot, so I will kick it. Additionallyhe can catch just about anything, but
his favorite thing to catch is a Frisbee. Finally he loves it when I pretend like I’m
falling dead, and he runs over to lick me. All these reasons show why I really have
fun playing with Romeo.
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Q5: Write a paragraph of about ( 50 ) words on:
(10 marks)
"Methods of improving the standards of driving"
The following words may help you:
[road safety _ speed bumps _ laws _ drive _ carefully _ accidents _ traffic lights _
controlling speed _ limit _ transport].
Note:[ Use a topic sentence, supportive details, concluding sentence and punctuation
marks]
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
Good Luck
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Appendix (3)
Teacher Guide (Before Modification)
Unit 8

Lesson one

Grade 11th

Date:………………
Objectives
Ss are expected to:
1-Identify capital letter
2-Use capital letter.
3-Use punctuation (full stop –
comma).

New Language

Teaching Aids

Capital letter
Punctuation ( comma –
full stop)

LCD
PowerPoint Presentation
Worksheet
video

Warming up: T. asks Ss to punctuate this sentence:
She always enjoys eating sweets chocolate marshmallows and Ss' answers
toffee apples
Presentation

Capital letter

Steps

Evaluation

1- T. divides the students into heterogeneous groups, each
group has six students from different levels.
2- T. divides the members of the group into pair of students.
3- T. explains the use of capital letters (when and why).
4- T. discusses capital letter and displays examples using
PowerPoint presentation discussion.
5- T. distributes worksheets number (1) for each student, to
answer first question and add capital letter where
required.
6- T. asks them to answer this question on the worksheet n.(1),
and each student should think alone without any help.
Students "think" about what they know, and then discuss
this question with colleague next to her, they compare
their mental or written notes and identify the answers
they think are best, most convincing, or most unique, and
then all the members of the group share their ideas in
order to reach a perfect solution. In addition, students'
ideas have become more refined through this three-step
process.
7- T. evaluates the activity by choosing a student randomly
from each group, and asks her answer, that the group has Ss' answers
written, if they created and wrote well, the group would
obtain the degree and if they made a mistake, they
wouldn't have a degree.
8- T. gives relevant feedback
9- Ss. watch the video about the use of capital letter to
reinforce learning.
10- T. discusses the rule & gives feedback.
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Full stop
Comma

1- T. discusses punctuation mark using PowerPoint presentation
discussion.
2- T. presents examples on PowerPoint presentation, and Ss
read all the examples.
3- T. explains the use of punctuation ( comma – full stop) when
and why.
4- T. asks Ss to answer the second question on their worksheet
number (1).
5- T. asks them to answer this question on the worksheet n.(1),
and each student should think alone without any help.
Students "think" about what they know, and then discuss
this question with colleague next to her, they compare
their mental or written notes and identify the answers they
think are best, most convincing, or most unique, and then
all the members of the group share their ideas in order to
reach a perfect solution. In addition, students' ideas have
become more refined through this three-step process.
6- T. evaluates the activity by choosing a student randomly
from each group, and asks her answer, that the group has
written, if they created and wrote well, the group would
obtain the degree and if they made a mistake, they
wouldn't have a degree.
7- T. observes Ss' answers.
Summative Evaluation:
T. asks Ss to write (2) different sentences including
( capital letter – full stop – commas).

Unit 8

11th Grade

Lesson two

Date: ………………
Objectives
At the end, Ss. are expected to:

New Language

1- Define the paragraph.
2- Define the topic sentence.
3- Define the supporting details.
4- Define the concluding sentence.

Teaching Aids

LCD
Topic sentence
Supporting details
Concluding
sentence

5- Use topic sentence, supporting details
and concluding sentence appropriately.
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PowerPoint presentation
Chalk
Board

Presentation

Topic sentence

Steps
1- T. explains the parts of paragraph, writing
paragraph, PowerPoint presentation.
2- T. explains that the topic sentence is a general
one, and it's the first sentence in a paragraph.
3- T. displays pictures using PowerPoint
presentation, these pictures indicate to
"Emergency", and the teacher asks students
"What do you see?" help them to raise the
students' thinking, and discuss about
emergency services.
4- T. asks each student to write a topic sentence
about emergency on their worksheet n.(2) and
each student should think alone without any
help to answer this question. Students "think"
about what they know, and then discuss this
question with colleague next to her, they
compare their mental or written notes and
identify the answers they think are best, most
convincing, or most unique, and then all then
all the members of the group share their ideas
in order to reach a perfect solution. In addition,
students' ideas have become more refined
through this three-step process.
5- T. goes round checks, observes common
mistakes.
6- T. evaluates the activity by choosing a student
randomly from each group, and asks her to
read out her topic sentence & T. asks other
students to comment, if they created and wrote
well, the group would obtain the degree and if
they made a mistake, they wouldn't have a
degree.
7- T. explains to students especially students'
group that have failed in composition, by
highlighting the weaknesses points that they
faced and how to solve it.
1- T. elicits the role of supporting details in
writing (They give details to develop and
support the main idea of the paragraph, come
after the topic sentence, to make up the body of
a paragraph).
2- T. displays using PowerPoint presentation
about examine casualties that these pictures
help them to arouse their thinking, and help to
give ideas about casualties and the teacher
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Evaluation

T. observes Ss'
answers

Ss' answers

T. observes Ss'
answers

3-

Supporting details

4-

56-

7-

discusses with students, by asking a question "
What are the risks they face?", and the teacher
receives answers from the students.
T. writes on the board, the word "First aid" and
then asks students.
-What is the meaning of first aid?
-What are the benefits?
-Where should be first aid?
-Does it require equipment or prior
knowledge of it?
-Is it only provide for human?
-Is a paramedic need skills and high
medical technologies?
All these questions present by using
PowerPoint, and discuss these question
with them.
T. asks each student to write a supporting
details about emergency on their worksheet n.
(2) and each student should think alone without
any help to answer this question. Students
"think" about what they know, and then discuss
this question with colleague next to her, they
compare their mental or written notes and
identify the answers they think are best, most
convincing, or most unique, and then all the
members of the group share their ideas in order
to reach a perfect solution.In addition, students'
ideas have become more refined through this
three-step process.
T. goes round checks, observes common
mistakes.
T. evaluates the activity by choosing a student
randomly from each group, and asks her to
read out her topic sentence & T. asks other
students to comment, if they created and wrote
well, the group would obtain the degree and if
they made a mistake, they wouldn't have a
degree.
T. explains to students especially students'
group that have failed in composition, by
highlighting the weaknesses points that they
faced and how to solve it.
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Ss' answers

1- T. discusses the concluding sentence using some
examples on PowerPoint presentation.

2- T. asks Ss to notice the relation between topic

sentence and concluding sentence.
3- T. explains that the concluding sentence is the final
sentence, it plays an important role, it's device for
helping you ensure your paragraph.
4- T. asks each student to write a supporting details
about emergency on their worksheet n.(2) and each
student should think alone without any help to
answer this question. Students "think" about what they
know, and then discuss this question with colleague next
to her, they compare their mental or written notes

and identify the answers they think are best, most
convincing, or most unique, and then all the
members of the group share their ideas in order to
reach a perfect solution.In addition, students' ideas

have become more refined through this three-step
process.

5- T. goes round to observe their work.
6- T. evaluates the activity by choosing a student

Concluding sentence

randomly from each group, and asks her to read out
her topic sentence & T. asks other students to
comment, if they created and wrote well, the group
would obtain the degree and if they made a
mistake, they wouldn't have a degree.
7- T. explains to students especially students' group
that have failed in composition, by highlighting the
weaknesses points that they faced and how to solve
it.
→Observations:

1- The teacher roams between groups, and

Summative evaluation

Homework assignment

notice the way of their solutions, and guides
the students to the right way, to reach a
persuasive writing, in order to convince the
rest of the students.
2- The teacher has full freedom to manage the
time, and distributing enough time on the
parts of the worksheet, in terms of
importance and time to think on it, and noncompliance in one system.
T. asks Ss to write the definition of the following:
1-Topic sentence.
2-Supporting details.
3-Congluding sentence.

T. asks students to write a paragraph about Emergency.
Note: (Use topic sentence – supporting details –
concluding sentence – punctuation "comma– Full stop
– capitals).
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Ss' results

Ss' answers

Appendix (4)
Teacher's guide (After Modification)
Dear Teacher,
Learning is optimized when the students are actively engaged in learning.

" What I hear, I forget;
What I see, I remember;
What I do, I understand."

- Old Chinese proverb sometimes attributed to Confucius.
The guide contains the following:

Items
1-

The importance of the guide for the teacher.

2-

Cooperative learning activities.

3-

Teaching strategies.

4-

Background of (Think-Pair-Share) Strategy.

5-

The role of the teacher when teaching by using (Think-PairShare)strategy.

6-

behavioral objectives are included.

7-

Preparation of selected lessons in each unit by using ( Think-PairShare).
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First: The importance of the guide for the teacher
The main purpose of this guide is to help you perform the task, and to employ a
new teaching method and, gives you a general framework and guidelines that must be
followed when you are teaching ( using Think-Pair-Share strategy.
This part of (Teacher's Guide) contains a lesson by lesson plan which includes all
the objectives, activities, procedures, resources, evaluation techniques as well as
teacher's and students' reflections on the educational situation created.
The content of each unit consists of some writing skills ( capital letters,
punctuation, a paragraph that consists of Topic sentence, supporting details and
concluding sentence) that are planned, implemented and evaluated according to
Think-Pair-Share strategy.
Each lesson is accompanied by PowerPoint presentations, video, LCD, and some
methods. It is designed for 11th grade learners in Palestine to enable them use ThinkPair-Share strategy in learning writing skills ( writing paragraphs that consist of topic
sentence, supporting details, and concluding sentence and appropriate punctuation).
You should know- dear teacher – this guide is characterized by flexibility, and it
isn't a restriction on your freedom, it could be changed according to the requirements
of the educational situation.
Second: Cooperative learning
Cooperative learning is a successful teaching strategy in which small teams,
each with students of different levels of ability, use a variety of learning activities to
improve their understanding of a subject. Jacob (1999, p.13) defines cooperative
learning is a diverse group of instructional methods in which small groups of students
work together and aid each other in completing.
Casey & Dyson (2012, p.1) define cooperative learning as a dynamic instructional
model that can teach diverse content to students at different grade levels. Students
work together in small, structured, heterogeneous groups to master subject matter
content.
Students work together to learn and are responsible for their teammates' learning
as well as their own. The elements that make learning cooperative are defined by
Johnson & Johnson (1994, p.2) as:
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1. Clearly perceived positive interdependence;
2. Considerable promotive (face-to-face) interaction;
3. Clearly perceived individual accountability and personal responsibility to achieve
the group's goals;
4. Frequent use of the relevant interpersonal and small-group skills;
5. Frequent and regular group processing of current functioning to improve the
group's future effectiveness.
Third: Teaching strategies:
Teaching strategies make most students to be active rather than passive in
the classroom and in which the focus is less on the teacher presenting and more on
the student learning. Teaching strategies promote active engagement and participation
of student in classroom, and enhance student learning. If you want your studentcentered learning activities to be effective, communicate the objectives, benefits and
expectations to students so that they feel prepared and supported in their learning. In
particular, students who expose to the traditional (teacher-centered) teaching. And
from among teaching strategies is "Think, Pair, Share" strategy is a cooperative
learning technique that encourages individual participation and is applicable across
all grade levels and class sizes.
Fourth: Background of (Think-Pair-Share) Strategy
This strategy has grown in light of cooperative learning and wait time research, it's an
activity to show the students' prior knowledge, and get the best contribution in class
discussions; it is a way to give an opportunity for students to think, respond, and help
other learner. It is a classroom learning activity that provides students to think about
a key question, idea, issue or notion and share their thoughts with a partner before
discussion in a small or large group. The focus is on brief, purposeful discussion
(Lyman,1987,p.1)
The Think-Pair-Share strategy : After asking a question, you can allow time
for each person to think about the answer, then have students pair up thoughts,
finally, have students share their thoughts with the entire group .Students think
through questions using three distinct steps:
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1-Think: the teacher poses a question related to his/her explanation and displays
information, then students think independently about the question that has been
posed, forming ideas of their own, and think what they know or have learned about
the topic.
2-Pair: after the step of thinking, students are grouped in pairs( maybe sitting next to
him/ her ) to discuss their thoughts.
This step allows students to articulate their ideas and to consider those of others, this
gives the students the opportunity to 'check out' their answer with another student or
hear another possible answer . If confused, the students can ask their peers for help.
3-Share: Students pairs share their ideas with larger group, such as the whole class.
Often, students are more comfortable presenting ideas to a group with the support of a
partner, students' ideas have become more refined this three-step process.(Wood & at
et al, 1993,p.66)
Fifth: The role of the teacher when teaching by using (Think-PairShare)strategy
A)The role of the teacher in lesson planning:
1-Identify learning objectives for each lesson clearly in order to know the behavior
that every student should be able to do at the end of the lesson.
2-Preparation the teaching aids for each lesson.
3-Forming groups: the teacher divides the students into heterogeneous groups, each
group includes (4) students of different levels, then he divides the members of the
group into pair.
4-Preparation of the learning environment, even the members of each group sit in
face of each other, so that they can interact and exchange information and ideas.
5-Distributing worksheets for each group.
6-Giving enough time to write the required material at every stage.
B)The role of the teacher during the lesson:
1-Explaining the new lesson and giving students examples.
2-Monitoring the work of groups, and listening to the dialogue and the discussion
between the members of the group.
3-Monitoring and providing feedback to encourage the students and to identify areas
of weakness that you need to review.
4-Following up the progress made by the members of each group.
5-Evaluating each activity, that the group implemented during lesson.
C)The role of the teacher after the lesson:
1-The teacher summarizes the main points of the lesson.
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2-Declares the score of each group, determines the winner of the group and provides
appropriate reinforcement for them.
Sixth: Behavioral objectives:
At the end, students are expected to acquire the following:
-Use capitalization in the right places.
-Use the comma where it is necessary.
-Put periods (full-stops) in the proper places.
-Write appropriate topic sentence to show the purpose of the paragraph.
-Write relevant supporting details correctly.
-Write relevant closing sentence properly.
Seventh: Preparation of selected lessons in each unit by using ( Think-PairShare)
The first Lesson
-T. explains to his/her students what the definition of this strategy.
-T. shows what are their roles.
-T. shows the benefits of this strategy for students .
-T. displays a diagram on PowerPoint presentation about the steps of Think-Pair-Share
strategy.
The teacher poses a discussion topic or a question.
The

teacher

Think: Students think independently about the question that has
been posed.

is an
advisor

Pair: Students are grouped in pairs to discuss their thoughts.

and
facilitator
Share: Students pairs share their ideas with their group contains
four students.
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-T. shows the role of the teacher is a guider, advisor and facilitator.
-T. poses a question or topic or text students will be discussing.
-The student spent time in silence writing or thinking about their own ideas, and the student
should think individually about a topic or answer to a question, and the teacher gives time
from 1-3 minutes.
-Pair: Each student should be paired with another student, students share their thinking with
their partner, discuss ideas 2-5 minutes.
-Share: Students are called for pair to share their thinking, writing with the rest of group.
-Teacher expands the 'share' into a whole-class discussion. Allow each group to choose who
will present their thoughts.
-T. explains them the benefits of this strategy.
1.It includes the posi(ve changes in students' self-esteem that occurs when they
listen to one another , and respect others' ideas.
2.The pair step of the strategy ensures that no student is le1 out of the
discussion.
3.It may appear to be (me-consuming , it makes classroom discussions more
productive.
4.when students have appropriate "Think (me", the quality of their responses
improves.
5.Building on the ideas of others is an important skill for students to learn.

-T. displays a video for students on PowerPoint presentation for 3-minutes, to know the steps
of the strategy, and how to think alone, and how to think with his/her partner, and the last step
they share their thinking, writing with the rest of the group.
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Lesson Plan
Unit six

Lesson one

Date:

……/..…../2015

Objectives:
Students are expected to:
- Identify capital letters.
- Use capital letters appropriately.
- Use punctuation marks (full stop – comma) appropriately.
Target skills:
- Capital letters.
- Punctuation (full stop – comma).
Prerequisites:
Resources & Teaching Aids:
LCD – PowerPoint – video – board – worksheets
Class organization: Individual – Pairs - five groups of four members
Steps

Teaching Learning Activities

Evaluation

Warming up:
A word game (Shopping bag).

Presentation

Procedures:
1-Put
the
students
in
groups
of
8-10
people.
2-The first person in the group starts by saying the following
sentence.
"Yesterday I went to the market, and I bought some fish."
3-The next person in the group repeats the first sentence and adds
another
thing
that
they
bought.
e.g.,
"Yesterday I went to the market, and I bought some fish and some
bananas."
4-Each person in turn repeats the sentence and adds another item.
The students have to concentrate hard to remember all the things
in the correct order.
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Ss' answers

- T. divides the students into heterogeneous groups; each group
has four students from different levels" if possible" there is a
leader to manage the dialogue, and a document to write the ideas.
- Each group is divided into pre arrange pairs.
- Students work out worksheets about capital letters.
- Students watch a video about capital letters for (2) minutes.
Capital letters

- Students exploit some examples on PowerPoint presentation as
follows, and the teacher discusses with student, when do we use
capital letters?
1-The man arrived. He sat down.
2-I don't need your help.
3-We went to Gaza yesterday.
4-We live in Rafah.
-

T. asks Ss. to look at examples, in order to elicit the use of
capital letters. (Why and when).

Students answer the first example, put the capital letter (T) in the
beginning of the sentence, and (H) after the full stop.
[Think] T. gives clear instructions about the first question as in
the worksheets, in order to facilitate what they asked to do.
-T. makes sure that students understand the instruction.
-Students are asked to THINK for themselves of the sentences, so
that they can add capital letters where necessary on their work
sheets as follows.
-T. gives (3) minutes for (thinking time).
-T. checks Ss' answers the first question on their work sheet, by
correcting

Put the appropriate capital letters:
1-suha and laila are sisters.
2-my family are going on holiday to scotland.
3-i like to play with ali after school.
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- Pair Teacher asks each student to work with his/her partner, so
each student gradually takes responsibility for each other's'
learning.
-T. gives (5) minutes for pair-work.
punctuation

-Students negotiate and exchange their understandings of the
sentences
-Share: Students are called for pair to SHARE their thinking,
writing, and answers with the rest of group. Students are more
comfortable presenting answers to a group with the support of a
partner learning.
-T. goes round checking and observing common mistakes.
-students answer and the teacher gives feedback when

-T. asks students to look at examples on PowerPoint presentation
about [ full stop & comma] in order to elicit the uses of full stop
and comma. (when& why).

Learn
We use full stop…
1-At the end of a sentence. (Let's go there.)
2-In some abbreviations ( p.m, Dec., Dr.)
3-In decimal frac(ons.(10.30), (6.3%).
4-In website and email addresses. ( www.oup.com)

Comma
-Students exploit a PowerPoint Presentation as follows:
We use comma…
1-To separate words and word groups in a simple
series of three or more.
2-A little conjunction ( and, but, or, so,) to connect
two independent clauses.
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-Ss find out the use of comma.
-Ss produce sentences by using comma.
***
-Students are asked
to THINK alone to practise using
punctuation (Full stops, commas, and capital letters) on their
worksheets.
-T. gives (3) minutes for (thinking time).
-T. checks Ss' answers on their worksheets, by correcting the
second question.
1-my name is mirai am a teacher
2-m alalamy is against the idea of an arab country host
the olympic
3-ahmad arrived at school late but did not get in trouble
4-yes she is my teacher
-Pair –T. asks each student to work with his/her partner, so each
student gradually takes responsibility for each others' learning.
-T. gives (5) minutes for pair-work.
-Ss negotiate & exchange their understandings of the second
question
-Share: Students are called for pair to SHARE their thinking,
writing, and answers with the rest of group. Students are more
comfortable presenting answers to a group with the support of a
partner.
-T. goes round checking and observing common mistakes.
-T. evaluates the activity by making each group's leader say the
sentence that the whole group is agreed on.
- T. explains to students especially students' group that have
failed in their answer, by focus the weaknesses points that they
faced and how to solve it.
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Punctuate these sentences:
Homework
assignment

1-i need a new shirt trousers and a cap
2-they didn't want to eat before I'd arrived but i was an hour late
3-ahmed who i told you about before will visit us tonight

Teachers'
reflection

-T. writes her own reflection on the techniques, resources, Ss'
responces & attitudes.
1.The powerpoint presentations is presented clearly and
effectively.
2.The resources [ electricity, projector, laptop] are available.
3.Ss responces effectively to the teacher presentation, to the new
learnt items.
4.The reaction on interaction environment is done perfectly either
as student-student, teacher-student, student him/herself.
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Ss' answers

Worksheet (1)
Unit six – Lesson one
Dear student,
You are going to answer the following questions individually, then
with your partner, then work with your group.
Q1: Put the appropriate capital letters:
1-suha and laila are sisters.
…………………………………………………………….
2-my family are going on holiday to scotland.
……………………………………………………………
3-i like to play with ali after school.
……………………………………………………………
4-on monday we went to the zoo. ……………………………………………………………

5-i learned to speak english.
……………………………………………………………
Q2: Put suitable punctuation (full stops, commas, and capital letters).
1-my name is mirai am a teacher
……………………………………………………….
2-m alalamy is against the idea of an arab country host the Olympic
……………………………………………………….
3-ahmad arrived at school late but did not get in trouble
……………………………………………………….
4-yes she is my teacher
5-we had coffee cheese and grapes

Good Luck
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Unit seven

lesson two

Date:……../ ……../2015

Objectives:
At the end of the period, most Ss. are expected to be able to:
-Write a related topic sentence correctly.
-Write supporting details correctly.
-Organize ideas according to clear sequence (topic- supporting details- ending).
-Write a relevant closing sentence.
-Remind the problems, reasons for the lack of safety on the road.
-Discuss what she wrote in pairs, in groups, and with the whole class.
-Accept the views of her colleagues with respect.
Time: 90 minutes
Target skills:
-Topic sentence.
-Supporting details.
-Concluding sentence.
Prerequisites:
Punctuation marks (comma & full stop).
Resources:
LCD – PowerPoint – video – board – worksheets.
Class organization: individuals – pairs – six groups of four
Steps

Teaching Learning Activities

Presentation Warming up: "Cards game"
Procedures:
-The teacher distributes four cards to every student in one group.
Every
contains
a
question
or
an
answer.
The teacher or students start to ask the group questions. The student
who has the answer rises his/her hand and read it, if it is right, he
wins the point and encourages from the rest of students, but if it is
wrong, the card is taken from him/her, and loses the point.
-T. divides the students into heterogeneous groups, each group has
four students from different levels" if possible" there is a leader to
manage the dialogue, and a document to write the ideas, and takes
notes. This composition of group confronts students with
differences as well as similarities to provide the motivation for
dialogue, the need of sharing of natural division of interest, abilities
needed to get the job done.
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Evaluation
Ss' answers

-Each group is divided into pre arrange pairs.
-Students work out work sheets about paragraph "road safety".
-Students exploit an introduction about the paragraph, and guess the
title of paragraph.
Methods and measures for reducing the risk of a person
using the road network being killed or seriously injured.

-T. asks students to brainstorm the title in groups, and the teacher
writes the ideas on the board.

T. elicits the
titles
from
students

T. encourages
Ss to generate
-T. warms, motivates and attracts students' attention and interest by ideas
PowerPoint, to present pictures that express about road safety
campaign.
-T. tells Ss the correct answer, it talks about "road safety".

-Groups are asked to generate ideas for the topic.
-T. focuses on essential and central ideas.
-T. explains the meaning of topic sentences.
-students exploit a PowerPoint about paragraph and topic sentence.
A paragraph: a part of a piece of writing that deals with
one
subject. A good paragraph has a clear beginning,
middle, and end. It consists of basic elements:
1.Topic sentence.
2.Suppor(ng details.

-T. displays a paragraph by using PowerPoint presentation.
-T. asks students to extract the most general sentence that
compromise, and state the general sentence of the paragraph, by
working in groups.
Topic
sentence

-T. monitors during group work, and redirects group work in more
productive directions, and provides emotional support to encourage
commitment to the task.
-T. discuses with students which is the topic sentence of why they
choose it.
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-T. presents PowerPoint presentation, that shows the definition and
the uses of the topic sentence.

Snow Day!
Thanks to the snow storms, we had a free day off from
school! The snow started at 8:00 P.M. the night before. At
first, the snow began slowly with a few big flakes floating
to the ground. A round 9:00 P.M. the snow started coming
down harder and harder. The next morning they
announced that schools were closed! The snow never
stopped un(l 11:00 A.M. Thanks to the snowstorms, we
had a free day off from school !
T. elicits &
encourages Ss
-Throughout the previous task, the teacher and his/her students
reach to the following rule:Ss work
groups

Learn
-A topic sentence is the most general sentence, states
the paragraph's main point, and it is the first sentence.
-It introduces the main idea of the paragraph.
-It indicates to the reader what your paragraph will be
about .
-It answers one or more questions like why, how or
where?
-T. gives them another exercise, to find out the best topic sentence,
to enhance their understanding.
Choose the best topic sentence
1.Susan paid 3.95 $ for her new blouse.
2.Susan loves to shop for bargains.
3.Susan bought blouse, skirt and t-shirt.

***
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in

Observing Ss'
writing
Ss' observation

-[Think]Students are asked to THINK alone to write a topic
sentence about road safety on their worksheets , and the teacher
reminds them to use punctuation.
-T. gives (3) minutes for thinking time.
-T. checks Ss' answers on their worksheet, by correcting their topic
sentence.
-Pair]: Students are asked to pair up with her partner, to share their
thoughts; this gives the students the opportunity to ' check out' their
writing. They compare their mental or written notes and identify the
topic they think is best, most convincing, or most unique, and say it
aloud. The teacher corrects and gives feedback.
-Each student gradually takes responsibility for each others'
learning.
-T. gives (5) minutes for their pair-work.
-Students negotiate and exchange their understandings of the topic
sentence.
-share: Students are called for pair to SHARE their thinking,
writing, and ideas with the rest of group. Students are more
comfortable presenting ideas to a group with the support of a
partner.
-T. goes round checking, and observing common mistakes.
-T. gives Ss sufficient time to revise their topics.
***

-T. displays a paragraph by using PowerPoint presentation.

Snow Day!

Supporting
details

Thanks to the snow storms, we had a free day off from
school! The snow started at 8:00 P.M. the night before. At
first, the snow began slowly with a few big flakes floating to
the ground. A round 9:00 P.M. the snow started coming
down harder and harder. The next morning they
announced that schools were closed! The snow never
stopped un(l 11:00 A.M. Thanks to the snowstorms, we
had a free day off from school !
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-T. asks students to extract the sentences that support the topic of
the paragraph, by working in groups.
-T. monitors during group work, and redirects group work in more
productive directions, and provides emotional support to encourage
commitment to the task.
-T. discuses with students which is the topic sentence of why they
choose it.
-Throughout the previous task, the teacher and his/her students
reach to the following rule:-

Learn
Supporting Details
-The sentences in the body of the paragraph.
-They provide details to support the topic.
-They come after the topic sentence.
-The support the main idea of the paragraph.

-Students exploit a video for (3) minutes about road safety
problems.
-Ss are asked to answer these question on PowerPoint presentation.

1.What are the main local road safety problems?
2.what are the reasons for the lack of safety on roads?
3. What solu(ons to these problems do you suggest?
-T. helps students to develop and support the ideas.
-Ss brainstorm and generate ideas for the supporting sentences.
-T. writes the ideas of students on the board.
-T. focuses on essential and central ideas.
-T. reminds their students to use punctuation marks in their writing.
-[Think]- T. gives clear instructions about the supporting details in
their work sheet in order to facilitate
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-Think: Students are asked to think independently about the
supporting details, forming their ideas of their own on their
worksheet .
-T. gives (3) minutes for thinking-time.
-T. checks students' answers on their worksheet, by correcting their
supporting details.
-Pair: Students are asked to pair up with her desk mate, to share
their thoughts; this gives the students the opportunity to ' check out'
their writing. They compare their mental or written notes and
identify the topic they think is best, most convincing, or most
unique.
-Each student gradually takes responsibility for each others'
learning.
-T. gives (5) minutes for pair-work.
-Students negotiate and exchange their understandings of the
supporting details.
*In this stage, students should know these questions:
-Ss in pairs make sure that their writings depend on these questions.
1-Are my thoughts organized?
2-Do I stick with the same idea throughout my writing?
3-Do I know what order I want to say things in?
4-Which ideas do I want to develop?
*Teacher should be tolerant with students errors as spelling,
grammar, and reminds them to use punctuation.
-share: Students are called for pair to SHARE their thinking,
writing, and ideas with the rest of group. Students are more
comfortable presenting ideas to a group with the support of a
partner.
T. gives Ss sufficient time to revise their supporting.
-T. provides opportunities for feedback.
-T. evaluates the activity by choosing a student randomly from each
group, and asks her /his to read out supporting details , that they are
agreed on.

-T. displays a paragraph by using PowerPoint presentation.
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Ss'
participation

Concluding
sentence

Rainy day
I like to do three things on rainy days. The first thing I like
to do on rainy days is bake cookies. Next, I like to write
letters to my grandmother . After I have finished baking
and writing, I like to read. So, when I do these three things,
-T. asks students to extract the concluding sentence
paragraph, by working in groups.

of the

-T. monitors during group work, and redirects group work in more
productive directions, and provides emotional support to encourage
commitment to the task.
-T. discuses with students which is the concluding sentence of why
they choose it.
-Throughout the previous task, the teacher and his/her students
reach to the following rule:-

Learn
Concluding Sentence:
-It reminds the reader what the paragraph is about.
-It gives the reader one last thing to think about.
-It is the last sentence in a paragraph.
-It concludes the whole paragraph with one sentence.

-T. gives students some key words that may help them to identify
the concluding sentence, such as [ To sum up, So, To conclude].
-T. displays a script on PowerPoint presentation.
There are many ways to start off a concluding sentence,
such as:
-In conclusion….
-In other words…
-To conclude….
-So….
-As result,….
-All in all….
-In brief….
-In short….
-To sum up…..
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-T. gives another exercise about concluding sentence, to enhance
students' understanding.
-Students are showed some examples on PowerPoint presentation
about concluding sentence.
-In conclusion, that was three reasons dogs are the best
pet ever.

Ss work
pairs

in

Ss work
groups

in

-As a result, Canada is a desirable place to live in.
-Therefore, Earth moving around the sun is the reason
we have the seasons.

-Think: Students are asked to think independently about the
concluding sentence, forming their ideas of their own on their
T. observation
worksheet .
-T. gives 3- minutes for thinking-time.
-T. checks students' answers on their work sheet, by correcting the
concluding sentence.
-[Pair]: students are asked to pair up with her desk mate, to share
their thoughts; this gives the students the opportunity to ' check out'
their writing. They compare their mental or written notes and
identify concluding sentence they think is best, most convincing, or
most unique.
Ss' result
-T. gives 5- minutes for pair-work.
*In this stage, Ss in pairs make sure that their writings depend on
these questions. (1).Does your paragraph have a topic sentence and
several supporting details?
2.Are the ideas stated clearly?
3.Are your sentences varied?
T. asks one pair to make a mini-dialogue from these three
questions.
A student asks and the another one replies in the front of the class
; so that the teacher can sure that their writing depend on these
question .
T. checks and corrects.
-share: Students are called for pair to SHARE their thinking,
writing, and ideas with the rest of group. Students are more
comfortable presenting ideas to a group with the support of a
partner.
-T. goes round checking, and observing common mistakes.
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-T. gives Ss sufficient time to edit their concluding.
-T. evaluates the activity by making each group's leader say the
sentence that the whole group are agreed on.
***
-T. presents a paragraph on PowerPoint presentation, and asks
students to answer on their notebooks.

Summative
evaluation

My favorite birthday present was a trip through
the zoo. I was ten years old. My mom took three of
my friends, my sister and me to see all the exhibits.
We made a lot of noise when we saw the snakes. My
mom took us to see the Siberian tigers. We saw birds
and monkeys, I took pictures of everyday with my
new camera, we had a picnic lunch. They gave me
presents. We all had a great time at the zoo.
1.Extract the topic sentence.
2.Extract the suppor(ng details.
3.Extract the concluding sentence.

-Students answer on their note books.
-T. asks students to say their answers aloud and teacher let another
student to correct the answer.
-T. gives the correct answer.
-T. reinforces the students morale, by providing them with
certificates of appreciation.
Homework
assignment

T. asks students to prepare a paragraph that includes topic, Ss' answers
supporting, and concluding sentence and using the previous learnt
punctuation marks.
-T. writes her own reflection on the techniques, resources, Ss'
responces & attitudes.
1.The powerpoint presentations is presented clearly and effectively.

Teacher's
reflection

2.The resources [ electricity, projector, laptop] are available.
3.Ss responces effectively to the teacher presentation, to the new
learnt items.
4.The reaction on interaction environment is done perfectly either
as student-student, teacher-student, student him/herself.
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Worksheet
Unit seven – lesson one
Dear student,
You are going to write a paragraph of about (50) words on:
"Methods of improving the standards of driving".

The following words may help you:
( road safety – speed bumps – laws – drive – carefully – accidents – traffic lights – controlling
speed – limit – transport.)
Note:( Use a topic sentence, supportive details, concluding sentence, and punctuation marks.)

………………………………………………
…………………………………………….
………………………………………………

………………………………………
………………………………………
………………………………………
………………………………………
………………………………………
………………………………………
………………………………………
………………………………………
………………………………………
………………………………………
………………………………………

……………………………………
……………………………………
……………………………………
……………………………………
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Unit eight

Lesson one

Date:…./…../2015

Objectives:
At the end of the period, most Ss. are expected to be able to:
-Write a related topic sentence correctly.
-Write supporting details correctly.
-Organize ideas according to clear sequence (topic- supporting details- ending).
-Write a relevant closing sentence.
-Use punctuation marks correctly.
-Remind the importance of sport to human health.
-Discuss what she wrote in pairs, in groups, and with the whole class.
-Accept the views of her colleagues with respect.
Target skills
-Topic sentence.
-supporting details.
-Concluding sentence.
-Punctuation marks.
Prerequisites:
Resources:
LCD – PowerPoint – video – board – worksheets.
Class organization: individuals – pairs – six groups of 4 members.
Steps

Teaching Learning Activities
Warming up: "Find the Lie" game.
Materials:
Small pieces of paper, one for each student.
Procedures:

Presentation

1. Give each student a small piece of paper.
2. Tell them to write three pieces on information about
themselves on the piece of paper. Two of these bits of
information must be true, one is a lie.
-My name is Fatima.( True )
-I am married. ( False)
-I visited Egypt in 2000. (True ).
3.Tell the students to stand up and to hold their pieces of paper
in front of them.
4.They should walk around the class, read the information about
people and see if they can guess which statement is a lie.
- T. divides the students into heterogeneous groups, each group
has four students from different levels" if possible" there is a
leader to manage the dialogue, and a document to write the
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Evaluation

ideas. This composition of group confronts students with
differences as well as similarities to provide the motivation for
dialogue, the need of sharing of the natural division of interest,
abilities needed to get the job done.
-Each group is divided into pre arrange pairs.
- Students work out worksheets about sport.
- Students are asked to give the definition of topic sentence,
supporting details and concluding sentence.
Topic
sentence

-Students are showed on PowerPoint presentation about topic
sentence, supporting details and concluding sentence
definitions.
Topic Sentence: it states the main point of a paragraph. It
usually appears at the very beginning of paragraphs.
Supporting Details: details that tell you more about the
main idea, it makes your main idea stronger.
Concluding Sentence:Is the last sentence in a paragraph.

-Students are showed an introduction about the paragraph , that
they will write about it, to exploit the title of the paragraph.

It is a sort of game that requires physical activity and
involves a degree of competition, as for example,
basketball, football, bowling ..etc.
It makes you stronger and healthier, it provides important
benefits for young and old.

-

Groups brainstorm and elicit the titles, and the teacher
writes them on the board.

Sport
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-T. says who's her answer is correct" Sport".
-T. discusses with students sport, to be sure that there is a
background knowledge about it, by asking basic question. for
example,1.what kinds of sports?
2.What's your favorite sport?
3.Who's the most popular footballer?
4.What's your favorite tennis player?
5.What's your favorite football team?
6.How often did the Olympic Games held?
-Students answer individually alone for themselves for
minutes.

(4-

-Each student makes a mini- dialogue with his/her partner in
front of class.
-This create interaction between students and promote
independent thinking and exchange their ideas and thoughts
that makes them more interested and motivated.
-Students elicit ideas about it, and teacher writes their ideas on
the smart board.
-T. focuses on essential and central ideas.
***
- students are asked to THINK alone to write a topic sentence
about sport on their work sheet, and reminds them to use
suitable punctuation.
-T. reminds students of the most important words that can be
used in this topic.( different kinds of sport..football, tennis,
volleyball..etc.)
-T. gives 3- minutes for thinking-time.
--Students are asked to work in PAIR, they compare their
mental or written notes and identify the answers they think are
best, most convincing, or most unique.
-Students are called for pair to SHARE their thinking and
writing with the rest of group in order to reach a perfect topic
sentence.
-T. goes round checks, observes common mistakes, then he
writes them on the board, and gives them the right answer.
-T. evaluates the activity by choosing a student randomly from
each group, and asks her to read out her topic sentence, that they
agreed on.
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-T. asks other students to comment, if they created and wrote
well, the group would obtain the degree and if they made a
mistake, they wouldn't have a degree.
***
-Students
notice the relation between topic sentence and
concluding sentence.
-T. displays an exercise on a PowerPoint presentation that has a
paragraph about sport.

Sport

Concluding
sentence

_______________________________. Among
various types of sports , outdoors like crickets and
football are very popular. Nowadays there have
become very popular from entertainment. Sport
requires quick movement of the limbs. This helps
alone areolation and makes the body strong and
health. Sports have certain rules , which the
participants have to obey.
____________________________________________

Choose:
(1)Thus, through hands and sports people learn
discipline, which is very important in practical life.
(2)Sports are good physical exercise and on one can
keep good health without it
- T. asks one of the students to read the paragraph aloud.
-T. discuses with students which is the best topic sentence, and
the best concluding sentence from the two choices.
-T. asks them why choose the first choice as a concluding
sentence of why they choose.
-The second as a topic sentence. So, they can differentiate
between topic and concluding sentence.
-Teacher elicits ideas for concluding sentence in good order and
teacher writes their ideas on the smart board.
-Students are asked to THINK alone to write concluding
sentence about sport on their work sheets.
-Students work for themselves in 3-minutes.
-T. checks students' answers on their work sheet, by correcting
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their concluding sentence.
-Students are asked to work in PAIR, they compare their mental
or written notes and identify the answers they think are best,
most convincing, or most unique.
*In pairs, Ss depend their writings on these questions:
1.Does your paragraph have a topic sentence and several
supporting details?
2.Are the ideas stated clearly?
3.Are your sentence varied?
-Students answer on their note book.
-T. asks students to say their answers around.
-T. let another student to correct their answers.
.T. gives the correct answer.
-Students are called for pair to SHARE their thinking and
writing with the rest of group in order to reach a perfect
concluding sentence.
-T. goes round to observe their work.
-T. evaluates the activity by choosing a student randomly from
each group, and asks her to read out her concluding sentence,
that they agreed on.

Observation:
-The teachers roams between groups, and notice the way of
their writings, and guides the students to the right way, to reach
a proper writing, in order to convince the rest of the students.
-The teacher has full freedom to manage the time, and
distributes enough time on the parts of the worksheet, in terms
of importance and time to think on it, and non- compliance in
one system.
Summative
evaluation

-Teacher and students sum up the main points of the lesson.

-Students are asked to give the definitions of the following on
their note books.
Homework
assignment

1-Topic sentence
2-Supporting details
3-Concluding sentence
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Worksheet
Unit eight
Dear student,
You are going to write a paragraph about (50) words on:
"The importance of sport"
The following may help you:
{different kinds of sport – sport keeps us healthy-sport helps us to prevent diseases}
Note: [Use a topic sentence, supporting details, concluding sentence, and punctuation marks]

........................................
........................................
........................................
........................................
........................................
........................................
........................................
..........

…………………………………
.............................
.....................
.............................
.....................
.............................
.....................

………………………………....
…………………………………
………………………………….
………………………………….
…………………………………..
………………………………......
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Unit nine

Lesson one

Date: …../……/2015

Objectives:
-Write a related topic sentence correctly.
-Write supporting details correctly.
-Write a relevant closing sentence.
-Organize ideas according to clear sequence (topic – supporting details – ending).
-Use capital letters and punctuation marks correctly.
Target language:
-Topic language.
-Supporting details.
-Concluding sentence.
-Punctuation marks.
Prerequisites:
Topic language.
-Supporting details.
-Concluding sentence.
-Punctuation marks.
Sources:
LCD – PowerPoint – video – board – worksheets.
Class organization: individuals – pairs –six groups of 4 members.
Steps

Teaching Learning Activities
Warming up: "Guess the Picture" game.
Material:
Blackboard
Procedures:
1.One person comes to the front and start to draw a picture.
2.The students must try to guess what the picture is before the
person has finished drawing it.
3.The person who guesses correctly comes to the front to
draw another picture.
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Evaluation

- T. divides the students into heterogeneous groups, each
group has four students from different levels" if possible"
there is a leader to manage the dialogue, and a document to
write the ideas.
-Each group is divided into pre arrange pairs.
- Students work out worksheets about emergency.
-Ss. exploit pictures displayed by PowerPoint presentation,
indicate to emergency, to arouse their thinking.
-T. asks an opener question, what do you see?
-Ss elicit, brainstorm ideas, what do they see.
-T. draws a spider map, to organize, brainstorm their ideas.
-T. focuses on essential and central ideas.
Topic
sentence

-Ss are asked to write a topic sentence, and ask them what is
the meaning of topic sentence?
-T. reminds them to use punctuation marks.
- students are asked to THINK alone to write a topic sentence
about emergency on their work sheet.
-T. reminds students of the most important words that can be
used in this topic, such as (First aid – asses – save..etc.).
-T. gives 2-miuntes for thinking-time.
-Students are asked to work in PAIR, they compare their
mental or written notes and identify the answers they think are
best, most convincing, or most unique.
-T. gives 5-minutes for pair-work.
-Students negotiate and exchange their understanding of the
topic sentence.
-Students are called for pair to SHARE their thinking and
writing with the rest of group in order to reach a perfect topic.
-T. goes round checks, observes common mistakes.
-T. evaluates the activity by choosing a student randomly
from each group, and asks her to read out her topic sentence,
that they agreed on.
- T. asks other students to comment, if they created and wrote
well, the group would obtain the degree and if they made a
mistake, they wouldn't have a degree.
****
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-Ss exploit a video about emergency services, and it’s
casualties.
-T. asks Ss what are the emergency services? And what are
the risks they face?
-Ss elicit and brainstorm ideas to answer these questions.
-T. writes their ideas, and focuses on essential and central
ideas.
-T. discusses with Ss about first aid, and asks them these
questions.

1. What is the meaning of first aid?
2.What is the benefits?
3.Where should be first aid?
4.Does it require equipment or prior knowledge
of it?
5.Is it only provided for human?
6.Does a paramedic need skills and high medical
technologies?
-Ss are asked to write supporting details, and remind
them that supporting details are sentences in the body of
the paragraph.
-Students are asked to THINK alone to write supporting
details to develop and support ideas to the topic sentence.
-Students are reminded to use punctuation.
-T. gives 3-minutes for thinking-time.
-T. moves among students to check and observe their work.
-Students are asked to work in PAIR, they compare their
mental or written notes and identify the answers they think are
best, most convincing, or most unique.
-T. gives 5-minutes for pair-work.
-Students negotiate and exchange their understanding of the
topic sentence
*In this stage students should know these questions:
1-Are my thoughts organized?
2-Do I stick with the same idea throughout my writing?
3-Which ideas do I want to develop?
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4-Are the ideas stated clearly?
-Ss in pairs make sure that their writings depends on these
questions.
-Students answer in their note book.
-T. asks students to say their answers aloud.
-T. lets another student to correct the answer.
-T. gives the correct answer.
-Students are called for pair to SHARE their thinking and
writing with the rest of group in order to reach a perfect
supporting sentences.
-T. gives sufficient time to edit their supporting sentences.
-T. evaluates their answers by choosing a student randomly
from each group, and asks her to read out their supporting
details, that they agreed on.
****
-Students are asked to THINK alone to write concluding
sentence to this paragraph.
-T. gives 3-minutes for thinking- time.
-Students are asked to work in PAIR, they compare their
mental or written notes and identify the answers they think are
best, most convincing, or most unique.
*In pairs, Ss depend their writings on these questions:
1.Does your paragraph have a topic sentence and several
supporting details?
2.Are the ideas stated clearly?
3.Are your sentence varied?
-Students answer in their work sheet.
-T. goes around, checks and observes their common mistakes.
-T. writes the mistakes on the board.
Concluding
sentence

-T. corrects each mistake.
-Students are called for pair to SHARE their thinking and
writing with the rest of group in order to reach a perfect
concluding sentence.
-T. evaluates the activity by choosing a student randomly
from each group, and asks her to read out her concluding
sentence, that they agreed on.
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Observation:
-The teachers roams between groups, and notices the way of
their writings, and guides the students to the right way, to
reach a proper writing, in order to convince the rest of the
students.
-The teacher has full freedom to manage the time, and
allocates enough time on the parts of the worksheet, in terms
of importance and time to think on it, and non- compliance in
one system.
-Ss are asked to arrange these sentences to form a paragraph,
to enhance their understanding about topic sentence,
supporting details, and concluding sentence
(
)1. Another beautiful flower is the daisy which
sometimes grows wild.
(
)2.There are many lovely flowers to consider for your
garden.
Summative
evaluation

(
)3.Spring flowers like tulips, daffodils, and crocuses are
also very pretty.
(
)4.I think you can have all these flowers to make your
garden a pretty one.
(
)5.The most beautiful flower is the rose because it comes
in so many different colors.

Homework
assignment

-Ss are asked to prepare to the next paragraph (energy) to
extract the most important words, they may use it in the next
lesson's tasks

Teacher's
reflection

-T. writes her own reflection on the techniques, resources, Ss'
responces & attitudes.
1.The powerpoint presentations is presented clearly and
effectively.
2.The resources [ electricity, projector, laptop] are available.
3.Ss responces effectively to the teacher presentation, to the
new learnt items.
4.The reaction on interaction environment is done perfectly
either as student-student, teacher-student, student him/herself
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Worksheet
Unit nine – Lesson one
Dear student,
By the end of the worksheet, you are expected to be able to:
-Write topic sentence, supporting details, concluding sentence.
-Use punctuation marks, and capital letters appropriately.
Write a paragraph of about (50) words on:
"The first aid you might follow if you once have an emergency case"
The following words may help:
Emergence services – examine – casualties – safe – assess – first aid.
..............................................................................
.............................................................................
..............................................................................

........................................
........................................
........................................
........................................
.....

..............................
..............................
..............................
..............................
..............................
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Unit ten
lesson one

Date:…../……/2015

Objectives:
-Write a related topic sentence correctly.
-Write supporting details correctly.
-Write a relevant closing sentence.
-Organize ideas according to clear sequence (topic – supporting details – ending).
-Use capital letters and punctuation marks.
-Remind of renewable energy and non-renewable energy advantages and it's types
Target language:
-Topic language.
-Supporting details.
-Concluding sentence.
-Punctuation marks.
Prerequisites:
Sources:
LCD – PowerPoint – video – board – worksheets- cards.
Class organization: individuals – pairs –six groups of 4 members
Steps

Teaching Learning Activities

Warming up: "Find Someone Who".
Materials: Paper and Pens
Procedures:

Presentation

1.Before the class the teacher prepares game sheet.eg, find someone
who…
….likes fishing.
…can ride a motorbike.
2.The teacher writes the game sheet on the board and the students
copy it.
3.The students then stand up and have to ask each other questions
to find someone who "likes fishing" or "can ride a motorbike".
When they find someone they must write their names on the game
sheet. They should find a different person for each statement.
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Evaluation

Find someone who..
Fatima likes fishing.
Lama can ride a motorbike.

- T. divides the students into heterogeneous groups, each group has
four students from different levels" if possible" there is a leader to
manage the dialogue, and a document to write the ideas.
-Each group is divided into pre arrange pairs.
- Students work out worksheets about energy.-T. displays some sentences on PowerPoint presentation.
1-dr ahmad arrived from washington at 6 pm
2-i need new shirt trousers and cap
3-nabeel is leaving next monday to syria
-Ss are asked to put suitable punctuation for each sentence, and
write these sentences on their note books.
-Ss are asked to THINK alone to punctuate these sentences on their
notebooks without any help.
-T. gives 2-minutes for thinking-time.
-T. checks students' answers on their note books, by correcting
these three questions.
-Ss are asked to work in PAIRS to compare their answers, so each
student gradually takes responsibility for each others' learning.
-T. gives 3-minutes for pair-work.
-Students negotiate and exchange their understandings.
-Ss are asked to SHARE their answers in groups, in order to reach
a perfect solution.
-T. goes round checking, and observing common mistakes.
-T. checks answers on the PowerPoint presentation, and gives
relevant feedback.
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-Ss exploit an introduction about the paragraph, on PowerPoint
presentation, to attract their attention.
It lights our cities, it powers our vehicles, trains, planes
and rockets, warms our homes, cooks our food, powers
machinery in factories. What is it?

-T. draws a spider map, to organize, brainstorm their ideas and to
know what did they know about energy.

Energy
Topic
sentence
-T. focuses on essential and central ideas.
- Ss are asked to write a topic sentence about energy, and are
reminded of that topic sentence is the most important sentence in a
paragraph, and it summarizes the information in the paragraph.
-T. reminds them to use punctuation marks.
- Students are asked to THINK alone to write a topic sentence
about energy on their work sheet.
-T. reminds students of the most important words that can be used
in this topic.
-Students are asked to work in PAIR, they compare their mental or
written notes and identify the answers they think are best, most
convincing, or most unique.
-Students are called for pair to SHARE their thinking and writing
with the rest of group in order to reach a perfect topic.
-T. goes round and checks, observes common mistakes, and writes
them on the board.
-The teacher monitors and follows the achievements of students,
and reminds them to use punctuation.
-T. evaluates the activity by choosing a student randomly from each
group, and asks her to read out her topic sentence, that they agreed
on.
-T. asks other students to comment, if they created and wrote well,
the group would obtain the degree and if they made a mistake, they
wouldn't have a degree.
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-Ss exploit a video about " energy ", it helps Ss to concentrate
about the subject, provoke attention and reinforce them.
Supporting
details

-T. discusses with them and gives feedback.
-T. displays words on the cards, and hangs the cards on the board to
everyone see .
-T. tells Ss that the following words may help them:
[ oil – gas – coal – comfortable – modern world – green house –
climate change ].
-Ss are asked
sentences.

to put these words in

suitable and expressive

-T. discusses with Ss these questions on PowerPoint presentation,
to provoke their thinking and attention, and help them to write the
supporting details.

A)What are the types of energy?
B)What is renewable energy? And what it's
advantages?
C)What is non-renewable energy?
D)What are the types of non-renewable energy?
E)What are the disadvantages of non-renewable
energy?
F)What are the advantages of non-renewable energy?

-T. warms, motivates and attracts students' attention and interest.
-Ss brainstorm & generate ideas to provide the supporting
sentences.
-T. tells the students that supporting details make up the body of a
paragraph, and support the main idea.
-Students are asked to THINK alone to write supporting details to
develop and support ideas to the topic sentence.
-T. gives 3-minutes for thinking-time.
-t. checks students' answers on their worksheets.
-Students are reminded to use punctuation.
-T. moves among students to check and observe their work.
-Students are asked to work in PAIR, they compare their mental or
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written notes and identify the answers they think are best, most
convincing, or most unique.
*In this stage students should know these questions:
1-Are my thoughts organized?
2-Do I stick with the same idea throughout my writing?
3-Which ideas do I want to develop?
4-Are the ideas stated clearly?
-Ss in pairs make sure that their writings depends on these
questions.
-Students are called for pair to SHARE their thinking and writing
with the rest of group in order to reach a perfect supporting.
-T. gives sufficient time to revise their supporting sentences.
-T. evaluates their answers by choosing a student randomly from
each group, and asks her to read out their supporting details, that
they agreed on.
-T. provides opportunities for feedback.
****
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-Students are asked to THINK alone to write concluding sentence
to this paragraph on their worksheet.
-T. gives 3- minutes for thinking-time.
-T. checks students' answers on their worksheet, by correcting their
concluding sentence.
Concluding
Sentence

-Students are asked to work in PAIR, they compare their mental or
written notes and identify the answers they think are best, most
convincing, or most unique, so each student gradually takes
responsibility for each other's' learning.
-T. gives 5 minutes for pair-work.
-Students negotiate and exchange their understandings of the
concluding sentence.
*In pairs, Ss depend their writings on these questions:
1.Does your paragraph have a topic sentence and several supporting
details?
2.Are the ideas stated clearly?
3.Are your sentence varied?
-Students are called for pair to SHARE their thinking and writing
with the rest of group in order to reach a perfect concluding
sentence.
-T. goes round to observe their work.
-T. evaluates the activity by choosing a student randomly from each
group, and asks her to read out her concluding sentence, that they
agreed on.

Observation:
-The teachers roams between groups, and notice the way of their
writings, and guides the students to the right way, to reach a proper
writing, in order to convince the rest of the students.
-The teacher has full freedom to manage the time, and allocates
enough time on the parts of the worksheet, in terms of importance
and time to think on it, and non- compliance in one system.
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-T. displays question on PowerPoint presentation.
-Ss are asked to choose one of the sentence in the paragraph on the
right is the topic sentence about healthy life.
Summative
evaluation

-If you want to live along and healthy life, you have to get
into good habits when you are young.
-It is important to get some fresh air and exercise every day.
-Furthermore, it is essential that you give your body the right
nutrition like fruit and vegetables.

-Choose the best topic sentence:

Homework
assignment

…………………………………………… . I enjoy
summer sports like water skiing and basketball. The
weather is usually sunny and hot, so I can go to the beach
almost every day. Gardening is my hobby and I spend
many summer days working in my garden. Unfortunately,
the days pass too quickly in summer.
a)I like to garden in summer.
b)Summer is my favourite season.

Teacher's
reflection

-T. writes his own reflection on the techniques, resources, Ss'
responses & attitudes.
1.The powerpoint presentations is presented clearly and effectively.
2.The resources [ electricity, projector, laptop] are available.
3.Ss responces effectively to the teacher presentation, to the new
learnt items.
4.The reaction on interaction environment is done perfectly either
as student-student, teacher-student, student him/herself.
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Worksheet
Unit ten – Lesson one
Dear student,
By the end of the worksheet, you are expected to be able to:
-Write topic sentence, supporting details, concluding sentence.
-Use punctuation marks, and capital letters appropriately.
Write a paragraph of about (50) words on
Oil – gas – coal – comfortable – modern world – greenhouse – climate change

Remember to use:( Topic – details – concluding – capital letters – punctuationmarks)

...................................................................................
..................................................................................
..................................................................................
Energy
........................................................................................
........................................................................................
.......................................................................................
.......................................................................................
.......................................................................................
.......................................................................................
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Appendix (9)
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Islamic University of Gaza
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Islamic University of Gaza
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Al-Aqsa University-Gaza
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Islamic University of Gaza
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